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From: Leah Baker
To: Council, City
Subject: 40th Utility Energy Forum 2021 - Participants List
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:12:57 AM
Importance: High

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi Team,
I am just writing to let you know we have participants list of 40th Utility Energy Forum which held

on 18th – 20th August 2021 |United States|
 
No of Participants : 1,500+ Contacts
  

Credentials in the list: Contact Name, Title, Phone Number, Fax Number, Physical address,
State/City, Company Name, Company URL, and most importantly verified email addresses.
95%+ accuracy and deliverability on all data fields
Data will be provided in an Excel Spreadsheet for unlimited list usage
All the contacts are permission based and authorized to receive the third party information.

 
Let me know if this interests you and I will reply back with more details and costs and discount price.
 
Thanks,
Leah Baker
Email : leah.baker@profairs.us

mailto:leah.baker@profairs.us
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:leah.baker@profairs.us


From: Aram James
To: Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Jeff Moore; Human Relations Commission; Greer Stone; Council, City; Jay Boyarsky; Planning Commission; Winter Dellenbach; Raj; Roberta Ahlquist; chuck jagoda; Rebecca Eisenberg; Vara Ramakrishnan; alisa mallari tu; Lewis. james; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; DuBois, Tom;

cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Joe Simitian; Cormack, Alison; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Tanaka, Greg; citycouncil@mountainview.gov; Molly; Binder, Andrew; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org
Subject: As promised I’m sending around the piece I wrote on the Brock Turner case I wrote back about the same time Sajit Khan wrote his piece on the same topic…
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 11:21:53 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.

8/20/21
 
Hi Sajit, (Sajit Khan candidate for Santa Clara County District Attorney 2022)

As promised I’m sending around the piece I wrote on the Brock Turner case back about the same time frame (June-July 2016) you wrote your article on the same topic. Unlike you I standby my piece and believe it was
appropriately respectful of both sexual assault victims, public safety, and restorative justice-drawing the correct balance between public safety and the need for applying a restorative justice (or as you so eloquently put
it, a holistic model) between sexual assault victims, first time offenders, be they poor, people of color or members of the dominant caste.

I look forward to you criticizing my piece and even attacking it-if you find I have fallen short in appropriately balancing the needs of sexual assault victims and first time offenders.

Similarly, if you believe my support for former Judge Persky was misguided, and he deserves what he received-to be recalled for the sentence he imposed in the Turner case; don’t hesitate to blast me with criticism.

To Jeff Rosen (the current Santa Clara County District Attorney) or anyone else receiving this email feel free to attack my views on this matter. It’s all about the learning process. What say you?

Best regards,

Community activist, 
 
Aram

mailto:abjpd1@gmail.com
mailto:Sajid@votesajid.com
mailto:JRosen@dao.sccgov.org
mailto:moorej@esuhsd.org
mailto:hrc@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:gstone22@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:jboyarsky@dao.sccgov.org
mailto:Planning.Commission@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:wintergery@earthlink.net
mailto:raj@siliconvalleydebug.org
mailto:roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu
mailto:chuckjagoda1@gmail.com
mailto:rebecca@winwithrebecca.com
mailto:vara@acm.org
mailto:alisa@justlikefamily.com
mailto:alphonse9947@gmail.com
mailto:wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com
mailto:Tom.DuBois@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org
mailto:supervisor.simitian@bos.sccgov.org
mailto:Alison.Cormack@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:paloaltofreepress@gmail.com
mailto:Greg.Tanaka@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:citycouncil@mountainview.gov
mailto:Molly.ONeal@pdo.sccgov.org
mailto:Andrew.Binder@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org


Sent from my iPhone



From: slevy@ccsce.com
To: Steve Levy
Subject: Bay Area economic update
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 2:34:16 PM
Attachments: Aug 20, 2021 Economic Update.docx

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi,

I am sending the draft that the Bay Area Council Economic Institute will make look nice and
post. This way you can see the data on the EDD release day.

Steve

Highlights below--

Bay Area Economic Update and Outlook—August 2021—Slow Job Growth Understates Bay
Area Economic Strength

The Bay Area posted modest but disappointing job gains since March. At the same time VC
funding is strong, people are reentering the workforce and housing permits have begun to
rebound. The U.S. economic outlook and federal policies have improved with positive
implications for our region. The Bay Area still faces challenges in housing and other areas
that affect our economic competitiveness and, in doing so, reduce our ability to meet equity
and environmental goals.

The highlights:

The Bay Area added 119,300 jobs between January and July 2021 and the regional
unemployment rate fell from 6.6% to 5.7%. Job gains were led by the San Francisco
and San Jose metro areas and a rebound in the restaurant and tourist sectors.
The U.S, and Bay Area economic outlook has been upgraded by the $1.9 billion
COVID relief package, the likely passage of a major infrastructure package, and
positive movement on the safety net and environmental investments and the
possibility of more favorable immigration policies that all play to Bay Area strengths.
The long-term Bay Area economic challenges remain with only slow progress on
housing, transportation and economic competitiveness, challenges at the front of the
Bay Area Council policy agenda.

mailto:slevy@ccsce.com
mailto:slevy@ccsce.com

Bay Area Economic Update and Outlook—August 2021—Slow Job Growth Understates Bay Area Economic Strength 



The Bay Area posted modest but disappointing job gains since March. At the same time VC funding is strong, people are reentering the workforce and housing permits have begun to rebound. The U.S. economic outlook and federal policies have improved with positive implications for our region. The Bay Area still faces challenges in housing and other areas that affect our economic competitiveness and, in doing so, reduce our ability to meet equity and environmental goals.



The highlights:



· The Bay Area added 119,300 jobs between January and July 2021 and the regional unemployment rate fell from 6.6% to 5.7%. Job gains were led by the San Francisco and San Jose metro areas and a rebound in the restaurant and tourist sectors.

· The U.S, and Bay Area economic outlook has been upgraded by the $1.9 billion COVID relief package, the likely passage of a major infrastructure package, and positive movement on the safety net and environmental investments and the possibility of more favorable immigration policies that all play to Bay Area strengths.

· The long-term Bay Area economic challenges remain with only slow progress on housing, transportation and economic competitiveness, challenges at the front of the Bay Area Council policy agenda.





Job Growth is Steady but Disappointing Compared to the Nation



The Bay Area added 119,300 jobs since January 2021 led by a gain of 54,100 in the San Francisco metro area though SF has recovered just 43.1% of the jobs lost between February and April 2020 as job gains are offset by companies moving jobs out of SF. The San Jose metro area added 31,800 jobs but by July had recovered only 50.8% of the jobs lost between February and April 2020. The Napa and San Rafael metro areas had the largest % job recovery by July 2021.



		

		Metro Area Job Trends (Thousands)

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Metro Area

		Feb 20

		Apr 20

		Jan 21

		July 21

		

		% Recovered



		Oakland

		

		1,201.1

		1,004.9

		1,082.6

		1,094.6

		

		45.7%



		San Francisco

		1,198.2

		1,010.7

		1,037.5

		1,091.6

		

		43.1%



		San Jose

		

		1,166.7

		1,013.1

		1,059.3

		1,091.1

		

		50.8%



		Santa Rosa

		211.2

		173.6

		183.4

		193.3

		

		52.4%



		Napa

		

		74.8

		57.3

		64.5

		67.7

		

		59.4%



		Vallejo

		

		144.3

		122.8

		131.4

		134.7

		

		55.3%



		San Rafael

		117.1

		92.4

		104.4

		109.4

		

		68.8%



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Bay Area

		

		4,113.4

		3,474.8

		3,663.1

		3,782.4

		

		48.2%



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Source: EDD Seasonally adjusted

		

		

		

		

		









The Bay Area Had Recovered Just 48.2% of Lost Jobs by July 2021 Yet VC Funding is Surging and Residents Are Rejoining the Workforce



In July 2021 the Bay Area had recovered 48.2% of the jobs lost between February and April 2020 up from 29.4% in January. The state had recovered 58.3% up from 34.0% while the nation had recovered 74.5% of lost jobs up from 55.4%. At the same time VC funding in Q1 2021 was $24.4 billion, the second highest quarter in record and 40% of a record $62 billion nationally. 





Since January 113,300 residents have rejoined the labor force in the Bay Area with the largest gains in the SF and SJ metro areas. There is more catch up to do and we should see more gains when the September and October data that reflect school openings and, possibly, the end of extra UE benefits come out.





		

		Metro Area Labor Force (Thousands)

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Metro Area

		Feb 20

		Apr 20

		Jan 21

		July 21

		

		Jan-July 21



		Oakland

		

		1,402.2

		1,332.2

		1,336.9

		1,352.3

		

		15.4



		San Francisco

		1,043.3

		978.0

		957.2

		1,002.7

		

		45.5



		San Jose

		

		1,087.7

		1,039.8

		1,034.9

		1,059.5

		

		24.6



		Santa Rosa

		256.0

		241.0

		235.8

		249.4

		

		13.6



		Napa

		

		72.5

		66.3

		66.9

		71.7

		

		4.8



		Vallejo

		

		207.5

		200.4

		201.2

		204.3

		

		3.1



		San Rafael

		137.9

		123.5

		128.7

		135.0

		

		6.3



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Bay Area

		

		4,207.1

		3,981.2

		3,961.6

		4,074.9

		

		113.3



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Source: EDD

		

		

		

		

		

		









Unemployment Rates Rose to 5.7% in the Region in July 2021 from 5.4% in May 2021.



The lowest rates were in the San Rafael metro area (4.5%) followed by the San Francisco and San Jose metro areas in July 2021. Unemployment rates jump in the summer months and then fall in September normally. Bay area rates are well below the state 7.6% UE rate.





		

		Unemployment Rates

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		



		Metro Area

		Feb 20

		Apr 20

		Jan 21

		July 21



		Oakland

		

		3.0%

		14.8%

		7.3%

		6.6%



		San Francisco

		2.2%

		12.5%

		6.0%

		5.0%



		San Jose

		

		2.6%

		12.4%

		5.8%

		5.0%



		Santa Rosa

		2.8%

		15.4%

		7.1%

		5.6%



		Napa

		

		3.2%

		17.8%

		8.8%

		5.8%



		Vallejo

		

		3.9%

		15.7%

		8.6%

		7.6%



		San Rafael

		2.4%

		12.1%

		5.4%

		4.5%



		

		

		

		

		

		



		Bay Area

		

		2.7%

		13.7%

		6.6%

		5.7%



		

		

		

		

		

		



		Source: EDD

		

		

		

		







Industries Were Affected Differently



The Information sector actually added a small number of jobs compared to before the pandemic hit. On the other hand, the Leisure and Hospitality sector recovered only 50.8% of lost jobs by July 2021 though strong gains were posted these in the past six months. The Government sector has fewer jobs now than in April 2020. The Construction, Professional and Business Services and Manufacturing sectors have recovered most of the jobs between February and April 2020.



		San Francisco Bay Area Jobs

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		Feb 20

		April 20

		Jan 21

		July 21

		

		% of Feb-Apr Loss



		Construction

		215,600

		151,900

		200,700

		206,800

		

		86.2%



		Manufacturing

		365,200

		340,400

		353,500

		360,900

		

		82.7%



		Wholesale Trade

		116,900

		105,500

		104,900

		106,500

		

		8.8%



		Retail Trade

		329,900

		258,700

		306,100

		302,100

		

		61.0%



		Transp. & Wareh.

		111,500

		99,100

		102,700

		102,500

		

		27.4%



		Information

		242,900

		239,500

		245,600

		253,200

		

		402.9%



		Financial Activities

		202,000

		191,300

		189,900

		192,400

		

		10.3%



		Prof& Bus Serv.

		792,300

		735,900

		750,400

		783,100

		

		83.7%



		Educ & Health Serv.

		636,400

		563,500

		584,600

		601,000

		

		51.4%



		Leisure & Hosp.

		440,100

		209,200

		226,900

		326,500

		

		50.8%



		Government

		488,500

		470,700

		447,800

		422,100

		

		-273.0%



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Total Non-Farm

		4,088,100

		3,467,200

		3,624,200

		3,782,700

		

		50.8%



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Source: EDD not seasonally adjusted

		

		

		









The Leisure and Hospitality Sector Took the Biggest Hit but is Now Recovering



Restaurant job gains have fueled recent regional job growth and now tourist and sports activities are reopening, which should lead to further job recovery if enough workers can be found.







The Look from June 2021  



Several factors point to a better economic outlook for the Bay Area. The UCLA June 2021 forecast has the state outpacing the nation in job growth for the next two years led by the Bay Area economy. The recently passed COVID relief package ($1.9 trillion), the new policies on immigration, trade and infrastructure all support the region and state economies.



		

		

		UCLA ECONOMIC FORECASTS

		

		



		

		

		June 21

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		2021

		2022

		2023



		Non-Farm Job Growth

		

		

		



		

		California

		2.6%

		5.4%

		2.2%



		

		U.S.

		3.2%

		3.5%

		1.9%



		Unemployment Rate

		

		



		

		California

		7.1%

		5.2%

		4.2%



		

		U.S.

		5.4%

		4.2%

		3.7%







Airline Passenger Count Up, But Still Far Behind 2019 Levels



Airline passenger counts picked up in April at all Bay Area airports. However, Bay Area passenger counts in June 2021 were just under 1/2 of comparable month 2019 totals.



		

		Monthly Passenger Totals

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		OAK

		June 19

		1221824

		

		SFO

		June 19

		5473791



		

		June 20

		255052

		

		

		June 20

		555159



		

		June 21

		815935

		

		

		June 21

		2245863



		

		21 vs 20

		319.9%

		

		

		21 vs 20

		404.5%



		

		21 vs 19

		66.8%

		

		

		21 vs 19

		41.0%



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		SJC

		June 19

		1411057

		

		Bay Area 

		June 19

		8106672



		

		June 20

		193032

		

		

		June 20

		1003243



		

		June 21

		756135

		

		

		June 21

		3817933



		

		21 vs 20

		391.7%

		

		

		21 vs 20

		380.6%



		

		21 vs 19

		53.6%

		

		

		21 vs 19

		47.1%



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Source: Airport Websites

		

		

		

		









Housing Permits Up Over 2020 Levels, Trail 2019 Slightly



Housing permit levels are up over 2020 in the first six months of 2021 but still slightly trail 2019 comparable months. 



		Residential Building Permits

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		thru June

		

		

		



		Alameda

		2019

		3307

		Contra Costa

		2019

		1546



		

		2020

		1932

		

		2020

		1140



		

		2021

		3183

		

		2021

		2060



		Marin

		2019

		149

		Napa

		2019

		99



		

		2020

		33

		

		2020

		97



		

		2021

		119

		

		2021

		168



		San Francisco

		2019

		1995

		San Mateo

		2019

		945



		

		2020

		1660

		

		2020

		292



		

		2021

		1294

		

		2021

		757



		Santa Clara

		2019

		2527

		Solano

		2019

		612



		

		2020

		1337

		

		2020

		645



		

		2021

		2621

		

		2021

		866



		Sonoma

		2019

		1216

		Bay Area

		2019

		12396



		

		2020

		641

		

		2020

		7777



		

		2021

		981

		

		2021

		12049



		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		% change

		21 vs 20

		54.9%



		

		

		

		

		21 vs 19

		-2.8%



		

		

		

		

		

		



		Source: CIRB and California Homebuilding Foundation

		









Large Challenges Remain



Yet, the Bay Area Council warnings about losing our competitiveness remain as housing and mobility challenges are far from solved—the major causes of recent movements of companies and residents.



The rebound from pandemic related economic losses will continue but new policies are needed to maintain and improve the long-term competitiveness of the Bay Area economy.



Jobs Recoverd by July 2021 as % of Losses



% Change	

U.S.	California	Bay Area	0.74539711191335745	0.5830632090761747	0.48167867209520715	





Bay Area Leisure and Hospitality Jobs
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From: Aanya Singh
To: Council, City
Subject: Boost Website Visibility?
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:34:21 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hi,

I was checking your website www.cityofpaloalto.org on behalf this email
“City.Council@cityofpaloalto.org" and see you have a good design and it looks great, but it's not
ranking on Google and other major search engines.

Do you want more targeted visitors on your website? We can place your website on Google 1st
page. Yahoo, Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, Instagram, Pinterest etc.).

May I send you SEO quote and Pricing? If interested.

Cheers
Aanya Singh
SEO Consultant

mailto:aanyasinghwebs@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Julia Maecker
To: Council, City
Subject: California Recall Election
Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 11:24:33 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Dear City Council,

        My name is Julia Maecker and I am a student at Gunn High School on the Social Justice Pathway. My class
and I have been dismayed by the lack of information and awareness about the California Recall Election. Most of
the adults we know who consider themselves to be well informed do not even know about it. So, on behalf of my
class, I urge you to spread more information about and make sure that those who are eligible to vote do so. I know
my class and I would greatly appreciate it.

With warm regards from Gunn High School,
Julia Maecker

mailto:jcmaecker@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Jo Ann Mandinach
To: Council, City; City Mgr; Stump, Molly
Subject: Deafening Silence from City Officials on the Lydia Kuo death threats and the Fuki Sushi "ranter"
Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 10:35:01 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Leaders,

I've been a Palo Alto resident and homeowner since 1985 and I'm unhappy with the
inconsistent treatment of criminals and victims by the Palo Alto Police, most
recently in the cases of Lydia Kuo and the owner of Fuki Sushi.

We've all read about the light treatment the 29-year-old Mr. Breya got for
repeatedly threatening to kill, rape and harm Council Member Lydia Kuo, her
family and her children.  Did you even listen to the disgusting tapes?  Many of us
did. We're still waiting to hear from you, our leaders, about how such actions are
unacceptable in Palo Alto and what you're doing to stop similar crimes and stem the
increase in online harassment of women. Are you working with Facebook to
prevent similar abuses?

You'll recall Mr. Breya gets a mere $795 fine and gets his record expunged if he
completes his required AA counselling -- with NO provision to ensure he stops
drinking!  (Shades of the Brock Turner case where he got off lightly because he was
"only" drunk; stiffer penalties were never imposed when videos surfaced of Turner
drinking in violation of the terms of sentence.)

The silence from Palo Alto leaders is deafening.  It's a felony to threaten an elected
official.  It's also insulting nonsense for PAPD to dismiss these threats to public
officials -- who are also women -- as happening only during elections. The family
of the New Jersey judge that was murdered happened in June with NO election on
the horizon. 

In the Fuki Sushi case, the PAPD declined to charge the "ranter" for his racist
threats because he was merely "exercising his First Amendment Rights." 
OUTRAGEOUS.  Is Palo Alto trying to encourage more racist ranters and threats
against women and business owners?

Why weren't Mr. Breya and Fuki Sushi "ranter" sentenced to 8 weeks of Anger
Management classes like someone I know, a pedestrian who slapped the trunk of a
car that cut him off while he walked through Town & Country Shopping Center
during the usual chaos after a Stanford football game?  The car was undamaged. 

Yet weeks later, when there was no urgency or safety risk, PAPD sent 6 officers in

mailto:joann@needtoknow.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:CityMgr@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Molly.Stump@CityofPaloAlto.org


2 cars to his home with lights flashing, embarrassing him in front of the neighbors.
Why? Because he hadn't yet acknowledged receipt of an unstamped envelope they'd
just deposited in his mailbox while he was out to dinner. 

Where's the perspective and balance?  Did the undamaged car or its owner suffer
the kind of life-long trauma as Ms. Kuo and the owner of Fuki Sushi and their
families? 

Are our leaders unaware of the increased crimes against Asians?  How about crimes
against women?  Online death threats so often made by video gamers like young
Mr. Breya against female gamers?

Remember the case in San Mateo County where a stalker repeatedly threatened a
female jailer to the point where she had to change jobs because he kept getting
arrested to be with her.  The county DA defended his light sentence because he
ONLY threatened ONE woman albeit repeatedly; had he threatened others they
might have imposed a tougher sentence.

What ridiculous logic! It's past time to toughen these laws. And it's high time for
Palo Alto to stop letting these thugs off with a slap on the wrist!  

Many women -- and men -- are outraged.  We're still waiting to hear from you.

Jo Ann Mandinach
1699 Middlefield Road
Palo Alto, CA 94301
650 269-0650



From: john kovalfamily.com
To: Council, City
Subject: Downtown & Cal Ave Cleanliness
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 1:28:20 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

City Council,
While it is nice that we are able to utilize the street areas for dining, they need to be maintained. The
downtown streets in that area are no longer looking inviting, there is so much debris, food, ice
cream and drink spilled everywhere. Perhaps you could get those areas on some kind of a regular
maintenance routine. Maybe send the street sweepers through the area once a week like they used
to. This would make the area more inviting and emnjoyable.
Thank you,
John Koval
492 Tennyson Ave

mailto:john@kovalfamily.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Aram James
To: Shikada, Ed; Council, City; Cormack, Alison; Greer Stone; Human Relations Commission; Planning Commission;

chuck jagoda; DuBois, Tom; Roberta Ahlquist; Jeff Rosen; Sajid Khan; Jeff Moore; Jay Boyarsky; Raj; Winter
Dellenbach; Joe Simitian; Rebecca Eisenberg; alisa mallari tu; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org;
mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org

Subject: Downtown streets team settles wage theft lawsuit for 170k
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:20:44 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

FYI: must read 

https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/08/19/downtown-streets-team-settles-wage-theft-
lawsuit-for-170k

Shared via the Google app

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:abjpd1@gmail.com
mailto:Ed.Shikada@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Alison.Cormack@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:gstone22@gmail.com
mailto:hrc@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Planning.Commission@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:chuckjagoda1@gmail.com
mailto:Tom.DuBois@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:roberta.ahlquist@sjsu.edu
mailto:JRosen@dao.sccgov.org
mailto:Sajid@votesajid.com
mailto:moorej@esuhsd.org
mailto:jboyarsky@dao.sccgov.org
mailto:raj@siliconvalleydebug.org
mailto:wintergery@earthlink.net
mailto:wintergery@earthlink.net
mailto:supervisor.simitian@bos.sccgov.org
mailto:rebecca@winwithrebecca.com
mailto:alisa@justlikefamily.com
mailto:cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org
mailto:mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org
https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/08/19/downtown-streets-team-settles-wage-theft-lawsuit-for-170k
https://www.paloaltoonline.com/news/2021/08/19/downtown-streets-team-settles-wage-theft-lawsuit-for-170k
https://itunes.apple.com/app/google/id284815942


From: Loran Harding
To: Loran Harding; antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov; alumnipresident@stanford.edu; David Balakian; bballpod; fred

beyerlein; beachrides; bearwithme1016@att.net; Leodies Buchanan; Cathy Lewis; Council, City; Chris Field; Doug
Vagim; dennisbalakian; Dan Richard; esmeralda.soria@fresno.gov; eappel@stanford.edu;
francis.collins@nih.gov; fmerlo@wildelectric.net; Daniel Zack; grinellelake@yahoo.com;
Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov; George.Rutherford@ucsf.edu; huidentalsanmateo; hennessy; Irv Weissman; jerry
ruopoli; Joel Stiner; kfsndesk; kwalsh@kmaxtv.com; lalws4@gmail.com; Mark Standriff; margaret-
sasaki@live.com; Mayor; newsdesk; news@fresnobee.com; nick yovino; david pomaville;
russ@topperjewelers.com; tsheehan; terry; VT3126782@gmail.com; vallesR1969@att.net

Subject: Dr. Campbell- UK Wed. Aug. 18, 2021 US going ahead with booster. Not thrilled.
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:38:47 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

                 Thurs. Aug. 18, 2021

          To all-    Dr. Campbell for today.  Thorough discussion of the decision in the US to
give a third Covid shot. He is not real happy about it. It shows that immunity is waning from
the first two shots.  No decision yet in the UK on this. They are now giving booster shots in
Israel. Our giving the first two shots 4 weeks apart in the US led to this waning now. It was 3
weeks apart in Israel. 

               He admits that the longer immunity in the UK was serendipitous. They waited 12
weeks between shots last winter to get as many people with one shot as they could fast.  Now,
as a result, they have longer immunity in the UK.

             BTW, the networks in the US are lying to the American people about this. They
say that the immunity we have from the first 2 shots is waning BUT THEY NEVER SAY
IT IS DOING SO NOW BECAUSE WE SPACED THEM 4 WEEKS APART.  NOT
ONE WORD ABOUT THAT. THEY NEVER SAY THAT THE GAP WAS 12 WEEKS
IN THE UK.  DON'T WANT THE GOVERNMENT LOOK BAD, I GUESS. THEY
REALLY ARE JOCKSTRAPS FOR BIDEN. WHY NOT TELL THE REST OF THE
STORY?

          A good discussion of the booster shot coming in the US at the eight month point after
the second shot. Good data here on waning immunity and on breakthrough infections in the
fully vaccinated. If you have any sense, you'll take the booster as soon as it is offered.   He
reports on a Mr. Abbott in Texas who has a breakthrough infection. 

            Vaccines, third doses required - YouTube

               He ends on a chilling note.  This virus is going to be with us for several years, at
least  We will not eradicate it soon. The refusal of 100 million Americans to get vaccinated is
a big contributor to that in the US.  But what if they all did get the shots? We'd still face a
world of 7 billion people where it will take years to eradicate Covid, and until we do, it keeps
mutating.  We will probably need annual booster shots, each one engineered to provide
immunity to a new variant. Get your flu shot, get your Covid shot.  

          L. William Harding
          Fresno, Ca.
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From: Heidi Yauman
To: ky.le@ceo.sccgov.org
Cc: federalprograms@scchousingauthority.org
Subject: Fw: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 6:39:24 PM
Attachments: ATT00001.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

 
dear ky le they subtract t it from the other money or ad it Santa Clara County Public Guardian
Violates Fair Housing Act under HUD Jurisdiction. - YouTube that they hid  from the grand jury why
does bob doci give 2 answers yto thre same question and the report sais no fiscal impact izs thst to
with federal subsidies  CONSERVATORSHIP: A LONG AND WINDING ROAD (scscourt.org)
 
how many days fit in a fiscal leap year and do they cost the same is fiscal year 360 days like
degrees in a c ircle or 365 like regular years and do they over lap or under lapse for the following
year

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 5:54 PM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: Carlotta.royal@SSA.SCCGIV.ORG
Subject: Fw: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

dear carlotta royal do they add the $35 to the other $72,599,232.69 PAGC Custody Internal
Controls, FY2008-09, Controller-Treasurer Department, County of Santa Clara (sccgov.org) and
I hope you have a nice day from Heidi yauman
 
 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 4:30 PM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: susan.davis@ssa.sccgov.org
Subject: Fw: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 
dear susan Davis what does window dressing mean 
 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 4:27 PM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: Carlotta.royal@SSA.SCCGIV.ORG
Subject: Fw: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 
dear carlotta royal I need the envelope the card came in with postage stamp and time
to be sure better safe than sorry with  the grand jury scandals and the extortion by
robert rocco at Vagabond  inn hotel that county council told him  to do anya said she
woul put 300 dollars on the lucky card but their was only 250 and their was 15 on
the starbucks card so  what makes up the iffence between the numbers and the other
35 dollars and where did it go
 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 2:02 PM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

what about the envelope the card came in
 
 

mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:ky.le@ceo.sccgov.org
mailto:federalprograms@scchousingauthority.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDnq059_sb4
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https://countyexec.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb621/files/audit/PAGC-Custody-Internal-Controls-20090630.pdf



Sent: Wednesday, Augerust 18, 2021 at 12:50 PM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

On my way now. Be there in 25. 
 
Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW
WOOC Supervising Deputy Public Guardian Conservator
Probate Ongoing
 
Sent from my iPhone, please excuse any typing errors. 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:46:05 PM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:
 
ok we are at starbucks now you said 300 there was 250 on the lucky card
and 15 on starbucks will be between here an flafle fame piza hut in the
middle
 
 

Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 at 7:09 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Cc: "Chris Welsh" <cwelshlaw@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

I don’t control the mail. I was told it came yesterday afternoon. 
 
I will bring you the card this afternoon. 
 
Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW
WOOC Supervising Deputy Public Guardian Conservator
Probate Ongoing
 
Sent from my iPhone, please excuse any typing errors. 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:29:29 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Cc: Chris Welsh <cwelshlaw@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:
 
IN YOUR OTHER EMAIL YOU SAID IT NEVER CAME YOUu SAId you were
waiting for the mail did the mail man come twice you said the mail came
in the morning and it wasnt THERE ThaTS WHY YOU WAITEd. bring the
envelope with post mark to falafel flames next to pizza hut.
 

"Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 9:04 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE:

I’m waiting for the mail to come to see if your card will arrive.  If it
doesn’t arrive, I’ll bring you the gift cards, but it will be later than
10.  Where will you be around 1pm?  Maybe earlier (noon)?

mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com


Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 7:58 PM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya"
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

Your True Link card arrived this afternoon.  I will be in
Mountain View tomorrow afternoon.  I can come by Sunnyvale
after I’m done there to deliver it to you. 

 

Can you give me a guess as to where I’d find you around 2 or
3pm?

 "

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW | (WOOC)
Supervising Deputy Public Guardian
Conservator

Office of the Public
Administrator/Guardian/Conservator, County
of Santa Clara

P.O. Box 760 | San José, CA 95106-0760

O: 408-755-7602 | F: 408-755-7950 | Email

Business Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00am-
4:30pm

Pronouns: she/her/hers

NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments may contain
information that is confidential or restricted. It is intended only for the
individuals named as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an
authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, delivering,
distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing the message or content to
others and must delete the message from your computer. If you have
received this message in error, please notify the sender by return
mail.

 

 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 11:44 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 

pizza hut

 

 

mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org


Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 11:24 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya"
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

Can you meet now? I’m here. 

 

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW

WOOC Supervising Deputy Public Guardian Conservator

Probate Ongoing

 

Sent from my iPhone, please excuse any typing errors. 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 10:15:17 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: RE: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 

the masked  potatoes  an sause mixe fruit salad

 

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 10:01 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya"
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE: Re: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

Okay thank you so much.  See you at 12:30.

 

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW |
(WOOC) Supervising Deputy Public
Guardian Conservator

Office of the Public
Administrator/Guardian/Conservator,
County of Santa Clara

P.O. Box 760 | San José, CA 95106-
0760

O: 408-755-7602 | F: 408-755-7950 |
Email

Business Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00am-4:30pm

Pronouns: she/her/hers

mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
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mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org


NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments may
contain information that is confidential or restricted. It is
intended only for the individuals named as recipients in
the message. If you are NOT an authorized recipient, you
are prohibited from using, delivering, distributing, printing,
copying, or disclosing the message or content to others
and must delete the message from your computer. If you
have received this message in error, please notify the
sender by return mail.

 

 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 9:53 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Fw: Re: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 

 

460 n mathidda avenue next to pizza hut

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 9:46 AM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya"
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

460 mathila and 330-498 mauude are the same place 

 

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 9:35 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya"
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: RE:

I’ll get you a separate starbucks card.  The mail
comes at 10:30, so let’s meet at 12:30 at the
Starbucks in Sunnyvale Square.  Do you happen
to have the address?

 

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW |
(WOOC) Supervising Deputy Public
Guardian Conservator

Office of the Public
Administrator/Guardian/Conservator,
County of Santa Clara

P.O. Box 760 | San José, CA 95106-

mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
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0760

O: 408-755-7602 | F: 408-755-7950
| Email

Business Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00am-4:30pm

Pronouns: she/her/hers

NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments
may contain information that is confidential or
restricted. It is intended only for the individuals named
as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an
authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using,
delivering, distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing
the message or content to others and must delete the
message from your computer. If you have received this
message in error, please notify the sender by return
mail.

 

 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 9:25 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: RE:

 

dear Anya i can go to starbucks at te sunnyvale
square can i buy a starbucks card with my lucky
card at the  flow of noon 

 

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 9:04 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya"
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman"
<heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE:

I’m waiting for the mail to come to see if
your card will arrive.  If it doesn’t arrive,
I’ll bring you the gift cards, but it will be
later than 10.  Where will you be around
1pm?  Maybe earlier (noon)?

 

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW |
(WOOC) Supervising Deputy Public
Guardian Conservator

Office of the Public

mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
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Administrator/Guardian/Conservator,
County of Santa Clara

P.O. Box 760 | San José, CA 95106-
0760

O: 408-755-7602 | F: 408-755-7950
| Email

Business Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00am-4:30pm

Pronouns: she/her/hers

NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments
may contain information that is confidential or
restricted. It is intended only for the individuals named
as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an
authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using,
delivering, distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing
the message or content to others and must delete the
message from your computer. If you have received this
message in error, please notify the sender by return
mail.

 

 

From: Heidi Yauman
<heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 9:02 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject:

 

dear anya you an bring the lucky card to the
trinity church at 10 i found 50 cents in a
payphone and most people cant fin d a
payphone can you bring starbucks card too

mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org


From: Heidi Yauman
To: Carlotta.royal@SSA.SCCGIV.ORG
Subject: Fw: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:54:30 PM
Attachments: ATT00001.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

dear carlotta royal do they add the $35 to the other $72,599,232.69 PAGC Custody Internal
Controls, FY2008-09, Controller-Treasurer Department, County of Santa Clara (sccgov.org) and I
hope you have a nice day from Heidi yauman
 
 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 4:30 PM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: susan.davis@ssa.sccgov.org
Subject: Fw: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 
dear susan Davis what does window dressing mean 
 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 4:27 PM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: Carlotta.royal@SSA.SCCGIV.ORG
Subject: Fw: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 
dear carlotta royal I need the envelope the card came in with postage stamp and time to 
be sure better safe than sorry with  the grand jury scandals and the extortion by robert 
rocco at Vagabond  inn hotel that county council told him  to do anya said she woul put 
300 dollars on the lucky card but their was only 250 and their was 15 on the starbucks 
card so  what makes up the iffence between the numbers and the other 35 dollars and 
where did it go
 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 2:02 PM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

what about the envelope the card came in
 
 

Sent: Wednesday, Augerust 18, 2021 at 12:50 PM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

On my way now. Be there in 25. 
 
Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW
WOOC Supervising Deputy Public Guardian Conservator
Probate Ongoing
 
Sent from my iPhone, please excuse any typing errors. 

 
From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:46:05 PM

mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:Carlotta.royal@SSA.SCCGIV.ORG
https://countyexec.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb621/files/audit/PAGC-Custody-Internal-Controls-20090630.pdf
https://countyexec.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb621/files/audit/PAGC-Custody-Internal-Controls-20090630.pdf



To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:
 
ok we are at starbucks now you said 300 there was 250 on the lucky card and 15 
on starbucks will be between here an flafle fame piza hut in the middle
 
 

Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 at 7:09 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Cc: "Chris Welsh" <cwelshlaw@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

I don’t control the mail. I was told it came yesterday afternoon. 
 
I will bring you the card this afternoon. 
 
Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW
WOOC Supervising Deputy Public Guardian Conservator
Probate Ongoing
 
Sent from my iPhone, please excuse any typing errors. 

 
From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:29:29 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Cc: Chris Welsh <cwelshlaw@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:
 
IN YOUR OTHER EMAIL YOU SAID IT NEVER CAME YOUu SAId you were 
waiting for the mail did the mail man come twice you said the mail came in 
the morning and it wasnt THERE ThaTS WHY YOU WAITEd. bring the 
envelope with post mark to falafel flames next to pizza hut.
 

"Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 9:04 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE:

I’m waiting for the mail to come to see if your card will arrive.  If it 
doesn’t arrive, I’ll bring you the gift cards, but it will be later than 10.  
Where will you be around 1pm?  Maybe earlier (noon)?

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 7:58 PM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

Your True Link card arrived this afternoon.  I will be in Mountain 
View tomorrow afternoon.  I can come by Sunnyvale after I’m done 
there to deliver it to you. 

 

Can you give me a guess as to where I’d find you around 2 or 3pm?

 "

mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com


Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW | (WOOC) 
Supervising Deputy Public Guardian Conservator

Office of the Public 
Administrator/Guardian/Conservator, County of 
Santa Clara

P.O. Box 760 | San José, CA 95106-0760

O: 408-755-7602 | F: 408-755-7950 | Email

Business Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00am-
4:30pm

Pronouns: she/her/hers

NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments may contain 
information that is confidential or restricted. It is intended only for the 
individuals named as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an 
authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, delivering, distributing, 
printing, copying, or disclosing the message or content to others and must 
delete the message from your computer. If you have received this message 
in error, please notify the sender by return mail.

 

 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 11:44 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 

pizza hut

 

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 11:24 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

Can you meet now? I’m here. 

 

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW

WOOC Supervising Deputy Public Guardian Conservator

Probate Ongoing

 

Sent from my iPhone, please excuse any typing errors. 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>

mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com


Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 10:15:17 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: RE: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 

the masked  potatoes  an sause mixe fruit salad

 

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 10:01 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE: Re: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

Okay thank you so much.  See you at 12:30.

 

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW | (WOOC) 
Supervising Deputy Public Guardian 
Conservator

Office of the Public 
Administrator/Guardian/Conservator, 
County of Santa Clara

P.O. Box 760 | San José, CA 95106-0760

O: 408-755-7602 | F: 408-755-7950 | 
Email

Business Hours: Monday-Friday 
8:00am-4:30pm

Pronouns: she/her/hers

NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments may contain 
information that is confidential or restricted. It is intended only 
for the individuals named as recipients in the message. If you 
are NOT an authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, 
delivering, distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing the 
message or content to others and must delete the message 
from your computer. If you have received this message in error, 
please notify the sender by return mail.

 

 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 9:53 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Fw: Re: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 

 

mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org


460 n mathidda avenue next to pizza hut

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 9:46 AM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

460 mathila and 330-498 mauude are the same place 

 

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 9:35 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: RE:

I’ll get you a separate starbucks card.  The mail 
comes at 10:30, so let’s meet at 12:30 at the 
Starbucks in Sunnyvale Square.  Do you happen to 
have the address?

 

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW | 
(WOOC) Supervising Deputy Public 
Guardian Conservator

Office of the Public 
Administrator/Guardian/Conservator, 
County of Santa Clara

P.O. Box 760 | San José, CA 95106-
0760

O: 408-755-7602 | F: 408-755-7950 
| Email

Business Hours: Monday-Friday 
8:00am-4:30pm

Pronouns: she/her/hers

NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments 
may contain information that is confidential or 
restricted. It is intended only for the individuals named 
as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an 
authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, 
delivering, distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing 
the message or content to others and must delete the 
message from your computer. If you have received this 
message in error, please notify the sender by return 
mail.

 

mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org


 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 9:25 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: RE:

 

dear Anya i can go to starbucks at te sunnyvale square 
can i buy a starbucks card with my lucky card at the  
flow of noon 

 

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 9:04 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE:

I’m waiting for the mail to come to see if your 
card will arrive.  If it doesn’t arrive, I’ll bring 
you the gift cards, but it will be later than 10.  
Where will you be around 1pm?  Maybe earlier 
(noon)?

 

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW | 
(WOOC) Supervising Deputy Public 
Guardian Conservator

Office of the Public 
Administrator/Guardian/Conservator, 
County of Santa Clara

P.O. Box 760 | San José, CA 95106-
0760

O: 408-755-7602 | F: 408-755-7950 
| Email

Business Hours: Monday-Friday 
8:00am-4:30pm

Pronouns: she/her/hers

NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments 
may contain information that is confidential or 
restricted. It is intended only for the individuals named 
as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an 
authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, 
delivering, distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing 
the message or content to others and must delete the 
message from your computer. If you have received this 
message in error, please notify the sender by return 

mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org


mail.

 

 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 9:02 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject:

 

dear anya you an bring the lucky card to the trinity 
church at 10 i found 50 cents in a payphone and 
most people cant fin d a payphone can you bring 
starbucks card too

mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org


From: Heidi Yauman
To: bill@sdap.org
Subject: Fw: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:21:38 PM
Attachments: Habeas Corpus Cary Andrew Crittenden Civil Grand Jury Public Guardian.pdf

ATT00001.png
MC 410 YAUMAN C1493022.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.

dear Bill Robinson are these different Guns than the other guns at markham plaza did they get mixed
together like the money
Night Life - YouTube
 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 6:39 PM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: ky.le@ceo.sccgov.org
Cc: federalprograms@scchousingauthority.org
Subject: Fw: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 
dear ky le they subtract t it from the other money or ad it Santa Clara County Public Guardian 
Violates Fair Housing Act under HUD Jurisdiction. - YouTube that they hid  from the grand jury 
why does bob doci give 2 answers yto thre same question and the report sais no fiscal impact izs 
thst to with federal subsidies  CONSERVATORSHIP: A LONG AND WINDING ROAD (scscourt.org)
 
how many days fit in a fiscal leap year and do they cost the same is fiscal year 360 days like 
degrees in a c ircle or 365 like regular years and do they over lap or under lapse for the following 
year

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 5:54 PM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: Carlotta.royal@SSA.SCCGIV.ORG
Subject: Fw: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

dear carlotta royal do they add the $35 to the other $72,599,232.69 PAGC Custody Internal 
Controls, FY2008-09, Controller-Treasurer Department, County of Santa Clara (sccgov.org) 
and I hope you have a nice day from Heidi yauman
 
 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 4:30 PM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: susan.davis@ssa.sccgov.org
Subject: Fw: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 
dear susan Davis what does window dressing mean 
 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 4:27 PM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: Carlotta.royal@SSA.SCCGIV.ORG
Subject: Fw: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 
dear carlotta royal I need the envelope the card came in with postage stamp and 
time to be sure better safe than sorry with  the grand jury scandals and the extortion 
by robert rocco at Vagabond  inn hotel that county council told him  to do anya said 
she woul put 300 dollars on the lucky card but their was only 250 and their was 15 
on the starbucks card so  what makes up the iffence between the numbers and the 
other 35 dollars and where did it go
 

mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:bill@sdap.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VX06c62xlMI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDnq059_sb4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDnq059_sb4
https://www.scscourt.org/court_divisions/civil/cgj/2014/PublicGuardian.pdf
https://countyexec.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb621/files/audit/PAGC-Custody-Internal-Controls-20090630.pdf
https://countyexec.sccgov.org/sites/g/files/exjcpb621/files/audit/PAGC-Custody-Internal-Controls-20090630.pdf
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DECLARATION OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR HABEAS CORPUS RELIEF - 1 


IN PROPRIA PERSONA 


SIXTH DISTRICT COURT OF APPEALSE 


STATE OF CALIFORNIA 


CARY ANDREW CRITTENDEN, 


Petitioner,, 


vs. 


SANTA CLARA COUNTY PROBATION 


DEPARTMENT AND ,SUPERIOR COURT, 


COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA 


RESPONDANT 


 


Case H045195 


Trial court: C1642778:  


DECLARATION OF FACTS IN SUPPORT 


OF PETITION FOR HABEAS CORPUS 


RELIEF 


 


. 


IN PROPRIA PERSONA 


 


Petitioner, Rev. Cary Andrew Crittenden is a well-established and nationally 


recognized social activist, which includes political activism and tenant rights advocacy at 


Markham Plaza Apartments, a HUD subsidized apartment complex located at 2000 / 2010 


Monterey Road in San Jose, California.  The concerns brought to my attention by Markham 


Plaza residents included violence, harassment and hostile living environment by Markham Plaza 


Property Management.   Previously, Markham Plaza had a contract through San Jose Police 


Departments secondary employment unit and hired San Jose Police officers to work off duty, in 


San Jose Police uniform as security guards, which raised serious conflict of interest issues. Off 


duty officers were often assisting in HUD violations, Fair Housing Act and section C-1503 of the 
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DECLARATION OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR HABEAS CORPUS RELIEF - 2 


San Jose Police Duty Manuel which required that they only enforce laws - not the policies of 


their employers.   


In 2008, a complaint was filed by fellow Markham Plaza tenant rights activist, Dr. 


Christopher Ehrentraut with several law enforcement agencies including the U.S. Department of 


Housing and Urban Development, The U.S. Postal Service, The San Jose Police Department, 


The Santa Clara County District Attorney’s office and the California Attorney General’s office.   


I had been advocating for Markham Plaza resident Heidi Yauman, who I had a very close 


relationship with.  Heidi Yauman is disabled and was conserved through the Santa Clara County 


Public Guardian in probate court case ( 1994-1-PR-133513 / 1990-1-PR-124467 ) The Public 


Guardian also has history of facilitating illegal evictions and committing HUD violations, some 


of which were exposed by ABC News I-Team (Dan Noyes & Jim O’Donnell) The ABC News 


Story, Investigating the Public Guardian,  is featured at the following youtube URL: 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y809jIIev5w 


There was an incident involving San Jose Police Sergeant Michael Leininger and 


Heidi Yauman, where Heidi was in outside seating area outside her residence. Heidi Yauman 


was not violating any laws or lease conditions but was approached by Sergeant Michael 


Leininger and told to go to her apartment and not come out or she would be arrested.  I went over 


Heidi Yauman’s lease with her and the Markham Plaza House Rules and pointed out a section 


specifying that she, as a tenant was entitled to full enjoyment of all common areas of the 


complex, including the outside seating area where she was sitting when approached by Sergeant 


Michael Leininger. Heidi Yauman and I then returned to the outdoor seating area with copy of 


the house rules and lease where we were approached again by Sergeant Leininger, who said to 


Heidi Yauman “I thought I told you to go to your room!”  I then attempted to show Sergeant 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y809jIIev5w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y809jIIev5w
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DECLARATION OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR HABEAS CORPUS RELIEF - 3 


Leininger the lease and house rules.  In response to my advocating for Heidi Yauman’s fair 


housing rights, a federally protected activity, Sergeant Leininger commanded me to leave the 


property and not return or I would be arrested for trespassing.  Sergeant Leininger and SEU 


reserve officer: Robert My name was then unlawfully entered into San Jose Police Department’s 


STOP program database. Heidi Yauman and I were both maliciously targeted and harassed by 


Sergeant Michael Leininger and reserve officer Robert Alan Ridgeway, who worked under 


Leininger’s supervision. Neighborhood residents approached me and complained that Leininger 


and his officers were also illegally targeting low income residents, and illegally banning them 


from “The Plant” shopping center, located across the street from Markham Plaza at the corner of 


Monterey Road and Curtner Avenue. These included residents of Markham Plaza Apartments, 


Markham Terrace Apartments, Peppertree Estates Mobile Home Park, and the Boccardo 


Reception Center, a neighborhood homeless shelter. What Sergeant Micheal Leininger and his 


officers were doing was very similar to the illegal practice of “red lining”.  


In 2008, Heidi Yauman submitted a complaint letter to Markham Plaza Property 


Management, Theresa Coons detailing the harassment and by Sergeant Michael Leininger.  


Chapter 4 of the HUD management agent handbook describes managements responsibility to be 


responsive to resident concerns. More info can be found at: 


https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/43815C4HSGH.PDF 


Sergeant Leininger approached me at my place of employment and told me that 


because of Heidi Yauman’s letter complaining about him, she was going to be evicted. Sergeant 


Michael Leininger also stated that I had been living at Markham Plaza and that he had video of 


me there. On the contrary, I had not been on the property for many months and had been residing 


in Palo Alto since June, 2007.   



https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/43815C4HSGH.PDF

https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/43815C4HSGH.PDF
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DECLARATION OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR HABEAS CORPUS RELIEF - 4 


This matter was brought to the attention of deputy Santa Clara County Public 


Guardian Kanta Jindal, who at the time was Heidi Yauman’s conservator.  It was Jindal’s 


responsibility to advocate for Heidi Yauman and to stop what was obviously very illegal abuse 


against her. Not only were Heidi Yauman’s fair housing rights being violated, and she was being 


denied the extra care needed because of her disability, but the abuse by property management 


and sergeant Leininger also violated laws protecting dependent adults and seniors.  Deputy Jindal 


demanded that I stay away from Heidi Yauman and stop advocating for her. Shortly thereafter, 


Heidi Yauman received a letter from supervising public guardian Dennis Silva alleging false 


unsubstantiated allegations, including there being video showing I was residing at Markham 


Plaza Apartments. The letter from Dennis Silver to Heidi Yauman told her she should expect an 


eviction notice in the near future.  Neither Kanta Jindal, or her supervisor, Dennis Silva did 


sufficient research or follow up on the crisis at Markham Plaza Apartments and were not aware 


of the widespread abuses taking place, the tenant organizing efforts underway by myself and Dr. 


Christopher Ehrentraut, and the criminal complaint recently filed against Markham Plaza by Dr. 


Christopher Ehrentraut.  (approximately April, 2008) 


In a state of panic, Heidi Yauman wrote up a letter about what was happening 


regarding Markham Plaza and the public guardian. This letter, which contained a few errors, 


detailed abuses going back to approximately 2003 with the public guardian including another 


fraudulent eviction following a 25-month period in which Heidi Yauman was denied services by 


the public guardian.  This letter also referenced abuses by deputy public guardian Rhondi 


Opheim and two San Jose Police officers : Gabriel Cuenca (Badge 3915) and Tom Tortorici 


(Badge 2635) This incident, which occurred on January 26th, 2006 is documented here:  
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DECLARATION OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR HABEAS CORPUS RELIEF - 5 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5-Khy4bpH4  (Both of these officers were under the 


supervision of San Jose Police Sergeant Michael Leininger (Badge 2245)  



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5-Khy4bpH4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5-Khy4bpH4
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DECLARATION OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR HABEAS CORPUS RELIEF - 6 


Copies of Heidi Yauman’s letter was distributed to multiple social services 


agencies, law enforcement agencies, left under windshield wipers of police cars, and 


distributed to several court facilities in Santa Clara County.  Heidi Yauman received a 


follow up letter from Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge Mary Anne Grilli, and an 


investigation was initiated by Santa Clara County District Attorney Elder Fraud 


Investigator: Detective Dennis Brookins, who was under the supervision of deputy district 


attorney Cheryl Bourlard (California State Bar ID #132044)  We also met with San Jose 


City Council Member: Sam Liccardo, who confirmed that he would pass along a copy of 


Heidi Yauman’s letter to the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors. Council Member 


Sam Liccardo and I discussed the retaliatory incident involving Sergeant Michael 


Leininger, and I sent a follow up letter to Council Member Sam Liccardo , who then 


forwarded the concerns over to the San Jose Police Department’s Internal Affairs Unit.  


Heidi Yauman and I both met with San Jose’s Independent Police Auditor 


office (Suzanne Stauffer & Shivaun Nurr) and Heidi Yauman obtained pro bono legal 


counsel from the Law Foundation of Silicon Valley (Melissa Antoinette Morris – California 


State Bar ID# 233393 ) 
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DECLARATION OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR HABEAS CORPUS RELIEF - 7 


Copies of documents were made available to Dr. Christopher Ehrentraut to 


supplement the existing criminal complaint which included violations of the Unruh Civil 


Rights Act. I called Supervising Public Guardian Dennis Silva to confront him on the letter 


he sent to Heidi Yauman and challenged him to verify or prove a single allegation stated on 


the letter. Dr. Christopher Ehrentraut also called Dennis Silva to brief him on the crisis at 


Markham Plaza, and the widespread abuse that had been occurring and pleaded with Mr. 


Silva to not participate in the attacks against Heidi Yauman and the other residents.  


Dennis Silva called me back and conceded that he was unable to prove or verify any of the 


allegations and stated that Heidi Yauman was not going to be evicted from Markham Plaza 


Apartments.  


That same day, Markham Plaza Property Manager: Theresa Coons was 


terminated from her position. Deputy Public Guardian Kanta Jindal was also abruptly 


removed as Heidi Yauman’s case. Theresa Coons was replaced by Markham Plaza 


Property Manager Katrina Poitras, and Deputy Public Guardian Kanta Jindal was 


replaced by deputy public guardian Rebecca Pizano-Torres.  
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DECLARATION OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR HABEAS CORPUS RELIEF - 8 


During the same time period in 2008, San Jose Police Officer Robert Ridgeway 


was arrested and convicted for domestic violence against his wife, Minette Valdes in Santa Clara 


County Superior Court Case CC891592. Following his arrest, and the complaint by Dr. 


Christopher Ehrentraut, Robert Ridgeway was no longer a San Jose Police officer. On October 


22nd, 2008, Robert Ridgeway started a corporation called WifiSwat (Entity number: C3166900 ), 


Robert Ridgeway resumed working through contracts with Markham Plaza Apartments, and 


“The Plant” shopping center as a surveillance camera technician DBA: WifiSwat. Robert 


Ridgeway’s supervisor, Sergeant Michael Leininger (badge no. 2245) retired from the San Jose 


Police Department and started his own security company: Safety First Security LTD (PI 27360 


PPO 16683) Michael Leininger also continued to working with Markham Plaza Apartments and 


“The Plant” shopping center DBA “Safety First Security.” Through his private company, he 


employed uniformed off-duty San Jose Police officers as security guards at both locations.  


 


I continued to work with local and neighborhood residents and other community 


leaders in addressing neighborhood safety and redevelopment concerns and police misconduct 


related issues in the neighborhood and throughout the city. I also networked with activists and 


organizations from around the country to bring about public awareness to abusive 


conservatorships and to advocate for better laws protecting dependent adult / seniors and 


disabled. I worked very closely with San Jose City Council Member Madison Nguyen who set 


up an office at “The Plant” shopping center. Councilmember Nguyen and I to set up meetings 


with the residents at Markham Plaza Apartments, who asked us to help start a Neighborhood 


Watch Program. There were also discussions about starting a neighborhood association or 


joining forces with the nearby Tully / Senter Neighborhood Association.  When the hostile living 
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DECLARATION OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR HABEAS CORPUS RELIEF - 9 


environment at Markham Plaza Apartments became too overwhelming for Heidi Yauman to 


withstand, she would often hang out with Councilmember Madison Nguyen at her “Plant 


Shopping Center” campaign office.  


 


I also worked closely with many others including San Jose Independent Police 


Auditor: Judge Ladoris Cordell (ret), San Jose Police Chief Christopher Moore, San Jose Police 


Internal Affairs Commander: Lieutenant Richard Weger and Jose Salcido, a retired sheriff 


department lieutenant and Public Safety advisor for Mayor Chuck Reed.  In 2010, a police 


misconduct news story regarding initiated by me made international news and was featured on 


the television show: Good Morning America and in 2011, I received an invitation to meet with 


U.S. President Barack Obama. I been a professional activist for many years and have been 


invited as guest speaker at Stanford University and my video presentations have been used to 


teach law school students. 


 


In April 2012, The San Jose Police Department’s secondary employment unit was 


subject of scathing audit by the San Jose City Auditor’s office under supervision of Sharon 


Erickson.  San Jose Police chief Christopher Moore acted upon my recommendations to better 


supervise the Secondary Employment unit after my recommendations were echoed by auditor 


Sharon Erickson. Changes were made to San Jose Police departments organizational structure 


and the secondary employment unit was moved out of the bureau of administration and relocated 


to the office of the chief of police. Michael Leininger’s security company (Safety First) lost it’s 


contact with “The Plant” shopping center and San Jose Police Lieutenant Anthony Mata was 


assigned to oversee SJPD officers working SEU paid jobs at “The Plant” shopping center. San 
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DECLARATION OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR HABEAS CORPUS RELIEF - 10 


Jose Police Chief Christopher Moore requested that Lieutenant Anthony Mata and I work 


together in resolving with the problems with the officers at “The Plant” shopping center. 


 


Also, In April of 2012, Heidi Yauman was visited at her home by probate court 


investigator Yara Ruiz to review matters relating to her conservatorship. I attended this meeting 


as Heidi Yauman’s advocate and at the meeting, I learned from court investigator Yara Ruiz that 


the public guardian had falsified documentation in Heidi Yauman’s probate court file which 


falsely claimed that I was living at Markham Plaza in 2008 and that the public guardian had 


intervened to stop the eviction. I followed up in writing with the Public Guardian, probate court 


investigator Yara Ruiz and other government agencies, including the California Judicial Council 


and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development regarding this fraud and mentioned 


that I would be assisting Heidi Yauman in preparing a declaration contesting the fraudulent 


probate court records.  Deputy Public Guardian Rebecca Pizano Torres began calling Heidi 


Yauman and showing up at Markham Plaza Apartments trying to persuade Heidi Yauman not to 


file a declaration contesting the false records and an emergency meeting was called by her 


supervisor: Carlotta Royal.  Heidi Yauman was then contacted by probate court investigator: 


Yara Ruiz and told that deputy public defender George Abel was assigned to her case to assist 


her with the declaration contesting the false probate court records.  Deputy Public Guardian 


Rebecca Pizano Torres told Heidi Yauman that I could not help her with her declaration because 


she now had an attorney (George Abel) assigned to handle it for her.  I followed up with the 


public defender’s office in writing regarding these issues and included public defender Molly 


O’Neal in the correspondences in hopes that she would hold those under her supervision 
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DECLARATION OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR HABEAS CORPUS RELIEF - 11 


accountable.  Deputy Public Defender George Abel did not assist Heidi Yauman with her 


declaration contesting the fraudulent probate court records.  


 


Additionally, in April of 2012, another public guardian conservatorship: the 


conservatorship of Gisela Riordan – Probate court case 1-10-PR-166693 had been generating 


attention from activists and organizations from across the country for the isolation and poor 


living conditions at Villa Fontana retirement community in San Jose. These activists included 


Linda Kincaid, Janet Phelan, Marti Oakley, Latifa Ring, and Ken Ditkowski and other attorneys 


and organizations working to reform conservatorship laws, including active and retired law 


enforcement officers. The probate court judge was Thomas Cain, but Judge Socrates Peter 


Manoukian had presided over the eviction of Gisela Riordan’s son, Marcus Riordan from her 


home in what many believed was to assist the public guardian in seizing her house and other 


property - Case -10-CV-190522.   Deputy Public Guardian Rebecca Pizano-Torres was very 


involved in this issue as was probate court investigator: Yara Ruiz and others who were also 


involved in the matter involving the fraudulent probate court records in Heidi Yauman’s probate 


court file.  Linda Kincaid and others had contacted me after hearing of problems Heidi Yauman 


had with the public guardian leading up to the recent issue pertaining to the discovery fraudulent 


probate court records, and roadblocks we had encountered in attempt to address these issues.  


NBC News (Kevin Nios) and ABC News I-Team (Jim O’Donnell & Dan Noyes) had both began 


investigating the public guardian and conducting interviews with conservatees, their advocates, 


friends and family.   
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On May 7th, 2012 a homeless man was shot and killed at Curtner Avenue & 


Almaden Road, a short distance from Markham Plaza Apartments.  Myself, Council members 


Madison Nguyen, Pierluigi Oliviero and other community leaders organized a neighborhood 


meeting on May 14th, 2012 which took place at “The Plant” shopping center across the street 


from Markham Plaza to address homeless related concerns. Though I worked closely with vice 


mayor / council member Madison Nguyen, I disagreed with her on her handling of the issue 


which I believed was being construed and framed as a homeless issue and being used to get 


federal funding from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development to fund the San 


Jose Police Department. I believed officials were skewing data to obtain grant money and that 


once obtained, much of this money would be spent inappropriately.  I suggested that instead of 


funding the San Jose Police Department, federal grant money should be directed to getting 


homeless people housed at Markham Plaza Apartments and helping to empower those who 


already lived there with better jobs and housing. Another idea was to provide a reseme workshop 


for the Markham Plaza residents, perhaps by expanding an existing program provided by the 


nearby Cathedral of Faith Church.  I had difficulty getting neighborhood residents to attend the 


meeting because the San Jose Police officers working at “The Plant” shopping center had issued 


illegal “Stop orders: preventing neighborhood residents from being at “The Plant” shopping 


center. I brought suggestions and concerns of residents with me. Some residents were concerned 


that Robert Ridgeway was distributing guns at Markham Plaza & thought a neighborhood gun 


buyback program would be a good idea.  Residents thanked me for their advocacy and support, 


and some warned me that Michael Leininger may try to retaliate against me for the audit that had 


taken place and him losing his business contract with “The Plant” Shopping center and causing 8 


of his officers to be fired.  San Jose Police Lieutenant Anthony Ciaburro was present at the May 
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14th, 2012 meeting and had been supervisor to Sergeant Michael Leininger who was supervisor 


to Robert Ridgeway, who was allegedly distributing guns. At the time, former SJPD officer 


Robert Ridgeway was also in charge of maintaining security cameras at “The Plant” shopping 


center where the meeting was held. Deputy Santa Clara County Public Guardian Rebecca 


Pizano-Torres continued to cause problems for Heidi Yauman, who was experiencing an 


increased level of harassment by Markham Plaza property manager Elaine Bouchard and other 


EAH Housing staff. Despite written follow up attempts, Deputy public defender George Abel 


was completely unresponsive and did not assist Heidi Yauman in her declaration contesting the 


fraudulent probate court records regarding Markham Plaza. Meanwhile, the public guardian did 


not intervene to stop the harassment against Heidi Yauman which placed me in the position 


where I would have to interne on Heidi Yauman’s behalf. Markham Plaza property manager 


Elaine Bouchard would respond that she would work exclusively with the Public Guardian. We 


were caught in loop because public guardian would repeatedly fail to intervene, breaching their 


fiduciary duty. I would therefore repeatedly be forced to intervene to stop the perpetual abuse 


and harassment and the “script was flipped” to make it appear as it I was harassing them.  


 


On June 10th, 2012, Linda Kincaid and I interviewed on national radio show 


(Truth Talk Radio, hosted by Marti Oakley) regarding the Public Guardian’s office and  


On June 15th, 2012 Heidi Yauman was served with “Notice of termination of 


tenancy” papers from the Law office of Todd Rothbard, which suspiciously accused her of 


having a person named “Andrew Crittenden” residing with her without authorization from 


management.  “Andrew Crittenden” was named as co-defendant in Santa Clara County Superior 


Court case 1-12-CV226958.  This attracted the attention of organizations from across the country 
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who were monitoring the public guardian’s office and the developments at Villa Fontana 


retirement community.  The name “Andrew Crittenden” appeared to be fictitious representation 


of myself, with attempt to create an illusion of consistency with the fraudulent probate court 


records created by the public guardian that deputy public defender: George Abel.  In addition to 


organizations and activists from across the country focusing on the public guardian, and local 


efforts to obtain and allocate federal grant money from the U.S. Department of Housing and 


Urban Development, other organizations that dealt with housing rights and advocacy also 


became involved. These included the Affordable Housing Network and the National Alliance of 


HUD Tenants, who I had been working with in attempt to establish a Markham Plaza Tenant 


Association.  I assisted Heidi Yauman in preparing an “answer to unlawful detainer” but there 


was no answer to unlawful detainer prepared for “Andrew Crittenden” since that was not my 


name and I was not living at Markham Plaza.  Heidi Yauman’s Answer to unlawful detainer to 


case 1-12-CV226958 referenced to a code enforcement complaint filed on June 4th, 2012, which 


should have afforded Heidi Yauman protections against eviction pursuant to the Fair 


Employment and Housing Act. Deputy Public Guardian Rebecca Pizano-Torres was replaced by 


Bruce Thurman for a very brief time period, then replaced by deputy public guardian: Arlene 


Peterson (AKA: Arlene Claude)  
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After Heidi Yauman’s answer to unlawful detainer was filed with the court, 


deputy Santa Clara County Counsel, Larry Kubo (State Bar ID 99873), acting as legal 


counsel for the Public Guardian, supposedly acting in Heidi Yauman’s behalf.  The Answer 


to unlawful detainer filed by Larry Kubo, which was accepted by Judge Socrates Peter 


Monoukian overrode the original answer to Unlawful detainer, created the illusion of 


consistency with the fraudulent records deputy public defender George Abel was supposed 


to help Heidi Yauman challenge 2 months earlier. It also made no mention of the June 4th, 


2012 code enforcement complaint, effectively stripping Heidi Yauman of her retaliatory 


eviction protections established in the Fair Employment and Housing Act. (FEHA). It is 


important to emphasize that deputy county counsel Larry Kubo and Judge Socrates Peter 


Manoukian were both intimately involved in the public guardian’s escalating crisis at Villa 


Fontana retirement which was subject to attention from all over the country, publicity and 


attention which would soon engulf Markham Plaza Apartments.  Deputy County Counsel 


Larry Kubo was under the supervision of Santa Clara County County Counsel Lori Pegg 


(State Bar ID 129073), who, according to rule 3-110 (California Rules of professional 


conduct), was ultimately responsible for the conduct of all attorneys under her supervision 


and obligated by law to take corrective action in the event that any of them should fail to 


act competently.  
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I appeared in court with Heidi Yauman on case 1-12-CV226958 in 


department 19 (Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian) Deputy Public Guardian Arlene 


Peterson arrived accompanied by county counsel Larry Kubo. Markham Plaza was 


“represented” by attorney Ryan Mayberry, from the Law office of Todd Rothbard. Judge 


Socrates Peter Manoukian made a statement that the case was originally assigned to Judge 


Mary Greenwood, but that Judge Mary Greenwood recused herself for being personal 


acquaintance with “Andrew Crittenden” Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian accepted 


motion by deputy county counsel Larry Kubo to override the answer to unlawful detainer I 


had helped Heidi Yauman with, replacing it with a different answer unlawful detainer 


prepared for himself.   
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Deputy County Counsel Larry Kubo presented a “stipulation order” 


prepared by attorney Ryan Mayberry to deputy public guardian Arlene Peterson and 


myself. The language contained within the stipulation order was very confusing and 


contradictory and was not easy to fully understand. It was even more so difficult for Heidi 


Yauman, a traumatic brain injury survivor. This stipulation order contained language like 


“tenant must follow all rules that are or maybe in affect at any or all times) with many 


variables, (Is specific rule in effect or is it not) , etc.  Deputy County Counsel Larry Kubo 


conned me into signing it, assuring that it would likely help to de escalate the situation. I 


was told me that it would be unenforceable on me because I was not a resident my true 


name was not the same as named on the order. I reluctantly signed the stipulation order 


after taking into consideration the following legal factors: Section 12 of the Markham Plaza 


house rules clearly stated that HUD laws supersede all rules and lease conditions, another 


section made clear that all new rules must be approved by HUD  (Rendering matter outside 


jurisdiction of Judge Manoukian’s court) also rules be equally enforced for all residents 


and may not be enforced arbitrarily.  


Heidi Yauman did not sign the stipulation order, but deputy public guardian 


Arlene Peterson signed it on her behalf which I thought was a big mistake because the 


confusing and contradictory language contained within the stipulation order appeared to 


be in violation of California Welfare and institutions code §15656 prohibiting causing 


confusion or mental anguish on an elder or dependent adult. 
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That day, while returning home to Markham Plaza Apartments, I 


accompanied Heidi Yauman for her own safety. Immediately, upon entering the lobby to 


her own apartment building, Heidi Yauman was in “technically” in violation of the 


stipulation order because of a rule requiring all guests to “register” at the office.  Markham 


Plaza however, did not have a registration process available and when we asked at the 


office, the staff had no forms or procedure to do with registration.  Another thing that was 


unclear was the difference between “guest”, and “visitor”, and adding further to the 


confusion, the stipulation order defined me (or) “fictitious name: Andrew Crittenden” as 


resident, making me neither: visitor or guest.  


The stipulation order was used as a weapon by Markham Plaza Property 


Management to harass, abuse and terrorize Heidi Yauman and the public guardian refused 


to intervene to stop the harassment. As before, I was put in position where I had to 


intervene and hit a wall when told by Markham Plaza Property Management that they deal 


exclusively with the public guardian. We were caught in the same loop as before, but the 


harassment and abuse had escalated dramatically, and despite constant pleadings to 


supervisors of various county agencies, nobody would lift a finger to help. Activists and 


organizations from across the country continued to monitor the Markham Plaza abuse 


crisis and ABC News continued to gather information on their investigative series: 


“Investigating the Public Guardian” 
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In early July, 2012, I assisted Heidi Yauman in filing 2 requests to property 


management requesting clarification on the confusing language in the stipulation order. 


This was proper way to go pursuant to the American’s with Disabilities Act in regards to 


Heidi Yauman’s traumatic brain injury, and also Chapter 4 of the HUD Management 


Agent Handbook. Markham Plaza Property Manager Elaine Bouchard ignored Heidi 


Yauman’s ADA request for clarification, laughed in Heidi’s face and told Heidi Yauman 


she loved to make her suffer.  



https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/43815C4HSGH.PDF

https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/43815C4HSGH.PDF
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I was also advocating for other residents,and caring for another disabled 


Markham Plaza resident: Robert Moss, in apartment 409. Robert Moss was in severe pain 


and could barely walk. He needed my assistance with basic house cleaning and errands to 


get groceries and other items, including getting his mail which included his medication. He 


was taking pain killers for condition with his feet, & I believe he also on antibiotics. One 


very hot day in July, 2012, Heidi Yauman was nowhere around. She was visiting with her 


mother who lives in Sunnyvale. I was attempting to deliver groceries to Robert Moss, and 


was confronted by Rudy, the Markham Plaza Property Manager at the front door and told 


that according to the stipulation order, I was not allowed to deliver the groceries to Robert 


Moss without Heidi being present. Robert Moss was of course unable to come downstairs to 


get his groceries and I was forced to sit outside in front of the building on hot day with 


perishable goods, including melting ice cream. Finaly I gave in and walked into the 


building and took the elevator up to the 4th floor to deliver the groceries and Robert Moss 


told me he was dizzy and about to pass out because the widow was closed and it was too hot 


for him. He was unable to walk to the window because of the condition on his feet and also 


because there was big pile of trash between him and the window. I could not help him with 


this issue because it was so difficult to get access to him. I brought this matter to the 


attention of public guardian Arlene Peterson who told me she was not Robert Moss’s 


advocate and I would need to take the matter up with management, who told me that they 


deal exclusively with the public guardian.  
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Markham Plaza and the public guardian both interfered with me from 


helping Heidi Yauman clean her apartment and remove excess clutter. (they flipped the 


script and accused me of trying to move my belongings in – this had been going on for 


years) In the end, Heidi Yauman was charged for cleaning fees authorized by the public 


guardian who had control of her finances. 


I was working at a nearby apartment complex / storage facility at 1650 


Pomona Avenue, helping the elderly property owner with a federal lawsuit involving 


reverse foreclosure and bankruptcy. Markham Plaza Property Management would 


continue to create problems for Heidi Yauman. And I would have to repeatedly leave work 


to respond to the crisis and try to de-escalate the conflict. Several times I was assaulted 


trying to render aid to Heidi Yauman and Robert Moss. I was reluctant to defend myself 


for fear that I would be portrayed as the aggressor.  This was documented to make it 


appear like I was coming to cause problems. Whenever possible, I would check in with 


Heidi in the evening after staff would leave to avoid conflict of having to interact with 


them.  I was unable to perform my duties at work and the property owner lost his 


property, residential tenants had to move out and storage clients lost their personal 


belongings.  On one occasion when I was unable to respond quickly to Heidi Yauman’s 


cries for help, she tried to climb out her forth floor window and down the scaffolding 


equipment set up for painting the building. People outside and at nearby businesses ran up 


and urged Heidi Yauman to climb back in her window. They were confronted by 


Markham Plaza staff and told to mind their own business and that their was court order in 


effect. 
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On August 10th, 2012, Judge Socrates Manoukian’s son Matt Manoukian 


who was marine was killed in combat in Afghanistan. 
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I wrote to Markham Plaza Property management pleading with them to not 


proceed with the attacks. I and requested a meeting to discuss ways to resolve the issues 


and my concerns about their collusion with the public guardian and being afraid that 


someone getting hurt. I wanted them to know about investigations going on and that the 


public guardian was being watched from all over the country for Villa Fontana, etc & that 


the same individuals in the middle of the spotlight were the ones they were in collusion 


with, and that Markham Plaza, like Villa Fontana was also being watched from all over the 


country, and I figured it would be in their best interest and the interest of everyone 


involved that they stay out of the spotlight and avoid the negative publicity. I thought it 


made perfect sense to sit down with them and discuss ways to coexist in peace and to 


collaborate on something some thing constructive, like directing some of the HUD funding 


discussed at May 2012 meeting in a way to benefit the residents, perhaps being channeled 


through non profits and churches such as Catherdral of Faith, Sacred Heart, Catholic 


Charities etc.  The federal grant money was already available and all that needed to be 


done was designate proper use for it.  It seamed so much more practical to direct energy in 


a constructive manner rather than destructive and to help people instead of hurting them. 


This was offer I thought they could not refuse especially since it would benefit EAH 


Housing as an organization to which they would also gain positive publicity instead of 


negative publicity. I included email with link to video exposing the isolation of Gisela 


Riordan at Villa Fontana which sparked the ABC News story.  I wanted to put things in 


proper perspective by showing Markham Plaza that their isolation of Robert Moss and 


Heidi Yauman was very similar to the isolation of Gisela Riordan.  Attorney Ryan 


Mayberry altered these documents and submitted them as exhibits to the court (Judge 
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Socrates Peter Manoukian) , these were accompanied by fraudulent, unsigned declarations 


from individuals including Robert Ridgeway, who alleged that he had video evidence and 


was able to testify that I was living at Markham Plaza and stayed overnight several nights. 


This was untrue. Since the original papers were served in June of 2012, I had only spent 


one night at Markham Plaza, which was the night before in order to ensure that myself and 


Heidi Yauman were able to get to court on time.  On the bottom of one of the exhibits, 


there are the words: “See Youtube video: and the link to the video of Villa Fontana is 


showing, proving that the document was altered and demonstrating my intent in informing 


them of the isolation of Gisela Riordan.  
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When I tried to cross examine attorney Ryan Mayberry about the fraud 


concerning the altered documents, and how he knew they were from me (since my name 


was on the bottom was also cut off below the youtube link), Judge Socrates Peter 


Manoukian interrupted and diverted the conversation. Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian 


began interrogating me in court about Villa Fontana and my knowledge and involvement 


in FBI investigations into to the court system. I stated on the record that the documents 


had been altered, Judge Manoukian evicted Heidi Yauman on the alleged basis that the 


organizations and groups from around the county, members of the news media and those 


present at the May 14th meeting were conspiring together to attack Markham Plaza 


Apartments, a vast nationwide conspiracy supposedly being orchestrated by “Andrew 


Crittenden” and funded by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.  I 


was denied my right to be heard in court and all the witnesses immediately rushed out of 


the court room. None of them signed their declarations or testified and I was not allowed to 


cross examine any of them. The only people who spoke were myself, and attorneys Larry 


Kubo and Ryan Mayberry, The proceedings were being monitored from all over the 


country and Markham Plaza Apartments plunged themselves headfirst into the spotlight.   
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The eviction proceedings occurred on October 3rd, 2012, only 53 days after 


the August 10th death of Judge Manoukian’s son Matt Manoukian, who died fighting 


alleged “terrorists” When googling Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian, a lot of information 


comes up, but the two main incidents that stand out the most are the death of Judge 


Manoukian’s son Matt Manoukian, and the fraudulent eviction of Heidi Yauman. It 


appears highly suspicious appears more than coincidental that that these major two events 


occurred only 53 days apart. One has to wonder if in addition to the fraud and perjury, 


there may be sanity issues at with Judge Manoukian and the vast number of people and 


organizations accused of conspiring to attack Markham Plaza Apartments without motive. 


The Cathedral of Faith church alone has an estimated 12,000 congregation members.  
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That same evening of October 3rd, 2012, Jim O’Donnell met with victims and 


their families and advocates at a Denny’s restaurant, a few blocks away from Markham 


Plaza Apartments. National advocate Linda Kincaid, from the National Association 


Against Guardian abuse was present at the meeting and she announced she had pulled 


records from the court website regarding case 1-12-CV-226958. These records indicated 


that “Andrew Crittenden” had been evited twice from Markham Plaza Apartments. First 


by default for failing to file answer to unlawful detainer, When deputy public guardian 


Arlene Peterson’s name was mentioned, Anthony Alaimo: mentioned that he two had dealt 


with Arlene Peterson and that she had shown up at his mothers home with forged eviction 


papers in what also involved corresponding court cases between department 19 (Judge 


Socrates Peter Manoukian /- 2008-1-CH-002010 )  and department 3 (Judge Thomas Cain / 


1-10-PR-166693) After many people came forward bringing attention to the fraud and 


abuse, online records referencing docket no. 1-12-CV226958 vanished and no longer be 


found, other court cases in same court department during same time period were still 


searchable and accessible. 
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After Heidi Yauman’s eviction, she was moved by the public guardian to 


Gainsville Road in San Jose and I had trouble accessing Robert Moss because of the 


harassment and being assaulted trying to enter Markham Plaza, and my cell phone had 


fallen from a ceiling wall outlet and had  broken. I too was feeling broken and truly 


exhausted from this terrifying horrific ordeal. I followed up with Mr. (Duncan) Lee Pullen, 


director of Aging and Adult services on welfare check for Robert Moss and the money 


embezzled from Heidi Yauman by attorney Ryan Mayberry. Ryan Mayberry and Lee 


Pullen were neighbors, living a few short blocks from each other in San Rafael, where EAH 


Housing was headquartered. Lee Pullen authorized the public guardian to pay his neighbor 


Ryan Mayberry to commit fraud against Heidi Yauman (called attorney fees) payed for 


with Heidi Yauman’s with Heidi Yauman’s finances which the public guardian controlled.  


Lee Pullen was irresponsive to my requests for welfare check on Robert Moss and in early 


November of 2012, I learned that Robert Moss was discovered dead after Judge 


Manookian facilitated fraud (fabricated threats) and fake court declarations which 


Markham Plaza then used to deny Robert Moss accommodations pursuant to the 


American’s with disabilities act. by isolating him like what had happened to Gisela 


Riordan. 
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In approximately, December 2012, Deputy Public Guardian Arlene Peterson 


terminated Heidi Yauman’s tenancy on Gainsville Road in San Jose and threw her out on 


the street in the middle of winter. I then allowed Heidi to stay with me at 2700 Ash Street in 


Palo Alto where I had been illegally subletting since 2007. Since I did not have permission 


to allow Heidi Yauman to live with me, I also lost my housing on January 26th, 2013. Heidi 


Yauman and I moved across the street to 5 abandoned houses on Page Mill Road. Deputy 


Public Guardian also announced plans to terminate Heidi Yauman’s conservatorship – 


closing any doors for opportunity to contest fraudulent documents which public defender 


George Abel was supposed to assist her with, tossing the ball to Robert Ridgeway who filed 


fake declaration to creating illusion of consistency with fake probate court records 


traceable to the earlier eviction attempt scandal from 2008 involving Markham Plaza 


Apartments, the Public Guardian and San Jose Police Department’s Secondary 


Employment Unit. 
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I filed a complaint on behalf of Heidi Yauman with the U.S. Department of 


Housing and Urban Development (HUD Inquiry 345092) which was picked up by Jane C. 


Shandler at the San Francisco HUD office. Heidi Yauman authorized  to act on her behalf 


pursuant to the American’s with disabilities act. After short while, the investigation 


mysteriously grinded to a halt and HUD stopped responding.  I emailed the San Francisco 


Police Department and told them that Heidi Yauman and I might need a Civil Standby at 


the San Francisco HUD office because HUD was refusing Heidi Yauman’s complaint. I 


copied the email to the HUD Inspector General’s office in Washington D.C. and a short 


time later, the HUD complaint was reinstated but no explanation was given as to why it had 


stopped. Soon after that, I was notified that the Public Guardian had intervened and had 


used their power of attorney to shut down Heidi Yauman’s HUD complaint.  I followed up 


meticulously via email with several county officials from across the board to reinstate the 


HUD complaint and included deputy public defender George Able, who was assigned to 


represent Heidi Yauman. I copied Public Defender Martha “Molly” O’Neal who, pursuant 


to rule 3-110 of the California Rules of Professional is ultimately responsible for taking 


corrective action for the incompetence of all attorneys under her supervision. Martha 


“Molly” O’Neal did nothing to assist with reinstatement of the HUD complaint, nor did she 


assist with the declaration to contest the fake probate court files, instead, she held the door 


open for the false declaration by Robert Ridgeway bringing about the illusion of 


consistency in the fake court records. 
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I also filed a whistleblower complaint against deputy county counsel Larry 


Kubo regarding him over riding the original “answer to unlawful detainer” and stripping 


out her protections in the Fair Employment and Housing act, basically setting up Heidi 


Yauman to lose her eviction case (1-12-CV226958). The Whistleblower blower complaint 


was received and handled by office of County Counsel, under supervision of Lori Pegg, 


who herself violated rule 3-110 in regards to the misconduct of subordinate attorney, 


deputy county counsel, Larry Kubo. I furnished the County Counsel Whistleblower 


program with solid proof supporting my allegations, including copy of the San Jose code 


enforcement complaint against Markham Plaza with case number, date it was filed and 


name of the investigator assigned.  


County Counsel stonewalled the complaint and told me they could not give 


information on investigations. I then filed a public records act request on their policies and 


procedures which are public record. I used these policies and procedures to reverse 


engineer the whistleblower investigation and determined that they had violated a policy 


requiring that if a county counsel attorney is subject of whistleblower complaint, then it 


must be referred upward in the chain of command to the County Executive’s office. 


I brought the whistleblower complaint to the County Executive’s office like I 


was supposed to do and presented them with the same proof given to county counsel. The 


county executive would either ignore the complaint or direct it back to county counsel and 


I would continue to send it back to the County Executive citing the policies requiring them 


to receive the whistleblower complaint. I also continued to follow up on reinstatement of 


the HUD complaint and was continually given the runaround. 
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Hundreds of people, myself included documented these improprieties and 


published them on the internet. These included web banners depicting Judge Socrates 


Peter Manoukian, (Duncan) Lee Pullen – head of Aging and Adult services who and his 


neighbor, Ryan Mayberry, the attorney for Markham Plaza Apartments.  The ABC News 


story: Investigating the Public Guardian was also aired and Dan Noyes from ABC News 


interviewed (Duncan) Lee Pullen about the public guardian’s practices of violating laws 


enforced by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.  
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Myself and others began receiving harassing and threatening phone calls 


from Santa Clara County Sheriff Detective David Carroll, who demanded that I stop 


pursuing the whistleblower complaint, and the HUD complaint (inquiry 345092) Detective 


David Carroll demanded that I stop advocating for Heidi Yauman, which included 


assisting her with medical attention. Detective David Carroll specifically told me not to put 


anything in writing regarding the EAH Housing Scandal, the abuse of Heidi Yauman and 


the circumstances surrounding Robert Moss’s Death. Detective David Carroll also 


contacted documentary film producer William Windsor of the “Lawless America” project 


who was working an documentary film on government corruption which would feature 


Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian.  The Sheriff department accused William Windsor of 


publishing pictures of himself with guns on social media and threatening judges, though 


there was never any evidence of this and no arrest was ever made regarding these claims.  


Web Banners and Information on Judge Socrates Peter Manoukian and detective Detective 


David Carroll were published on Lawless America sites and were distributed to thousand 


of people, including organizations that deal with police misconduct and police 


accountability related issues.  Despite claims by Santa Clara County Sheriff deputy Robert 


Eng, the Lawless America project did not become involved because they were contacted by 


me, They had signed onto the project much earlier, 2010 or 2011 through the Public 


Guardian’s Gisela Riordan’s conservatorship case which had also sparked the ABC News 


story. Lawless America had been following the developments ever since, including when 


Markham Plaza Apartments plunged themselves into the middle of the scandal.  
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In 2014, focus began to shift to Robert Ridgeway, who filed a fake court 


declaration in case 1-12-CV226958. Like all the other witnesses in case 1-12-CV226958, 


Robert Ridgeway’s declaration was unsigned, he never testified, and I never got the 


opportunity to cross examine him.  Hundreds of people, including myself decided to “put 


him on the stand” and confront him on his statements, ask him to show the video evidence 


proving that “Andrew Crittenden” had been living at Markham Plaza and ask him to site 


the specific nights “Andrew Crittenden” had stayed overnight, etc.  Banners were 


published along with descriptive text with Robert Ridgeway and his new wife, Santa Clara 


County Sheriff Deputy Aleksandra Ridgeway. The sole focus was to address the false 


statements in his declaration which he refused to sign and testify to. Robert Ridgeway was 


offered the opportunity to simply deny making the unsigned allegations contained within 


his false declaration.  Robert Ridgeway was no longer a police officer and the declaration 


had nothing to do with his duties as police officer and his wife, deputy Aleksandra 


Ridgeway was not a party or witness to case 1-12-CV226958, and no involvement 


whatsoever.  Affiliated organizations addressing police accountability issues had combined 


distribution channel capacity to distribute the banner to over 1,000,000 people if designed 


according to their policies, which would be a “police accountability theme”,  Robert 


Ridgeway was therefore depicted with his wife, deputy Aleksandra Ridgeway suggesting 


that perhaps, he was able to avoid prosecution for the fake declaration in part, because he 


was married to a law enforcement officer.   
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On September 16th, 2014, I was arrested by the Palo Alto Police Department 


on a $5000.00 warrant issued by the Santa Clara County Sheriff department. (California 


penal code § 653(2)a.  The prosecutor was deputy district attorney James Leonard, who 


was a homicide prosecutor 2 years earlier when Markham Plaza Resident Robert Moss 


died.  The public defender assigned to the case was Jeffrey Dunn and the judge was Rodney 


Jay Stafford. Jeffrey Dunn lied to me about the required elements to the charge and told 


me I was being charged with “publishing someone’s personal information in a manner 


which could potentially make them feel harassed” which while I pled, an additional 


“victim” was added, that being deputy Aleksandra Ridgeway. I was also lied to about the 


terms and conditions of probation and was not allowed to see the police report, read the 


actual statute or the terms of my probation.  The Santa Clara County Superior Court 


Docket number was C1493022. Also, Santa Clara County Sheriff department bailiff’s 


seized from me the phone number for outside attorney: Aram Byron James.  
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I was not aware at the time that deputy district attorney James Leonard was 


homicide prosecutor when Robert Moss died, and it had not yet occurred to me the 


significance of deputy public defender George Abel’s failure to assist Heidi Yauman with 


her probate court declaration, and the possible collusion involving the civil court 


declaration by Robert Ridgeway, and that George Abel’s failure to assist with probate 


court declaration may have actually been a contributing factor to causing Robert Moss’s 


death. (The district attorney’s office covering up public defender’s involvement in 


homicide) The public defender’s office should have immediately declared a conflict of 


interest and recused. There is also the important question regarding proper as to whether 


the court system in Santa Clara County may be covering up for their own liability by 


allowing Judge Socrates Peter Manookian to preside over court cases so soon after his son 


Matt Manookian was shot and killed.  


When I finally received a copy of the criminal complaint and the police 


report, signed by Santa Clara County Sherriff detective David Carroll under penalty of 


perjury, I noticed another problem besides the false and fabricated statements in the 


report.  County Counsel Lori Pegg, who supervised the fraud by Deputy County Counsel 


Larry Kubo, and also the mishandled whistleblower complaint regarding Larry Kubo, and 


had failed to take corrective action pursuant to CRPC 3-110 had since become a Superior 


Court Judge. Judge Lori Pegg had handled search warrants into my face book account to 


illegally gather “evidence” in a situation she had been directly involved in when she was on 


County Counsel – A conflict of interest matter requiring her to recuse pursuant to 


California Code of Civil Procedure § 170. 
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Detective David Carroll’s falsified police report contained many untrue, 


misleading and fabricated statements. Some of them are as followed: 


- The police report had falsely claimed that Robert Ridgeway had testified at 1-12-


CV226958. Which is untrue. 


- The police report claimed that I was evicted in case 1-12-CV226958, which is 


untrue. 


- The police report implied that I had created a crime spike in the area of Robert 


Ridgeway’s residence (Yellow-5) and covered up crime at Markham Plaza 


apartments (Lincoln-4) .Records obtained from San Jose Police Department’s 


bureau of technical services showed no measurable crime spike  in (Yellow-5) and 


confirmed  the crime at Markham Plaza (Lincoln-4)  Furthermore, interviews 


conducted with Robert Ridgeway’s neighbor’s revealed that none of them were 


aware of any crime spike or suspicious activity. Markham Plaza residents reported 


that many young adults and teen agers were carrying guns.  


- The police report claimed that I (or the banners) accused Robert Ridgeway and his 


wife (they) of committing fraud against a brain damaged woman. That is also 


untrue. The accusation was directed exclusively at Robert Ridgeway (not his wife) 


- The police reports claimed that the web banners spoke negatively about their duties 


(Robert and Aleksandra Ridgeway) as police officers. This is untrue. The banners 


were directed specifically at the false declaration Robert Ridgeway had filed. This 


was long after his arrest and he was not a police officer. Aleksandra Ridgeway had 


nothing to do with the declaration and the declaration had nothing to do with her 


duties as police officer. Only her husband’s criminal activity. Adding further to the 


irony is that through my work reforming the San Jose Police Department’s 


Secondary Employment Unit, I was the one who defined the parameters of Robert 


Ridgeway’s duties were, and were not and because of that fact, I would know better 


than anyone, including Robert Ridgeway himself, what his duties were. 


- The false police report also fabricated a statement I made in response to a 


congressional investigation into Lodi Police Department and the chief of police 


Mark Helms (Crapping in his panties about the congressional investigation) Instead, 


the police report misrepresented this statement as if I were trying to instill fear into 


Lodi Chief of Police Mark Helms. 


- The police report implied I have antigovernment ideology and claimed I had been 


“videoed ‘attending antigovernment protests.  This is also untrue. I am neither anti-


government or anti-police and have never attended to an anti-government protest, 


nor have I ever been videoed at one. 


- Though not directly stated, fabricated statements contained within the police report 


implied that the campaign was controlled and directed by me alone and that I were 


somehow controlling all the different churches, investigators, organization, s law 


firms, designers, etc. and that none of them communicated or collaborated with one 


another and everything came from me and was directed by me and that all 


communications between the various players passed through my hands. The report 


portrayed me as a master puppeteer controlling what people did. Or master 
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ventriloquist telling everyone what to say. (I was only a spoke in the wheel – not the 


axil) and though I may have asked some people to share information (protected 


under first amendment) hundreds of other people had asked thousands of others to 


do the same and some of the lead project directors had pages with millions of 


followers. People were not so much responding to me as they were to Robert 


Ridgeway simply to get him to answer for his statements. If he did not want to 


answer for his statements and was not prepared to, then he should never filed the 


false declaration in 1-12-CV-226958 – Robert Ridgeway was obligated 


- The false police report misrepresented sequences of events and rearranged 


timeframes in which events occurred and circumstances relating to those events.  


- The false police report portrayed me with false persona. 
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In addition to numerous other fraudulent, false and fabricated statements 


detective David Carroll’s police report, proper report writing procedure was not adhered 


to nor was proper investigative procedure adhered to.  Detective David Carroll’s 


investigation was illegal and abusive – not supported by probable cause and outside the 


scope of his duties as a law enforcement officer.  


Another issue I found was that of “front line supervision” detective David 


Carroll was a “front line” deputy, a rookie detective on his very first investigative 


assignment. Similiar to the obligations for attorneys in California rules of professional 


conduct - rule 3-110 for attorneys, Police Sergeants have specific responsibilities for 


supervising the front-line officers to ensure, among other things that all proper procedures 


are followed. If the sergeant fails to do so, the sergeant is accountable to his supervising 


lieutenant for failing to supervise the officers on the front line. Likewise, the lieutenant is 


accountable to his captain and so forth , so on through the chain of command all the way 


up to the Sheriff (or police chief, or commissioner – depending on the department) This is 


an essential vital function in any department to ensure proper policies and procedures are 


adhered to and also harmonic coordination throughout the rank and file.   
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In my professional experience, it is would be highly unusual for a police 


report as bad as this to slip through the cracks and make it past the level of sergeant. If this 


were to ever happen, the sergeant would be harshly disciplined, possibly suspended or 


demoted to a lower rank. While examining the report, I noticed it had been reviewed by 


supervisor: “Riccardo Urena”, who I assumed to be a sergeant. After following up I 


discovered that sergeant Urena was a high-ranking division captain, and head of the court 


security division. If a report like this were unusual to make past the rank of sergeant, it is 


virtually unheard of for it to get to or past the rank of captain. If the court security unit 


were instead a patrol division, like the West Valley division for example, the division 


captain is equivalent to the police chief for that specific municipality and would report to 


the city manager, and also be accountable to the chain of command up to sheriff. 


The court security division, however, is through contact with the courts as 


opposed to individual cities so therefore the division commander, Captain Riccardo Urena 


would likely answer to court officials and the orders passed down through chain of 


command would be coming from the court officials rather than higher ranking brass such 


as undersheriff, assistant sheriff or sheriff.  
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Since Santa Clara County Sheriff Captain Ricardo Urena appears to have 


been reporting to court officials on the matter, and the orders passed downward through 


the chain of command appear to have come from court officials to Captain Riccardo 


Urena, this is another indication that the detective David Carroll’s falsified report and my 


arrest and conviction were to cover up liability of the courts for Robert Moss’s death.  


Furthermore, another very significant irregularity I noticed is that since Captain Riccardo 


Urena’s responsibility is specifically and exclusively limited to matters involving the court, 


then what business had he involving himself with a case that was: 


1) Within the limits of the city of San Jose under the jurisdiction of the San Jose Police 


Department / Bureau of field operations / Southern Patrol Division / District Yellow / 


Beat 5 (Yellow-5) 


2) Involving a sheriff deputy (Aleksandra Ridgeway) who was at the time, not a court 


security officer (I believe she was patrol officer in Burbank, unincorporated Santa 


Clara County. 


3) Assigned to detective David Carroll, who was not even assigned to the court security 


division or in the same chain of command as Captain Riccardo Urena. Detective David 


Carroll was assigned to the investigative division. Why then was he receiving orders 


from a captain from a different division who was receiving his orders from court 


officials? The Ridgeway residence where the fabricated crime spike did not occur was 


not a court facility, had nothing to do with the courts. 
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These inconsistencies and irregularities and Captain Riccardo Urena’s 


involvement indicates that the issues fabricated and presented within the reports were no 


as they appeared or claimed to be. They had nothing to do with crimes committed against 


Robert Ridgeway or his wife, deputy Aleksandra Ridgeway. They were in fact court 


related issues. They would have had to be otherwise they would not have been supervised 


and directed by Court Security Division commander who reports to court officials.  


There also appears to be breach of contact issues (Sheriff court security 


contact between the courts and county of Santa Clara) and issues that may be of interest to 


the State Controller office in that these county sheriffs being supported by state funds, and 


these state funds appear to be financing federal crimes such as witness intimidation, USC 


Title 18 Section 4, USC Title 42 Section 3631, USC Title 18 section 241 & 242, etc.  
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In October of 2014, I worked on preparing a Marsden Motion and motion to 


withdraw plea of no contest. I had been following up with deputy public defender Jeffrey 


Dunn and others including Public Defender Molly O’Neal, who, pursuant to CRPC 3-110, 


was responsible for the taking corrective action for all attorneys under her supervision 


including Jeffrey Dunn and George Abel and these emails cross referenced cases C1493022 


and 1-12-CV226958. Molly O’Neal did not take corrective action as required, further 


violating my due process rights.  I followed regarding the way Deputy Public Defender 


Jeffrey Dunn misled me, the falsified reports and the events leading up to them, and the 


court security bailiff seizing the phone number to outside attorney Aram James, making it 


so that I could not consult with him on the true meaning of the statute, etc. Deputy Public 


Defender Jeffrey Dunn assured me that the court security videos would be secured, and 


that an investigation would be conducted into the theft of the phone number for attorney 


Aram James. I was stonewalled and given the runaround on other issues such as being 


conned and coerced into false plea, the falsified police reports, and the stalking, 


harassment, and threats by Santa Clara County Sheriff Detective David Carroll, who 


through this falsified report, created an illusion of consistency between fake court cases: 1-


12-CV226958 & C1493022 


I also published a news article about the facts of the case and how I had been 


railroaded by the public defender’s office and district attorney James Leonard, who was 


homicide prosecutor in 2012 when Markham Plaza resident Robert Moss was discovered 


dead after Jeffrey Dunn’s colleague refused to assist with declaration contesting fake 


probate court records.  
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On October 16th, 2014, I arrived at the Santa Clara County Superior Court 


Hall of justice for my Marsden Motion & Motion to Withdraw plea with my paperwork in 


hand showing the email correspondences with Jeffrey Dunn and others since being 


released. I was met by deputy public defender Jeffrey Dunn and others. As soon as I 


walked into the court room, deputies seized my paperwork and I was placed in hand cuffs 


and arrested. Deputy District attorney James Leonard smirked and Judge Rodney Stafford 


Laughed and declared: “Let the record reflect that the defendant is now in custody” I lost 


my composure while attempting to argue my motion, which was denied by Judge Rodney 


Stafford. I did not get to submit my paperwork on the court record because it had seized by 


sheriff deputies. Deputy District Attorney James Leonard whispered into the ear of one of 


the bailiffs, and I was then led from the court room where I was tortured in a holding cell.  


Another alleged victim of Judge Manookian, Mr. Tedd Scarlett claims he was also tortured 


by sheriff deputies in holding cell which resulted in him suffering a heart attack. Ted 


Scarlett has medical records and other documents supporting his claims. 


I still had not received the terms and conditions of my probation, but 20 days 


later, while returning to court for alleged violation of probation hearing in department 42. 


While waiting in court holding cell, a deputy outside the cell told me was calling out what 


sounded like my last name: Crittenden, only pronouncing it QUITTenden! QUITTenden!  


With emphasis on the word/syllable “QUIT” & saying Heidi needs you out there to protect 


her. You need to ger out of custody as quickly as possible or she is going to get raped, 


beaten up and killed. 
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I appeared in department 42 before Judge Rodney Stafford and was 


represented by deputy public defender Thompson Sharkey who employed similar tactics 


like Jeffrey Dunn had. Thompson Sharkey told me that by accepting the terms of 


probation, I had forfeited my first amendment right to freedom of speech regarding 


criticizing public officials established by the supreme court decision: New York Times vs. 


Sullivan and that by publishing information online about facts the case including the article 


about James Leonard and Jeffrey Dunn, I had violated probation and to be released from 


jail, I would have to accept a fake CR-161 criminal protective order naming deputy district 


attorney James Leonard (Who was homicide prosecutor when Markham Plaza resident 


Robert Moss was found dead after fraud was used to deny him accommodations pursuant 


to the American’s with disabilities act. I asked deputy public defender Thompson Sharkey 


what the purpose of the fake criminal protective order was. Thompson Sharkey replied 


“To get out of jail” The fake criminal protective order issued also prevented me from 


publishing information about Deputy District Attorney James Leonard on the internet. 


Thompson Sharkey told me to admit to publishing the news article and “the other stuff” 


and be released in a few days. 
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After I was released, I discovered that while in custody, someone had 


published detective David Carroll’s falsified police report online using my name. It could 


not have been me because I was in custody. Over the course of time, several hundred 


people, many whom I did not know and never heard of came forward as witnesses that the 


police report was falsified. These included individual activists and members of various 


organization who had signed onto the project, people who were not signed onto the project, 


but were neighbors and friends from Palo Alto that knew I was had been living there and 


people who knew me and disagreed with the way I was portrayed in the fake police report, 


knowing that I do not behave as described, etc. It has generally been the case that when 


court or police records are published online, they are quickly refuted and discredited by 


the public, but to this date, to the best of my knowledge, no one has been able to refute or 


discredit a single coalition web banner has been published and put into circulation 


regarding this issue and although the internet is flooded with conspiracy theories, in my 


professional experience and extensive research, I know of no other situation where such 


extreme measures were taken to censor the free flow of information. If the coalition web 


banners were in fact without merit, and not supported by factual evidence, then logic 


would dictate that it would be left alone and the coalition web banners would discredit 


themselves.  
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After being released I also checked in with probation officer Douglas Davis, 


at the probation office inside the Palo Alto Court house. Officer Douglas Davis gave me a 


copy of the terms and conditions of my probation which showed I had given up my second 


and fourth amendment constitutional rights, I did not give up my first amendment rights, 


and in no way, shape or form did I violate probation by publishing facts about the cases 


online. Again, I was denied my right to due process and there is now I now have a fake 


probation record which falsely claims I had violated probation which I had not. Attorney 


Thompson Sharkey has since been caught railroading and defrauding another defendant: 


Mr. Victor Meras in Santa Clara County Superior Court Case C1769315. Attorney 


Thompson Sharkey has also, on at least 3 occasions been sued for professional negligence. 


Santa Clara County Superior Court docket numbers are 1994-1-CV-739331, 1995-1-CV-


754610, 2006-1-CV-066347.  


In January of 2019, I contacted the Santa County Sheriff Department’s 


Internal Affairs Unit to file a formal misconduct complaint against Detective David 


Carroll, deputy Aleksandra Ridgeway and Captain Riccardo Urena. I spoke with internal 


affairs sergeant Alfredo Alanis, who issued me Internal Affairs Case number 2015-09. 


Sergeant Alfredo Alanis immediately lied to me and told me that internal affairs had one 


year to investigate the complaint. I corrected Sergeant Alfredo Alanis by explaining to him 


that pursuant to California Government Code § 3304, the one year he was referring to 


applied to allegations, not complaints and that an allegation was an individual component 


to a complaint.  
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During the time I worked with the San Jose Independent Police Auditor’s 


office, I developed a formula to ensure that internal affairs investigations were properly 


processed. Generally, I would submit each allegation separately to ensure that they were 


handled separately, and I would usually submit each allegation a few days or 1 week apart 


but not until I had first tried and tested the evidence. If inadequate findings are returned, 


then it is more efficient to trouble shoot the investigation for procedural flaws etc.  I could 


also better identify when a procedural mishap occurred by specific timeframes.  By having 


copies of the investitive procedure on hand, investigations can be reverse engineered much 


like computer programs. 


Each allegation would then be forwarded to the public defender investigative 


unit, along with Internal Affairs Case number, officer name and badge number, etc. IA and 


PDO would both be provided with witness information, evidence, etc. This measure is 


taken so that in the event that a pitches motion is ever filed against the same officer, the 


public defender is better equipped to track whether documents are missing from officer’s 


personnel files or if the records do not match.  


Before I could barely begin the process with internal affairs, received a from 


lieutenant Neil Valenzuela claiming that “the matter” was determined unfounded.  


Evidence and witnesses were ignored, etc. There was no investigation. It was a sham. 
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I received an email from lieutenant Neil Valenzuela saying the that the 


investigation was done by himself and Sergeant Albedo Alanis. This was a confession to 


botched investigation because Captain Ricardo Urena was named in the complaint for 


either failure to supervise or handing down unlawful orders.  A sergeant or lieutenant may 


not investigate a captain because a captain outranks them both. It is common knowledge 


that the allegations against Captain Ricardo Urena would have to be investigated by 


undersheriff, assistant sheriff or sheriff. 


The Santa Clara County Public Defender’s office is very well resourced, 


having a team of about 30 investigators. A higher than average attorney/investigator ratio 


than you would normally find. It is the responsibility and obligation of these investigators 


to scrutinize every jot & tittle of police report and verify whether or not the information 


contained therein is accurate, and whether proper procedures were followed. This is like 


the obligation of a police sergeant to supervise front line officers in filing reports. The 


Sergeant would generally know that he would have to catch these things because if not, the 


public defender would, their credibility would be shattered, and the sergeant’s ass would 


be on the line. 
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Each and every time and allegation were systematically passed to the public 


defender to be handled accordingly and each and every time they dropped the ball and 


ignored it.  I literally had to beg and plead to investigate what myself, and hundreds of 


others claimed were false and fabricated reports. They were presented with before and 


after versions of altered Facebook transcripts, shown where exculpatory statements were 


stricken from police reports. Etc. I was being prosecuted by the public defender’s office 


and the district attorney’s office, playing “good cop / bad cop” I did everything I could 


think of to defend myself, emailed top supervisors in regards to (CRPC RULE 3-110) 


Judges regarding (Canon 3D) and even emailing district attorney with evidence that the 


public defender was acting incompetently and maliciously thinking that perhaps this would 


be exculpatory evidence that could be withheld. I was terrified of thought of filing a 


Marsden motion because when I tried that previously, I was arrested, tortured and re-


railroaded by attorney Thompson Sharkey on fake probation violation. 


By refusing to investigate the false reports and to their job, The public 


defender denied me these public services that I am automatically entitled to, and repeatedly 


my due process rights were violated.  The public defender bent over backwards to not 


defend me and to preserve the false narrative created by the district attorney’s office and 


sheriff department. With unbridled discretion, the incompetent and dangerous officers 


continued to hammer out false reports and no agency or official lifted a finger to stop them.  
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Approximately March 20th, 2015, Attorney Thompson Sharkey payed me a 


visit in Palo Alto and offered to pay me money to violate fake CR-161 criminal protective 


order naming deputy DA James Leonard. I recorded the conversation. District Attorney 


investigator James Leonard. I also received a call from detective Dennis Brookins asking 


me to please testify in court for him that his mishaps from 2008 investigation were 


accidental, not intentional. I have recordings voicemail messages from detective Dennis 


Brookins.  


On March 24th, 2015, A San Jose Patrol officer by the name of Michael 


Johnson was shot and killed in the line on duty. I was very saddened by the news, and yet 


concerned because this occurred in patrol district Lincoln, very close proximity to 


Markham Plaza Apartments, and the gun issue I tried to address there 3 years earlier.  I 


tried brushing it off as coincidence. The very next day, on March 25th, 2015 I was on the 


phone with a friend of mine who is retired Los Angeles Police officer, when Santa Clara 


County Sheriff detective Samy Tarazi and Lieutenant Elbert Rivera came to arrest me on 


more bogus trumped up probation charges because an organization called “Copblock” 


published a web banner on line with deputy Aleksandra Ridgeway’s picture saying that she 


falsified a report covering up a murder committed by her husband. This kind of thing is to 


be expected with such a high-profile case that has generated a lot of public attention. There 


was no evidence linking this web banner to me. The publisher’s contact information and 


court case information were published along with the banner, but I sat in jail for 40 days 


and neither the public defender or sheriff department made any effort to contact the 


publisher.  
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Deputy District Attorney Amanda Parks tried to railroad me in another fake 


probation violation by refusing to let any exculpatory evidence into record. Would not 


contact witnesses who were in ABC news story: Investigating Public Guardian, Alleged 


victims of Judge Manookian, others who claimed to have been targeted by sheriff detective 


David Carroll, etc. She even filed a motion to disqualify district attorney making false 


statements in “declaration of facts’, preserving the false narrative that had been created. 


The Judge was Michele McKay-McCoy, who was also a homicide prosecutor when Robert 


Moss was found dead.  I finally got the charges dismissed after having to email board of 


supervisors, state bar, everyone I could think of begging to PLEASE assign investigators 


and interview witnesses and allow me to present evidence.  


I met deputy public defender Amanda Parks outside department 42 (Judge 


David Cena) Amanda Parks announced that the charges were dismissed, and my case was 


being moved to Palo Alto court. She was in tears that I had emailed so many people and 


supposedly embarrassed her (trying to get her to do her job) begging and pleading to be 


allowed to have evidence and witnesses.  I said quietly, “Amanda I could bring this to the 


state bar” at which she shrieked out and screamed in front of witnesses: “Don’t you dare 


threaten me!”, and she then rushed into an elevator after deputy district attorney James 


Leonard. 


Deputy Public Defender Gary Goodman was assigned to misrepresent me, 


and Deputy District Attorney Barbara Cathcart was assigned as new prosecuting attorney. 


The judge was Aaron Persky. 
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Deputy Public Defender Gary Goodman did nothing to address the false 


police reports and Public Defender Martha “Molly” O’Neal did not take corrective action 


pursuant to California Rules of Professional conduct 3-110.  The top of an organizational 


chart is “The People” and going above the public defender to the county executive and 


board of supervisors did not help. The only resort remaining was to make the matter public 


and expose it online to as many people as possible.  The fact that such extensive effort was 


made to censor the information was indication that it must be working. If it was not having 


some sort of positive effect, then officials would not be so bothered by it. This taken as 


encouragement to publish as much as possible. There was accurate record of events online 


to offset the false police reports and court records. 


Publishing on the internet about the facts of the case was protected by the 


first amendment to the U.S. Constitution, used for protection, and to redress legitimate 


grievances. The falsified police reports and fake court records were criminal acts of fraud 


and perjury used as weapons to harass and attack. It was ironic how so much effort was 


being made to censor free speech, but nobody was taking effort to censor the fraud and 


perjury in the false police reports, and this is the point I was trying to make in the email 


sent to detective David Carroll which led to my arrest on December 25th, 2015 on felony 


stalking charge and 4 misdemeanors (I do not have original docket, but refiled as Docket 


C162778 and appellate case number is H045195 ) 
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Nothing was intended as a threat and I have not ever attempted to incite 


violence against anyone ever.  I was upset about and frustrated and terrified by these false 


reports and helpless to stop them. I was emotional about the holidays and the anniversary 


of the death of my sister Connie who died at the age of 44. If not upset and frustrated, I 


would have given more forethought and would not have sent the email. Not because 


detective Carroll would interpret it as a threat, but if I given it forethought, I would have 


known that the District Attorney’s office could easily spin it to make it appear as a threat 


to validate their false narrative.  


One of the things mentioned in the report about my felony arrest was the 


repeated emails I had sent to detective David Carroll. This was worded in a way to make 


me look bad but in my opinion, this is his Detective David Carroll’s fault not mine. 


Detective David Carroll falsified reports about me and said things he knew were not true. 


Emailing him repeatedly should not have been necessary. I should not have had to ask him 


more than one time to correct the false reports.  It is my first amendment right to redress 


grievances and that’s exactly what I was doing, yet sergeant Samy Tarazi acted as if this 


were a crime. 
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When I brought this to the attention of deputy public defender Gary 


Goodman and mentioned the fictitious names such as “Andrew Crittenden” and the 


swapping of names and roles that took place, and the public defender not following up as 


required, and investigating the reports, he called “a doubt” (penal code 1368) alleging 


“Andrew Crittenden” and “Cary Crittenden” may be multiple personalities. I had made a 


joke with him once about how the reports placed me in 3 locations simultaneously making 


me 3 people so therefore, I should have 3 attorneys. Obviously, this was in jest, but Gary 


Goodman suspended the proceedings for mental health evaluation. Never did he address 


Judge Manookian’s mental state when Judge Manookian accused hundreds of people of 


plotting terrorist attack against Markham Plaza Apartments, a HUD subsidized apartment 


complex (53 days after his son Matthew Manookian was killed in combat.  


Gary Goodman also never addressed the mental state of Santa Clara County 


Sheriff Deputy Aleksandra Ridgeway who claimed to see prowlers and suspicious 


characters pacing back and forth and creeping around her house, yet she was the only 


person who could see these “imaginary people.”  Gary Goodman himself is notorious for 


making bizarre statements even on record, with his office in Palo Alto, Gary Goodman 


makes statements on the record referring to the San Jose Public Defender’s office as “The 


Mothership” that will “Beam the discovery papers to him”,  yet Gary Goodman is not 


locked up for speaking with aliens & everyone knows he is joking and using metaphor.  


I was denied my due process rights, and speedy trial because my own 


attorney, deputy public defender Gary Goodman deliberately chose to twist my words 


around just like a district attorney prosecutor.  
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Deputy Public Defender Jenifer Bedola submitted a false evaluation report 


saying that Doctor David Berke had determined I was incompetent to stand trial. No 


evaluation was ever done of me by Doctor David Berke, and the evaluation report was also 


fabricated evidence. This is like extracting my fingerprints from an item that I had never 


touched.  I met with another doctor afterward who determined I was competent.  


I took medication while in custody: “Risperdal”  Not for mental illness, but 


to deal with the stress of incarceration and being powerless and helpless. I had taken some 


another inmate had given me, then asked for doctor prescription.  It helped me to sleep 


while in jail but had nothing to do with my behavior. Only dealing with the situation. When 


I was released on O.R. however, one of the terms was to take the medication. Even though 


it no relevance to the charges against me, etc. When I went to trial, I was not able to 


adequately testify because of being too “doped up” on the medication. My response time 


was slow in contemplating what to say and how to answer during cross examination and 


direct examination.   


Deputy District Attorney lied to the court during prelim and lied to the jury 


during trial presenting the false narrative, which defense attorney William Bennet did not 


object to and did not strike. Deputy District Attorney Barbara Cathcart also lied to the 


jury about the false police reports which William Bennett did not object to. Nor was their 


motion to strike, 
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Attorney William R. Bennett did excellent job defending my first amendment 


right to redress grievance and make public my allegations about fraud, falsified reports 


and corruption, but he failed to directly address the fraud and false police reports in that 


he did not investigate the falsified reports, procedural violations, etc, nor did he effectively 


cross examine Detective David Carroll about the false police reports. He did not address 


other due process violations about the earlier cases – not for purpose of relitigating past 


issues, but rather to validate that their were indeed legitimate issues that I did have first 


amendment right to redress.  


Attorney William Bennet failing to object to statements by Barbara Cathcart 


claiming that the police reports were not falsified, and that I was living at Markham Plaza 


when I was not, and this helped Barbara Cathcart sustain her narrative and convince the 


jury that I had lied and made things up, and falsely prove the element of “no legitimate 


purpose” and then go on to make the argument that I had no constitutional right to lie 


about detective David Carroll, - thus subject matter jurisdiction was fraudulently procured 


over constitutionally protected activity, and I was denied right to fair trial. The court acted 


in excess of jurisdiction, and though I do not recall ther specific case law, the supreme 


court has ruled that their can be no punishment for exercising a constitutional right. 
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One of the exhibits pertained to Family Court Case JD20223/JD20224 in 


which I advocated for parents Ashley Stevens and Scotty Harris regarding their daughter 


Ashley Harris. Ashley had interviewed in a video series in which she alleged abuse under 


the care of Santa County Child Protective Services. In at least one video, Ashley Harris 


alleged she may be victim of sexual abuse. Soon after the videos were published online, 


Ashley Harris disappeared, and her social worker Anthony Okere filed a missing persons 


report.   


Santa Clara County Detective David Carroll had been transferred to juvenile 


missing persons unit which I found highly suspicious. I was familiar with detective David 


Carroll and his history of covering for department of social services because of what 


happened with Heidi Yauman and what he did to me for trying to advocate for Heidi 


Yauman. For these reasons, I suspected that Detective David Carroll may be involved in 


Ashley Harris’s disappearance bit I did not him. In advocating for the family, I was 


involved in creation of a web banner suggesting detective David Carroll may be involved 


which I believed was highly likely. It turned out that Ashley Harris had run away and she 


eventually turned up.  
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My actions were not out of malice, but out of legitimate fear for Ashley’s 


safety, When asked if I believed all allegations I made, I said “I don’t know’ or “I;m not 


sure” I was presented with web banner relating to JD20223/JD20224 and asked if I 


believed Detective Carroll abused her & I said no.  Had Ashley Stevens and Scotty Harris 


been allowed to testify, then the history would have been clear. Francine Stevens had even 


told be she had seen a man she believed to be detective David Carroll observing her at the 


Martin Luther King Library in downtown San Jose and thought he had been following her. 


Barbara Cathcart was able to use this to persuade the jury that I had lied about, and that 


“lying” was not constitutionally protected activity, thus fraudulent jurisdiction was 


procured over my constitutional rights – and I was further denied my right to due process.  
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I had stated in an email that Detective David Carroll was violent. I stand by 


that statement as the supreme court has ruled that color of law abuse is violence and he 


committed these abuses against Heidi Yauman, and me also for advocating for her. Heidi 


Yauman was a dependent adult and very vulnerable and his abuses against her, though not 


by direct contact caused her injury and great suffering. Few would argue that Charles 


Manson and Adolf Hitler were violent, even if they did not have direct contact with their 


victims. The legal dictionary may not consider this violence but I do and legal dictionary is 


different from Websters and others.  Deputy District attorney Barbara Cathcart had 


convinced the jury that had lied about detective Carroll being violent and in her closing 


argument was that I must have lied about everything, and therefore that non statements 


were constitutionally protected.  William Bennett should have cross examined Detective 


David Carroll in this manner about the false statements in his reports. It was not me who 


maliciously lied about detective David Carroll, It was Detective David Carroll and attorney 


Barbara Cathcart who lied about me.   


Barbara Cathcart lied about the perjury in detective David Carroll’s report, 


claiming he was “doing his job” and fraudulently procured jurisdiction over my first 


amendment rights to speak out the perjury and fraud, and redress my grievances.  


 


 


SINGED INDER PENALTY OF PERJURY 


CARY ANDREW CRITTENDEN:  __________________________________ 













From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden [mailto:southsfbayarea@gmail.com]  


Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2015 1:32 PM 


To: Susan Fowle 


Cc: Carlotta Royal; Alfredo Alanis; Cheryl Stevens; Internal.Affairs@pro.sccgov.org; ari 


manoukian; klindsey@stanford.edu; Complaint, ADA (CRT); ada.complaintadmin@usdoj.gov; 


Burns, Dennis; Simitian, Joe; michele.martin@pro.sccgov.org 


Subject: HEIDI YAUMAN MEDICAL 


 


  


 


Heidi  has gone deaf.   Please do not delay in providing the paperwork needed so that I may get 


her the treatment that she needs. 


 


This is not a crime & I cannot be arrested for getting her medical treatment that she needs. Please 


make sure that the Sheriff's Department  complies with board policy 3.8 and make sure that they 


do not impede her from getting the medical  treatment that she needs. 


 


If Detective Carroll comes near her or me, we will call 911 and file for a federal injunction. 


 


  


 


  


 


Regards, 


 


Cary-Andrew Crittenden | 650-701-3202 


 


NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments may contain 


information that is confidential or restricted. It is intended only for 


the individuals named as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an 


authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, delivering, 


distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing the message or content to 


others and must delete the message from your computer. If you have 


received this message in error, please notify the sender by return 


email. 


 


-------------------------------------- 


 


  


---------- Forwarded message ---------- 


From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> 


Date: Thu, Feb 26, 2015 at 9:35 AM 


Subject: Joe Simitian - Pattern and Practice / ADA 


To: "Simitian, Joe" <joe.simitian@bos.sccgov.org> 


Cc: "Complaint, ADA (CRT)" <Ada.complaint@usdoj.gov>, ada.complaintadmin@usdoj.gov, 







Cheryl Stevens <Cheryl.Stevens@cco.sccgov.org>, Internal.Affairs@pro.sccgov.org, Alfredo 


Alanis <alfredo.alanis@sheriff.sccgov.org>, michele.martin@pro.sccgov.org 


 


 


Joe, These are serious color of law abuses by the Santa Clara County Sheriff's Department with 


excessive force resulting in injury. They have exhibited a pattern and practice of these abuses 


and abused the CLETS Law enforcement database to interfere with her right to advocacy. 


 


Because of detective Carroll, Heidi has lost much of her ability to speak and her computer is 


necessary for her to communicate and stay connected to the public. She has expressed that it 


feels to her as if they are stepping on her trying to force her into a hole in the ground which 


represents the coma state she emerged from. She tries to speak and the words do not come out. 


 


 


 


Heidi is featured in this video: 


 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvE19gAEAco 


 


 


and Detective Carroll used excessive force to interfere with Heidi's complaint to the US. 


Department of Urban Development, 


 


 


 


We are planning to sue the county pursuant to USC Title 42 Section 1983 an put liens against the 


properties of those responsible., perhaps seize their homes if corrective action is not taken as 


board policy 3.8 guarantees that a procedure is in place to prevent this obsessive stalking and 


harassment. I have seen no evidence that this procedure exists or that it is being enforced 


 


 


This has been happening for about 2 years and they will not stop. 


 


 


 


 


Respectfully Sir, 


 


Please help. 


 


 


Cary-Andrew Crittenden | 650-701-3202 


 


 


 


 







 


On Wed, Feb 25, 2015 at 4:48 PM, Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> 


wrote: 


Kate, the Sheriffs department took Heidis computer. If anything happens to me, please watch out 


for her. My PFN Number is DRJ927 and bithdate is June14 1969. Please post on facebook that I 


was arrested. (If it happens) 


 


Ask people to protest 


 


On Wednesday, February 25, 2015, Joy Birnie <joybirnie@gmail.com> wrote: 


Hey Andy, 


 


 


Thank you for the update. 


 


 


Where are you now? 


 


 


So, Heidi cannot hear at all right now? 


 


Sent from my iPhone 


 


On Feb 25, 2015, at 2:34 PM, Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> wrote: 


 


 


Still waiting for confirmation about getting her to Kaiser. I am Heidi's Legal Advocate pursuant 


to the American's with Disabilities act and they cannot do this to her. They reported me to the 


District Attorney's office for trying to help her get her pain medication. 


 


On Wed, Feb 25, 2015 at 2:20 PM, Kate Lynn Lindsey <klindsey@stanford.edu> wrote: 


Andy, I’m so sorry to hear all this news - this is awful! I will try to help you any way I can. 


Unfortunately, I’m not in Palo Alto until Monday. Can I help you find a place to stay tonight? 


Do you need a ride somewhere? I need some more information.Kate 


 


 


 


 


 


On Feb 25, 2015, at 1:59 PM, Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> wrote: 


 


Kate, we may need your help today. 


 


 


---------- Forwarded message ---------- 


From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> 







Date: Wed, Feb 25, 2015 at 1:31 PM 


Subject: HEIDI YAUMAN MEDICAL 


To: Susan Fowle <susan.fowle@ssa.sccgov.org> 


Cc: CARLOTTA.ROYAl@ssa.sccgov.org, Alfredo Alanis <alfredo.alanis@sheriff.sccgov.org>, 


Cheryl Stevens <Cheryl.Stevens@cco.sccgov.org>, Internal.Affairs@pro.sccgov.org, ari 


manoukian <ari.manoukian@gmail.com>, "klindsey@stanford.edu" <klindsey@stanford.edu>, 


"Complaint, ADA (CRT)" <Ada.complaint@usdoj.gov>, ada.complaintadmin@usdoj.gov, 


"Burns, Dennis" <dennis.burns@cityofpaloalto.org>, "Simitian, Joe" 


<joe.simitian@bos.sccgov.org>, michele.martin@pro.sccgov.org 


 


 


Heidi has gone deaf. Please do not delay in providing the paperwork needed so that I may get her 


the treatment that she needs. 


 


 


This is not a crime & I cannot be arrested for getting her medical treatment that she needs. Please 


make sure that the Sheriff's Department complies with board policy 3.8 and make sure that they 


do not impede her from getting the medical treatment that she needs. 


 


 


If Detective Carroll comes near her or me, we will call 911 and file for a federal injunction. 


 


 


 


 


 


Regards, 


 


Cary-Andrew Crittenden | 


 


----------------+-------------------- 


 


Mr. Crittenden, 


  


Thanks for the email.  I hope it works out ok.  Happy New Years to you and yours.  Dennis 


  


 


  


Dennis Burns | Police Chief 


275 Forest Avenue | Palo Alto, CA 94301 


D:  650-329-2103| E:  dennis.burns@cityofpaloalto.org 


  


  


Please think of the environment before printing this email – Thank you! 


 







 
 


 


 


  


  


From: Crittenden [mailto:southsfbayarea@gmail.com] 


Sent: Saturday, December 28, 2013 6:33 PM 


To: Burns, Dennis 


Cc: judgebullock1949@gmail.com; Jocelyn.Samuels@usdoj.gov; LaDoris Cordell; Aram James; 


info@calbar.ca.gov 


Subject: PAPD Chief Burns. / PC 148 


  


Hello Chief Burns, 


 


Sheriff Detective David Carroll has told me that I could be arrested if I tried to assist Heidi with 


legal advocacy or getting her medical assistance. She was feeling sick last night and I facilitated 


getting her to Stanford E.R. a doctor ran tests and believes that Heidi may have cancer. 


 


I did what I needed to do, and what the doctor learned may have saved her life. She has a follow 


up appointment January 2nd with a private doctor. If detective Carroll or any other S.O. deputy 


attempts to arrest me for getting her the medical attention she needed, this arrest would be 







unlawful, and my understanding of PC 148 is that as it is ONLY UNLAWFUL to RESIST A 


LEGAL ARREST & I may therefore LEGALY RESIST an UNLAWFUL ARREST. 


 


I am letting you know that if they try to arrest me for getting her medical attention I MAY NEED 


TO RESIST & I may have no choice but to solicit the assistance of the Palo Alto Police 


Department if a situation develops within PA city limits. 


 


I believe that by doing these things, not only is detective Carroll following unlawful orders, but 


also that he is doing so under advice of County Counsel, Orry Korb in violation of CPRC: 3-210, 


U.S.C. TITLE 18 Sections 241, 242, Penal Code 368, WIC 15656, TITLE 42 SECTION 3631, 


A.D.A, and multiple sections of the Civil Code and California Government Code. 


 


Though I believe these most.likely to be void threats intended to intimidate & silence us from 


speaking out about the acts of fraud committed against her in case: 1-12-CV226958, I still do not 


want to make any assumptions & our best defense, and as a precaution, I think it best that these 


things be documented which is why I am bringing this before your attention. 


 


Thank You & Have a happy New Year. 


 


Respectfully, 


Cary-Andrew Crittenden 


408-401-0023 


 


www.SantaClaraCountySheriff.com 


 


Copied to senior staff at U.S. DOJ, PDO and State Bar. 


 


---------------------------------------- 


 


 


---------- Forwarded message ---------- 


From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> 


Date: Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 1:52 PM 


Subject: Re: Detective David Carroll 


To: dcoffey@pdo.sccgov.org 


Cc: Ada.complaint@usdoj.gov, "Shandler, Jane C" 


<Jane.C.Shandler@hud.gov>, "jrosen@da.sccgov.org" 


<jrosen@da.sccgov.org>, "san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov" 


<san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov>, "judicialcouncil@jud.ca.gov" 


<judicialcouncil@jud.ca.gov>, "info@calbar.ca.gov" 


<info@calbar.ca.gov>, Phyllis.Cheng@dfeh.ca.gov, 


"criminal.division@usdoj.gov" <criminal.division@usdoj.gov>, 


david.carroll@sherriff.sccgov.org, "JKAPP@pdo.sccgov.org" 


<JKAPP@pdo.sccgov.org>, "MONEAL@pdo.sccgov.org" 


<MONEAL@pdo.sccgov.org>, jeff.rosen@da.sccgov.org, 


kristen.tarabetz@sheriff.sccgov.org, frank.damiano@sheriff.sccgov.org, 







sheriff@cupertino.org, Laurie.Smith@sheriff.sccgov.org, Susan Fowle 


<susan.fowle@ssa.sccgov.org>, Cheryl Stevens 


<Cheryl.Stevens@cco.sccgov.org>, Orry Korb <orry.korb@cco.sccgov.org>, 


"smanoukian@scscourt.org" <smanoukian@scscourt.org>, 


yruiz@scscourt.org, sfein@da.sccgov.org, "O'Donnell, Jim" 


<jim.odonnell@abc.com>, "Heather.Falkenthal@asm.ca.gov" 


<Heather.Falkenthal@asm.ca.gov>, cory.wolbach@sen.ca.gov 


 


 


▼ Hide quoted text 


Mr. Coffey, 


 


I want it on the record that Detective David Carroll has told me that 


I was under criminal investigation by the Santa Clara County District 


Attorney's Office because I had emailed Mr.Korb requesting Orry Korb 


to reinstate Heidi Yauman's HUD Complaint (#345092), which was shut 


down by the Public Guardian for the purpose of preserving the 


fraudulent court record that was created in Department 19  (CASE: 


1-12-CV=226958)  - The false accusations of criminal activity stated 


as FACT in these fraudulent pleadings submitted by attorney Ryan 


Mayberry were nothing but made up lies with ZERO FACTUAL BASIS IN 


REALITY. 


 


I cannot state as fact, that this led to the death of Mr. Robert Moss 


who was found dead at Markham Plaza Apartments in Early November of 


2012, but I CAN STATE AS FACT that Markham Plaza had used this 


fraudulent false statements as "justification" to prevent me from 


assisting Mr. Moss who was disabled & Mr. Moss was found dead very 


shortly thereafter. 


 


In the event that a pitchess motion is ever filed against Detecteve 


Carroll, I would like to offer my services as a witness in court. 


 


Not only does it appear that Detective Carroll was following unlawful 


orders, but that the orders that are directed pursuant to department 


procedure are to be passed down through the chain of command through 


the rank to the file within the Santa Clara County Sheriff's 


Department 


 


Additionally,  It appears that by issuing these unlawful orders to the 


Santa Clara County Sheriff's Department, Mr. Korb may be in violation 


of  Rule 3-300 (California Rules of Professional Conduct) - In 


conjuction with violations of ADA,FHA, etc. 


 


BTW: 


 







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecLeuPNgFpY 


 


( I have no personal knowledge of the events described in the above 


testimony of Ms. Debra Grant,  but it is clear that the Sheriff's 


Department does employ tactics such as are describes, and the 


sabotaging of Heidi Yauman's HUD complaint does indeed qualify as a 


PROTECTION RACKET, with EAH Housing and their attorney being a 


protected party & the Santa Clara County Sheriff's Department acting 


as a band of thugs to enforce that protection that EAH Housing has 


been granted. 


 


Regards, 


Cary-Andrew Crittenden  |   408-401-0023 


 


 


 


 


 


On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 12:40 PM, Cary-Andrew Crittenden 


<southsfbayarea@gmail.com> wrote: 


> The kind gesture is appreciated Susan, and thus far, you have shown 


> yourself to be very genuine and sincere. Among other things, this may 


> be a conflict of interest since you are with the Public Guardian's 


> office and represented by the County Counsel who orchestrated these 


> attacks against us, and destroyed Heidi's Housing. It would be 


> extremely helpful however, if  either you or Mr. Dames could please 


> obtain a hard copy of the court transcript to case: 1-12-CV226958, as 


> we have credible reason to suspect that the court transcripts to this 


> case have also been altered, as appears to be a common trend in civil 


> court cases that have gone through department 19. 


> 


> I believe that any legal advise directed by the county counsel to the 


> Public Guardian that conflicts with PAG fiduciary duty 


>  would be unlawful as an attorney may not advise in the violation of 


> any law, as he has clearly done repeatedly, in effect, using the 


> Sheriff's Department as if he was "yielding a sword" to attack us. 


> This is remarkably similar to the events of 2006 with the San Jose 


> Police Department ( http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5-Khy4bpH4 ) which 


> caused Heidi permanent physical injuries to her vision.  I am not a 


> doctor or a lawyer, but does not common sense suggest that inflicting 


> this kind of emotional trauma on her may injure her more because of 


> her traumatic brain injury? 


> 


> She is frightened and terrified right now, though less disoriented 


> than she was a few months ago.  One element of Korbs tactics at 


> employing the Sheriff's Department to harass and intimidate us is not 







> only purposed to place us in a state of durress, (and with Heidi, 


> Undue Influence as defined in Civil Code: 1575 ) it is also a form of 


> witness intimidation & obstruction of justice & retaliation against 


> whistle blowers for reporting crimes by County and State Court 


> Officials. 


> 


> In all due respect to you, we cannot ignore the possibility that 


> County Counsel may use Deputy Public Guardians to play: "Good Cop / 


> Bad Cop" , which at this point, would be a tactic that he would 


> probably employ as this has also been done in the past. 


> 


> 


> Not only was Heidi deprived of her due process rights, her fair 


> housing rights, her ADA rights,  She was also degraded harassed, 


> humiliated and stripped of her human dignity, In the cruel manner in 


> which Heidi has been treated,  Mr. Korb has exhibited characteristics 


> of a cruel sadistic psychopath. 


> 


> You are welcome to call if you like. It is always a pleasure talking with you. 


> 


> Thank you for your kindness & concern for her well being & safety. 


> 


> Respectfully, 


> Cary-Andrew Crittenden  |  408-401-0023  /  650-701-3202 


> 


> On Sat, Oct 19, 2013 at 7:55 AM, Susan Fowle <Susan.Fowle@ssa.sccgov.org> wrote: 


>> Hi Cary 


>> 


>> Does Heidi want me to attend her meeting with her?  Please remember to have her pick up 


extra personal needs fun this week. 


>> 


>> Susan 


>> 


>> Sent from my iPad 


>> 


>>> On Oct 19, 2013, at 2:46 AM, "Cary-Andrew Crittenden" <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> 


wrote: 


>>> 


>>> Hello Susan.   Heidi is scheduled to interview  early next week with a representitive from 


U.S. Government about the events that happened to her & it is very difficult for her to have to re-


live this ordeal. She is also very frightened & having some panic attacks due to the recent threats 


& intimidation tactics used against us by the Santa Clara County Sheriff's Department and this is 


upsetting her abit and she is affraid that they may arrest her or retaliate against her if she 


cooperates with an investigation. She was allready very shaken and tramatized which is why I 


kept on pleading with Orry Korb to stop hurting her & it appears these inflictions are calculated, 


delibeberate & intentionaly purposed to break her down as much as possible, scramble her senses 







and exploit her brain injury & emotional trauma - much like what Larry Kubo did when he had 


dismantled the protections I had established for Heidi in her "answer to unlawful detainer" - to 


stop the harrassment from Markham Plaza Property Management. 


>>> 


>>> So far, you have treated her very well & I am very grateful for this. 


>>> 


>>> I am asking you to please take steps to ensure that the Sheriff's department does not try to 


create any more difficulties for her, as her life has allready been difficult enough for her already 


and she is very shaken and fragile from this scairy ordeal & lately she has began crying in her 


sleep  & these "Shock" methods that they used against her are devestating  to her & have set her 


back years of rehabilitation from her re-emerging from her coma. 


>>> 


>>> One of the most difficult things for her is trying to speak & it has upset her deeply. I have an 


obligation to protect her from this kind of treatment, which equates to violence & I am doing my 


very best to guide her to peace & safety without her being hurt any more & this path must be 


clear of obstructions, ambushes and detours!  She deserves to be safe & needs to heal & I'm 


asking you to please make do whatever you can to ensure that Orry Korb, Detective Carroll or 


anyone else does not hurt her any more or try to further obstruct her recovery /rehabilitation, etc. 


>>> 


>>> 


>>> Thanks You, 


>>> Cary-Andrew Crittenden  |    408-401-0023  / 650-701-3202 


>>> 


>>> 


>>> 


>>> 


>> NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments may contain 


>> information that is confidential or restricted. It is intended only for 


>> the individuals named as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an 


>> authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, delivering, 


>> distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing the message or content to 


>> others and must delete the message from your computer. If you have 


>> received this message in error, please notify the sender by return 


>> email. 


>> 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> 


Date: Wed, Jun 5, 2013 at 9:58 AM 


Subject: Inquiry - Re: Detective Carroll 







To: kristen.tarabetz@sheriff.sccgov.org 


Cc: Ada.complaint@usdoj.gov, jguzman@pdo.sccgov.org, sfein@da.sccgov.org 


 


 


Good Morning Lieutenant Tarabetz. 


 


I believe that the phone call received yesterday from Detective David Carroll may be have been 


in violation of U.S.C. Title 42 Section 3631,  the American's With Disabilities Act, and 


California Penal Code Section: 368(c) 


California Penal Code 386(c) States that: Any person who, under circumstances or conditions 


other than those likely to produce great bodily harm or death, willfully causes or permits any 


elder or dependent adult, with knowledge that he or she is an elder or a dependent adult, to 


suffer, or inflicts thereon unjustifiable physical pain or mental suffering, or having the care or 


custody of any elder or dependent adult, willfully causes or permits the person or health of the 


elder or dependent adult to be injured or willfully causes or permits the elder or dependent adult 


to be placed in a situation in which his or her person or health may be endangered, is guilty of a 


misdemeanor. 


 


My understanding is, that this call was directed by County Counsel: Orry Korb, which may 


render Mr. Korb in violation of California Rules of Professional Conduct -  Rule 3-210. 


(Advising the Violation of Law.) 


 


A member shall not advise the violation of any law, rule, or ruling of a tribunal unless the 


member believes in good faith that such law, rule, or ruling is invalid. A member may take 


appropriate steps in good faith to test the validity of any law, rule, or ruling of a tribunal. 


 


This correspondence is an inquiry - it is not a formal  internal affairs complaint.  


 


Respectfully, 


Cary-Andrew Crittenden  |   408-401-0023 


 


 


 


From: Cary-Andrew Crittenden <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> 


Date: Sun, Jul 7, 2013 at 9:07 PM 


Subject: Arlene Peterson's continued abuse of Heidi Yauman 


To: "McCabe, Lara" <lara.mccabe@bos.sccgov.org> 


Cc: yruiz@scscourt.org, gabel <gabel@pdo.sccgov.org>, 


JKAPP@pdo.sccgov.org, MONEAL@pdo.sccgov.org, Orry Korb 


<orry.korb@cco.sccgov.org>, BOARDOPERATIONS@cob.sccgov.org, 


kristen.tarabetz@sheriff.sccgov.org, ken.yeager@bos.sccgov.org, 


dave.cortese@bos.sccgov.org, tcain@scscourt.org, 


"jrosen@da.sccgov.org" <jrosen@da.sccgov.org>, Dennis Brookins 


<dbrookins@da.sccgov.org> 


 


 







Hello Lara. Please let me know what is being done to resolve this 


crisis situation with Deputy Public Guardian, Arlene Peterson. 


 


Months are dragging by and Heidi Yauman still needs her HUD complaint 


reinstated, her medicine, and her court records corrected. It is the 


responsibility of the County to take care of these things, & Heidi is 


unable to recieve services from Arlene Peterson. 


 


Not only is action NOT BEING TAKEN to stop Arlene from hurting Heidi 


Yauman, she is in essence being refused services because the decicions 


Arlene Peterson is making are hurting Heidi so bad.  She needs her 


medicine and other care and NOBODY IS STEPPING UP TO STOP THIS 


ABUSE!!!!! 


 


HEIDI CANNOT RECEIVE CARE FROM SOMEONE WHO IS ABUSING HER! 


 


AS LONG YOU ALLOW THIS ABUSE TO CONTINUE,  YOU ARE REFUSING HEIDI 


YAUMAN THE CARE AND SERVICES YOU ARE OBLIGATED TO PROVIDE FOR 


HER!!!! 


 


Cary-Andrew Crittenden 


 


On Jun 4, 2013 1:42 PM, "Cary-Andrew Crittenden" <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> wrote: 


On Jun 4, 2013 1:22 PM, "Cary-Andrew Crittenden" <southsfbayarea@gmail.com> wrote: 


Hello Detective Carrol.  Thank you for your phone call today at approximately 12:00 


P.M.  Would you please explain to me in writing what you said over the phone regarding me 


emails to Orry Korb requesting that he take corrective action for the actions of those under his 


supervision which is his obligation according to law. I do not understand  how this can possibly 


be considered a violation of  Penal Code: 653m.  Not is it my first amendment right to petition 


the government for change, I am legaly obligated by law to not allow Heidi Yauman to be 


deprived as it appears is happening. 653m does not appy to correspondences made in good faith, 


and my correndences are.  How is this NOT a vioiation of USC Title 18 sections 241 and 242.  ( 


possibly the American's with disabilities act also, since Heidi Yauman has designated me to act 


in her behalf on these matters. 


 


Please explain in writing these things to me, and tell me who it was that advised you to call me 


today, and what you were told to say to me and why. 


 


Respectfully, 


Cary-Andrew Crittenden    | 408-401-0023 


 
 







Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 2:02 PM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

what about the envelope the card came in
 
 

Sent: Wednesday, Augerust 18, 2021 at 12:50 PM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

On my way now. Be there in 25. 
 
Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW
WOOC Supervising Deputy Public Guardian Conservator
Probate Ongoing
 
Sent from my iPhone, please excuse any typing errors. 

 
From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:46:05 PM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:
 
ok we are at starbucks now you said 300 there was 250 on the lucky card 
and 15 on starbucks will be between here an flafle fame piza hut in the 
middle
 
 

Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 at 7:09 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Cc: "Chris Welsh" <cwelshlaw@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

I don’t control the mail. I was told it came yesterday afternoon. 
 
I will bring you the card this afternoon. 
 
Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW
WOOC Supervising Deputy Public Guardian Conservator
Probate Ongoing
 
Sent from my iPhone, please excuse any typing errors. 

 
From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:29:29 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Cc: Chris Welsh <cwelshlaw@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:
 
IN YOUR OTHER EMAIL YOU SAID IT NEVER CAME YOUu SAId you were 
waiting for the mail did the mail man come twice you said the mail 
came in the morning and it wasnt THERE ThaTS WHY YOU WAITEd. 
bring the envelope with post mark to falafel flames next to pizza hut.
 

"Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 9:04 AM



From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE:

I’m waiting for the mail to come to see if your card will arrive.  If it 
doesn’t arrive, I’ll bring you the gift cards, but it will be later than 
10.  Where will you be around 1pm?  Maybe earlier (noon)?

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 7:58 PM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

Your True Link card arrived this afternoon.  I will be in 
Mountain View tomorrow afternoon.  I can come by Sunnyvale 
after I’m done there to deliver it to you. 

 

Can you give me a guess as to where I’d find you around 2 or 
3pm?

 "

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW | (WOOC) 
Supervising Deputy Public Guardian 
Conservator

Office of the Public 
Administrator/Guardian/Conservator, County 
of Santa Clara

P.O. Box 760 | San José, CA 95106-0760

O: 408-755-7602 | F: 408-755-7950 | Email

Business Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00am-
4:30pm

Pronouns: she/her/hers

NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments may contain 
information that is confidential or restricted. It is intended only for 
the individuals named as recipients in the message. If you are NOT 
an authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, delivering, 
distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing the message or content 
to others and must delete the message from your computer. If you 
have received this message in error, please notify the sender by 
return mail.

 

 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 11:44 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya <anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 

mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org


pizza hut

 

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 11:24 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE:

Can you meet now? I’m here. 

 

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW

WOOC Supervising Deputy Public Guardian Conservator

Probate Ongoing

 

Sent from my iPhone, please excuse any typing errors. 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 10:15:17 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: RE: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 

the masked  potatoes  an sause mixe fruit salad

 

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 10:01 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE: Re: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

Okay thank you so much.  See you at 12:30.

 

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW | 
(WOOC) Supervising Deputy Public 
Guardian Conservator

Office of the Public 
Administrator/Guardian/Conservator, 
County of Santa Clara

P.O. Box 760 | San José, CA 95106-
0760

O: 408-755-7602 | F: 408-755-7950 
| Email

Business Hours: Monday-Friday 

mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org


8:00am-4:30pm

Pronouns: she/her/hers

NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments may 
contain information that is confidential or restricted. It is 
intended only for the individuals named as recipients in 
the message. If you are NOT an authorized recipient, you 
are prohibited from using, delivering, distributing, 
printing, copying, or disclosing the message or content 
to others and must delete the message from your 
computer. If you have received this message in error, 
please notify the sender by return mail.

 

 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 9:53 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Fw: Re: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

 

 

460 n mathidda avenue next to pizza hut

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 9:46 AM
From: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
To: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: Re: RE: [EXTERNAL] RE:

460 mathila and 330-498 mauude are the same place 

 

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 9:35 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: RE:

I’ll get you a separate starbucks card.  The 
mail comes at 10:30, so let’s meet at 12:30 at 
the Starbucks in Sunnyvale Square.  Do you 
happen to have the address?

 

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW | 
(WOOC) Supervising Deputy Public 
Guardian Conservator

Office of the Public 
Administrator/Guardian/Conservator, 
County of Santa Clara

mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org
mailto:heidi.yauman@usa.com


P.O. Box 760 | San José, CA 95106-
0760

O: 408-755-7602 | F: 408-755-7950 
| Email

Business Hours: Monday-Friday 
8:00am-4:30pm

Pronouns: she/her/hers

NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments 
may contain information that is confidential or 
restricted. It is intended only for the individuals named 
as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an 
authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, 
delivering, distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing 
the message or content to others and must delete the 
message from your computer. If you have received this 
message in error, please notify the sender by return 
mail.

 

 

From: Heidi Yauman <heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 9:25 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: RE:

 

dear Anya i can go to starbucks at te sunnyvale 
square can i buy a starbucks card with my lucky 
card at the  flow of noon 

 

 

Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 at 9:04 AM
From: "Vines Rodriguez, Anya" 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
To: "Heidi Yauman" 
<heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Subject: RE:

I’m waiting for the mail to come to see if 
your card will arrive.  If it doesn’t arrive, 
I’ll bring you the gift cards, but it will be 
later than 10.  Where will you be around 
1pm?  Maybe earlier (noon)?

 

Anya Vines Rodriguez, MSW | 
(WOOC) Supervising Deputy Public 
Guardian Conservator

Office of the Public 
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Administrator/Guardian/Conservator, 
County of Santa Clara

P.O. Box 760 | San José, CA 95106-
0760

O: 408-755-7602 | F: 408-755-7950 
| Email

Business Hours: Monday-Friday 
8:00am-4:30pm

Pronouns: she/her/hers

NOTICE: This email message and/or its attachments 
may contain information that is confidential or 
restricted. It is intended only for the individuals named 
as recipients in the message. If you are NOT an 
authorized recipient, you are prohibited from using, 
delivering, distributing, printing, copying, or disclosing 
the message or content to others and must delete the 
message from your computer. If you have received this 
message in error, please notify the sender by return 
mail.

 

 

From: Heidi Yauman 
<heidi.yauman@usa.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 9:02 AM
To: Vines Rodriguez, Anya 
<anya.vinesrodriguez@ssa.sccgov.org>
Subject:

 

dear anya you an bring the lucky card to the 
trinity church at 10 i found 50 cents in a 
payphone and most people cant fin d a 
payphone can you bring starbucks card too
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From: Aram James
To: Sajid Khan; Jeff Moore; Jeff Rosen; Council, City; Greer Stone; Winter Dellenbach; Raj; Dave Price; Braden Cartwright; chuck jagoda; Human Relations Commission; Planning Commission; Molly; David Angel;

paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Roberta Ahlquist; DuBois, Tom; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; Rebecca Eisenberg; alisa mallari tu; Joe Simitian; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org
Subject: Fwd:
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 2:13:56 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.


August 20, 2021
 
Hi Sajit,
 
I read your excellent piece written on August 18, 2021 apologizing for being insensitive to sexual assault victims
(https://votesajid.medium.com/centering-survivors-e59e228c0c22, when you wrote an earlier piece on the sentencing of Brock Turner after
his conviction for serious sexual assault charges. https://www.sanjoseinside.com/opinion/op-ed-in-defense-of-brock-turners-lenient-
sentence .
 
After reading your recent piece several times over and then your 2016 piece I have the following comments and then a few questions:
 
 Comments:
 
I found absolutely nothing in your 2016 piece in defense of Brock Turner’s sentence that was even slightly insensitive to sexual assault
victims.
 
In fact your 2016 piece pointed out that Mr. Turner’s sentence reflected the best of restorative justice while punishing Mr. Turner
appropriately, and while protecting both the victim and the safety of the general public by the harsh sentence imposed on Mr. Turner.

In fact your 2016 article pointed out that Mr. Turner was not only going to serve 6 months in county jail, but would suffer a lifetime sexual
registration requirement that you well know the failure to comply with could, at anytime, result in a jail or a harsh prison sentence.
 
In addition you pointed out that Mr. Turner was also placed on felony probation that upon violation could result in up to 14 years in prison,
hardly a lenient sentence or in any possible way now be, five years later, construed as disrespectful of sexual assault victims.
 
In fact I challenge you to show me one word or one sentence in your 2016 article that was disrespectful or insensitive to sexual assault
victims.
 
In my view it is disingenuous to suggest that the sentiments reflected in your 2016 letter were written because of your exuberance or
zealous advocacy for defendants that grows exclusively out of being a public defender or defense attorney. That doesn’t work with me.
 
Your 2016 letter was extremely well balanced pointing out how judges like former judge Persky should retain judicial discretion to decide
each case on a case-by-case basis, with an eye towards a restorative justice model.
 
If you’re being honest with yourself the piece you wrote could have been written either by a thoughtful public defender or a progressive
distinct attorney like the one you soon hope to be.
 
Questions:
 

1.   What you don’t say in your new piece, August 18, 2021, Is if you now believe that former judge Persky’s sentence was too light, and,
as a result, sent a message of insensitive to all sexual assault victim? Or was his sentence entirely appropriate as reflective of a best
restorative justice model? Please respond.

 
2.   In your 2016 letter you praised former Judge Persky for his general fairness toward defendants and the appropriateness of his
sentence in the Turner case. Are you now says his sentence was too lenient and he should have been recalled as the voters decided?
Please let me hear your response.

 
 

3.   * Disclosure: I wrote a check on August 3, 2021 in the amount of $250.00 in support of Sajit Khan’s campaign. BTW I’m still
waiting for the check to clear my account.

 
 
 Sincerely,
 
 
 
 Aram James
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From: mark weiss
To: Council, City
Cc: Jeremiah Lockwood; Scott Amendola; Tom DuBois; aleta hayes; Alison Cormack; David Moss; Shikada, Ed; Jeff

LaMere; Nia Taylor
Subject: Fwd: Amendola Plaza, Jewlia tribute
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:48:02 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Let’s rename Lytton Plaza for Jewlia Eisenberg a regionally well-known musician who I first
learned of because she was a favorite at Stanford’s KZSU radio, in the 1990s. 
If you check the record i previously suggested naming the plaza for Wallace Stegner. “Thoits
Plaza” was suggested by Chop Keenan but, to my understanding the Thoits family withdrew
their support because it became divisive. 
Mark Weiss 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Scott Amendola <scottamendola@me.com>
Date: August 20, 2021 at 8:09:53 AM PDT
To: mark weiss <earwopa@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Amendola Plaza, Jewlia tribute

Yo!  Very cool you’re doing a tribute to Jewlia. Man… so sad… Did you ever
hear the Red Pocket record we mad? Jewlia, Marika Hughes, and myself.
REALLY COOL record. Miss her. Ben, Devin, and I played Jewlia and Anne-
Maria’s wedding. Anyway… this is great. Best to name the Plaza after her! 

XO

S.A. 

On Aug 20, 2021, at 1:09 AM, mark weiss <earwopa@yahoo.com>
wrote:


Wednesday, September 15, 4:30, Lytton Plaza: Ben Goldberg
Scott Amendola Duo (perform music of Thelonious Monk)
(jazz)

Friday, September 17, noon, Lytton Plaza: Zach Ostroff
Trio (jazz)

Saturday, September 18 Amendola Blades Skerik
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Parker (nooner Lytton)

Saturday, September 18, Jeremiah Lockwood (5 pm Lytton
Plaza — blues, Judaica, tribute to Jewlia Eisenberg z’l of
Charming Hostess)

Wednesday, September 22,  Amendola VS Blades (5 pm
Lytton Plaza, which will coincidentally be renamed Amendola
Plaza)

Mark Weiss 
Dba Earthwise 
Sent from my iPhone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4bdIayXioe4


From: Loran Harding
To: Loran Harding; antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov; alumnipresident@stanford.edu; David Balakian; bballpod; fred

beyerlein; beachrides; bearwithme1016@att.net; Leodies Buchanan; boardmembers; Cathy Lewis; Chris Field;
Council, City; Doug Vagim; dennisbalakian; Dan Richard; Daniel Zack; david pomaville;
esmeralda.soria@fresno.gov; eappel@stanford.edu; francis.collins@nih.gov; fmerlo@wildelectric.net;
grinellelake@yahoo.com; Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov; George.Rutherford@ucsf.edu; huidentalsanmateo;
hennessy; Irv Weissman; jerry ruopoli; Joel Stiner; kfsndesk; kwalsh@kmaxtv.com; lalws4@gmail.com; leager;
margaret-sasaki@live.com; Mark Standriff; Mayor; newsdesk; news@fresnobee.com; nick yovino;
russ@topperjewelers.com; Steve Wayte; Sally Thiessen; tsheehan; terry; VT3126782@gmail.com;
vallesR1969@att.net

Subject: Fwd: Brit. Foreign Secty lays out their efforts now in Afghan. Kept secret by US TV!
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 1:57:40 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Sat, Aug 21, 2021 at 3:49 AM
Subject: Fwd: Brit. Foreign Secty lays out their efforts now in Afghan. Kept secret by US TV!
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Sat, Aug 21, 2021 at 3:47 AM
Subject: Fwd: Brit. Foreign Secty lays out their efforts now in Afghan. Kept secret by US TV!
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Sat, Aug 21, 2021 at 2:34 AM
Subject: Fwd: Brit. Foreign Secty lays out their efforts now in Afghan. Kept secret by US TV!
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Sat, Aug 21, 2021 at 1:44 AM
Subject: Brit. Foreign Secty lays out their efforts now in Afghan. Kept secret by US TV!
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

            Saturday, August 21, 2021

                  IMPORTANT-
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           This is very worth watching. Iain Duncan Smith in H. of Commons discussing
withdrawal from Afghan.   They discuss Biden's saying the Afghan troops ran away or would
not fight. "You have no right",  they tell him. "It is an infamous statement".  "70,000 men in
the Afghan army have died fighting the Taliban".   As I say below, the US TV news networks
say nothing about British involvement in Afghan. Watch this, and you will see the truth being
hidden from you by the US networks on that point:   The Chinese and the Russians are in deep
already in Afghan. They are THERE. Their embassies are open in Kabul.    Don't miss this: 
 He says that when we removed our air power, the Afghan fighters were doomed. And he
says the US has not lost one life there for well over a year.  We stay back and support- or at
least we did. Now we are gone and so are the 300,000 Afghan fighters we trained and
supported.     7 minutes:

               Iain Duncan Smith: Afghanistan withdrawal will embolden China and Russia -
YouTube

          Here, in 14:59, the Foreign Sect. of the UK tells the H. of Commons about what the UK
government is doing now in Afghan.  American readers of this will be stunned to learn that the
UK has any involvement whatsoever in Afghan!  They've had troops there??!!   LH-  This is a
little bit tedious. The better one is the 7 minutes talk by Duncan Smith, above.

       Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab attacks Starmer over lack of 'firm action' on Afghanistan
- YouTube

            Trying to get their nationals out, and those who helped the UK over these years in
Afghan.   Night after night, US network evening news on ABC and CBS utters not ONE
WORD about the Brits in Afghan.   Last night one of them did say  "A british soldier..." did
this or that.  That is the one word the networks have said about the UK being in Afghan and
the effort they are making to get people out, etc.

            The bastards who run ABC and CBS News in New York ought to hear about this little
oversight.  I want the PM of the UK and members of Parliament to know that American news
orgs are reporting NOT ONE WORD ABOUT BRITISH INVOLVEMENT IN THE
DISASTER IN AFGHAN AT THIS POINT.  Not a word.  No troops there, no nationals,
accepting no refuges from there, relocating to the UK no one who worked for the UK in
Afgan.  I guess the networks want to make it appear to be a US op from top to bottom to make
Biden look more powerful. Apparently planes hired by the British are making flights out of the
airport at Kabul filled with British citizens and people who worked for the UK in Afghan.
That is being kept secret from the American people.

            I don't get it. The US TV network news orgs  are a far cry from what they once were. 
 ABC and CBS each let a woman speak into the camera with her head tipped over about 35
degrees.  On the weekends with ABC.  CBS has her on periodically. They can't look us in the
eye and report the news. It's their little protest when they are getting millions of dollars per
year for doing next to nothing. I'd fire their butts for it. Every year Stanford University
graduates white men who would gladly have those rich jobs and could level with the
American people-  look them in the eye with their head held up straight and report the news.  

           See the interview with the retired Army four-star Gen. Keane, I sent it out yesterday.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSxRynQqAkE
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Here it is again.  It is a mess now in Kabul, for sure.  BUT listen to him. Now Afghan is going
to metastasize into something very dangerous for us. So it is what it will now become-- that is
the huge issue.  Do we keep losing people in a civil war in Afghan? Of course not.  But what
do we do as the country becomes something very dangerous to us and to other NATO
countries, wiith full involvement by Russia, China and Iran? Our pull-out from Afghan will
cause Russia to lean more heavily on Ukraine and China to lean more heavily on Taiwan, the
General says. We'd better have teams of experts working on our responses to the new, more
dangerous Afghan right now.

            Here is the eleven minute interview again with retired Army four-star General Keane:

                   Gen. Keane: Biden has 'callous indifference' towards people stranded in
Afghanistan - YouTube

            An Iranian ran a smog test facility in Fresno, and I used to get my cars smogged there.
One time, an Iranian friend of his dropped by. He was calm and normal until I asked a
question about the Iranian government. That set him off. He got excited.  I asked him why the
entire Muslim world hate the US so much. Is it the treatment of the Palistinians?  NO he told
me. He said it is because the US and Britain set up Israel. I think most Americans don't really
know at this point. The WH and the media will never tell us.  

       
       L. William Harding
       Fresno, Ca. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87o_2hU7GCQ
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From: Loran Harding
To: Loran Harding; antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov; alumnipresident@stanford.edu; David Balakian; bballpod; fred

beyerlein; beachrides; bearwithme1016@att.net; Leodies Buchanan; boardmembers; Cathy Lewis; Chris Field;
Council, City; Doug Vagim; dennisbalakian; Dan Richard; Daniel Zack; david pomaville;
esmeralda.soria@fresno.gov; eappel@stanford.edu; francis.collins@nih.gov; fmerlo@wildelectric.net;
grinellelake@yahoo.com; Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov; huidentalsanmateo; hennessy; Irv Weissman; jerry
ruopoli; Joel Stiner; kfsndesk; kwalsh@kmaxtv.com; lalws4@gmail.com; leager; margaret-sasaki@live.com; Mark
Standriff; Mayor; newsdesk; news@fresnobee.com; nick yovino; russ@topperjewelers.com; Steve Wayte;
tsheehan; terry; VT3126782@gmail.com; vallesR1969@att.net

Subject: Fwd: General Keane on the pull-out. Oh sure, lots of critics. Well, listen for 11 minutes
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:43:46 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>
Date: Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 10:49 AM
Subject: General Keane on the pull-out. Oh sure, lots of critics. Well, listen for 11 minutes
To: Loran Harding <loran.harding@stanfordalumni.org>

             Thurs. August 19, 2021

               To all-   Listen to Gen. Keane here for 11 minutes and you will have a broader
perspective on Afghanistan. What will the country be after we have left?   He talks about Al
Queda being in control of some parts of it right now, but being well hidden so we wouldn't
wack them.   He talks about Iran, China, Syria and Russia taking a big interest in the
country after we leave. The Taliban will need money, trade. They can supply it.  

            They can supply other things too. Things not designed to make life better for the
American people and for the Europeans. This is well worth 11 min. of your time. 

                 So what DO we do? We spent 20 years fighting the Taliban and looking for Osama
Bin Laden in Afghan. We found him, in Pakistan.  Somehow we have to convince the
Taliban and all of the rich supporter countries, who hate us, that they should leave us
and our European allies alone. We do not just fly out and let them stew in their own juice.
What do we do? Smarter, better trained, more experienced people than me, in positions of
power, can develop an answer, or answers, as the situation evolves, but we are for sure not
done interacting with Afghanistan, and their benefactor countries.    

        
        Gen. Keane: Biden has 'callous indifference' towards people stranded in Afghanistan -
YouTube

           L. William Harding
          Fresno, Ca.  
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From: Dilma Coleman
To: Peter Paterno; gengeland@losaltosca.gov
Cc: Council, City; 34713@lapd.online
Subject: Fwd: Police Chief Randy Richardson Investigate Newman Mayor Casey Graham..for Narcotics and hate crime

scenes on tall age 13-14 black girl.. Assault with drugs as a weapon to make it seem as drug addictions.
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 2:20:35 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Dilma Coleman <dhappinessforever@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Aug 21, 2021, 1:52 PM
Subject: Police Chief Randy Richardson Investigate Newman Mayor Casey Graham..for
Narcotics and hate crime scenes on tall age 13-14 black girl.. Assault with drugs as a weapon
to make it seem as drug addictions.
To: <npd@cityofnewman.com>

Pause it. Understand that That Dallas TexasPD is Renee Hall and she/he hallucinating..she
uses Name Monica Coleman at 2825 Park Blvd #Z106 Palo Alto CA. That's what I am saying.
What the heck is wrong with you. 

If Modesto CA PD Casey Graham ain't arrested by Monday noon Aug23,2021..you're gonna
see Bill Marriott hotel owner eat up Heinz Field with Mayor Sam Liccardo selling drug filled
enemas. Stopped. 

Lint roller that's used as a sex toy inside valley medical hospitals inserted by nurses is it real
sound effects done by Soundcloud..skip.

 Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee MD to JD seen that nurse insert lint rollers into buttocks aka button
then eat a meal at Nick the Greek. how many does it take to insert lint roller inside a mental
hospital be quiet..are these individuals mixed with animalistic habitual aggressions...let
Soundcloud do the talking. That SF RBL Posse rapper Ricky Herd had an identical twin
brother whereas in 2003. Diva wasn't isn't married to the rapper..can't tell.what's at the other
end...now that SF RBL Posse rapper Hitman aka Ricky Herd.was shot in the head in
2003...his  mother is Faith a faithful SF 49er fan..and faith possibly owns the Santa Clara Levi
Strauss stadium(bullshit) and the SF football team that good as Chai tea latte frank no no
Jamacian girl drink  it from Target).whereas Oakland A's baseball team moves to Las
Vegas...in this case the original SF owners football team had got rid of their ownership of the
SF 49 ers why? santa Clara Government officials are drug dealers, sending their favorite drug
addicts to live inside Great America..the soon to be next ghost ship.backwards flip. When The
SF 49ers owner had too much space with young boys from the Catholic Church being drugged
n molested in various places some of the wannabe Oakland A's baseball players lived
homeless on the streets..that type of undercover brother those rejected from Planet of the Ape
movie...(all the wannabe Oakland A's baseball team players had lived as homeless people
whereas their dirty clothes was from food n soda pop and recycling bins..that type of no
laundry save water..that type of things.. they are going to be removed from Judge Manley's
court room..that sorcerery spells backweed door is locked up in backwood. Argue it.
Bingo..the prize is a backwood . Skip Marley said that the prize was a gift card to whole foods
market. Whole foods market is for private lessons on how to become a planet of the apes..vs
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the Batiatus challenges of Spartagus and the Caribbean cabbage patch dolls..the urinating
empath paranormal hypochondriac think tank is full of peas..and melted tiramisu icecream.
Bingo. She won a carpet cleaning machine with frozen meatballs from trader Joe's..and can't
shop there because it's enough WWF wrestle mania fans and that's Wesley Snipes daughter
and that Dr.Dre daughter ain't homeless with an CashApp cash flows from Gofund me. That's
what I said. Arrest Newman,CA Mayor Casey Graham..let that Concord police department
ride back n forth to San Bruno CA police station and Golden gate Cemetery for that Fairfield
CA Police women Ape Deanna Cantrell. Thanks for letting me have a baby again whereas
Diva Jobs aka Dilma Coleman can't hold her bah bee. Pause it. 

.I said that Jed York is the #1 pedophile who goes all the way too deep into the buttocks of
young boys..who always blames the Catholic Priesthood them Priests ain't giving out jello
Shots.they give out condoms and advice against abortions.  I am not a fan of 49ers..since their
legal team attorney did not respond to Diva Jobs MD + JD a former Psychiatric nurse injury
claims adjuster in prevention. Yes the 49er legal team had placed a restraining order against
Diva Jobs when Diva tried to report the psycho businesses of the one knee down Colin
Kaepernick..his mental health..his abusive Sonic the hedgehog autistic habitual behavorial
speeches and physical distresses aggressive gambling off,offer up real estates Properties in
Patterson CA which Colin Kaepernick stole them or earned them by being Morman an for
hour at a time thru an Airbnb whereas Colin Kaepernick owes 2-3 million dollars or more to
Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs and it ain't a down payment on  cry baby. Colin Kaepernick owes
lemon head braids.. that's Buster Posey in Atlanta Georgia. Made with head lice. Argue it. 

Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee is the Psychiatric nurse, psych ward crazy lady who had the best of
the best 5th floor in Brooklyn NY Prison.. whereas the inmates Ghislaine Noelle Maxwell
plays piano and has the best science lab  a science fair project..the ones where the DRug n
food administration had no way to justify animalistic habitual aggressions in the inmates..
what spam is doing that with Pam butter spray? 

All of the above. Diva Jobs aka Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee a Rastafarian Church leaders quits out
of canned cheese spreads and using can't believe it's not butter in 2020. Whereas Diva Jobs
aka Diva Lee lived in Atherton CA whereas the bathroom was in Palo Alto CA..samtrams bus
had advertising for Pam the butter spray use the coconut oil type on dreds or braids. Don't use
butter use coconut Pam spray. Diva Jobs MD had a complaint against the Pam spray being
used too much on the body..to moisture the toes,hair,tongue..thirsty again for it. The children
who followed Diva had to spray an empty can..bullshit. is this poker game conversations?
No.no .yes..

Do you understand that Former Modesto CA PD is currently a Newman,CA Mayor. Mr.
Casey Graham did insert herorin as an attack on Diva Lee aka Diva Jobs at a skate park
whereas a young black girl removed it and saved an attempted overdose on a person who
doesn't abuse drugs..Casey Graham threw that young girl off a building whereas her toes are
missing and she age 13 was raped and she just had a baby inside Little Orchard homeless
shelter in San Jose CA. The girl said Casey had a gun on Ronit..a Jewish girl then that's the
same as Newman,CA police Ronil Singh San Jose CA. Did Policeman of Modesto CA Casey
Graham have issues with using a knife on Homeless shelter people in San Jose,CA? That's
what I am saying. San Jose,CA officer Moody needs to be arrested..he left with a Corona beer
after he had masterbation in the laundry room of little orchard homeless shelter on July 2,2021
whereas Mr.Moody was never former police detective whatever he had from Los Gatos Police
department that wasn't a transfer like a retirement party that San Jose Eddie Garcia had. 



Mr.Moody SJ PD officers on Beat in the plant..will not accept any more comments on how
much SJPDMoody has got to subtract from his pension..in fact the next pause Moody SJPD is
gonna need to get plans for his cremation.. .row row ur boat isn't a popular tune for Brittany
Spears...

diva Jobs aka Diva Lee is gonna add a new legislative session whereas Law enforcement
officers..whom are affiliated with Boogaloo movement will be aggressively punished.. for
their scream, corrupt schemes on youth, children and with excessive sexual Assault on
children,women and boys. 

Best regards Dilma Coleman aka Diva Jobs aka Diva Lee. 



From: Anne Gregory
To: Council, City
Subject: Gas Station Moratorium
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:41:40 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council:

I read this article today, describing Petaluma's moratorium on new gas stations.    I think it's a fantastic
idea.   I request that  you consider the same for Palo Alto!    Here's the link:

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/aug/17/end-american-gas-station-ban?emci=16341b06-
3600-ec11-b563-501ac57b8fa7&emdi=ab56e607-e500-ec11-b563-501ac57b8fa7&ceid=727962

Thank you,

Anne Gregory
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From: Joanne Price
To: Council, City
Cc: Shikada, Ed
Subject: Homekey Palo Alto
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:31:27 PM
Attachments: image001.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor Du Bois and City Councilmembers
 
We wanted to thank you again for your support last week in exploring a Homekey project on the
LATP and share our excitement at kicking off the process with staff this afternoon. Whoo-hoo!
 
Excitement aside, the next six weeks will be very intensive as we undertake due diligence on the site
to ensure its feasibility and develop the Program and budget. We are confident that of all the sites
we explored for Homekey, including hotels along ECR (deemed too expensive), Geng Road (too small
at 15,000 sf), privately held sites on Fabian Way, Transport Street and the San Antonio cloverleaf
(owners of which all refused to sell), and the adjacent Green Waste parcel (awkward layout), LATP
remains the best contender.
 
It should be noted that undertaking due diligence will likely cost in the realm of $100k, a risk that we
are willing to share, but it still has to be carried until the project is funded. Therefore, if you’ve been
thinking about any other sites or know of properties that we should be aware of please let me know
immediately because we will not have the ability to change site after we’ve submitted the
application in September.
 
We remain wholeheartedly committed in supporting the City of Palo Alto achieve a successful
Homekey project.
 
Sincerely,
Joanne
 
Joanne Price | Vice President, Real Estate & Operations
ph: (650) 685-5880 ext. 199
cell: (415) 632-6530
 

Breaking the Cycle of Homelessness
181 Constitution Drive | Menlo Park, CA 94025
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Joanne Price | Vice President, Real Estate & Operations
ph: (650) 685-5880 ext. 199
cell: (415) 632-6530
 

Breaking the Cycle of Homelessness
181 Constitution Drive | Menlo Park, CA 94025
 

 



From: Jeanne Fleming
To: Council, City
Cc: Clerk, City; Planning Commission; Architectural Review Board; board@pausd.org; eileen.rph@gmail.com; "Tina

Chow"; todd@toddcollins.org; wross@lawross.com
Subject: Investigation of William Hammett opened by California regulatory Board
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:30:27 PM
Attachments: Complaint.pdf

Exhibit A Statement of Hammett & Edison September 29, 2020.pdf
Exhibit B July 27, 2004 Hammett Statement re 850 Webster Macro Tower July 27, 2004 (1).pdf
Exhibit C Jan. 15, 2020 Hammett Statement re 850 Webster Macro Tower.pdf
Exhbit D Link to William Hammett"s Presentation to the Residents of 850 Webster on October 5, 2020.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Mayor DuBois, Vice Mayor Burt and Councilmembers Cormack, Filseth, Kou,
Stone and Tanaka,
 
Attached please find a copy of a letter from the Enforcement Unit of the California
Board for Professional Engineers, Land Surveyors, and Geologists stating that the
Board has opened a formal investigation of William Hammett of Hammett & Edison. 
Mr. Hammett is being investigated in regards to the bald-face misrepresentation
made in the RF exposure compliance analysis his firm prepared in support of
Verizon’s application to install a cell tower at 850 Webster Street. 
 
Also attached is the complaint I filed that brought Mr. Hammett’s misconduct to the
Board’s attention and led to their decision to open an investigation. 
 
To remind you, Mr. Hammett and his firm have prepared the required-by-the-City RF
(i.e., radio frequency radiation) exposure compliance analyses for dozens of cell
towers in Palo Alto, including the three Verizon towers you approved on June 22,
2021.  The purpose of these analyses is to determine if the estimated RF emitted by
proposed new towers, together with the RF emitted by any nearby existing cell
towers, will comply with the RF safety standards established by the FCC. 
 
Mr. Hammett is being investigated because, in purportedly certifying the safety of
Verizon’s proposed new cell tower adjoining Channing House, his firm made a
flagrant misrepresentation of conditions at the site.  Specifically, their RF exposure
compliance analysis states:  “There are reported no other wireless
telecommunications base stations at the site or nearby.”  In fact, however, there is a
macro tower—in other words, a very large cell tower—at the very same address. 
 
Moreover, Mr. Hammett unequivocally knew that a macro tower existed at the site
where Hammett & Edison’s report said no cell towers existed.  For one thing, he’s the
person who prepared the initial exposure compliance report when the macro tower
was being installed on the roof of Channing House.  And for another, the
management of Channing House had recently hired Mr. Hammett to prepare a new
RF compliance report on the macro tower.  (Documentation of these facts can be
found in the attached exhibits, which accompanied the complaint.)  
 
So you know, sanctions available to the Board for Professional Engineers, Land
Surveyors and Geologists are a) to suspend or revoke a person’s license, b) to issue
an administrative citation or c) to refer the matter to the district attorney for criminal
prosecution.
 
Until the Board completes its investigation, I hope Palo Alto will place a moratorium
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Submitted to the California Board of Engineers, Land Surveyors and Geologists, July 26, 2021. 


Receipt acknowledged, July 26, 2021. 


 


 


Complaint against William F. Hammett and Hammett & Edison 
 


 


Introduction 


 


Hammett & Edison, Inc. is a small engineering consulting firm that provides services to 


the wireless industry, particularly in the arena of RF exposure compliance.  “RF 


exposure compliance” refers to analyses done to determine whether the radiation (RF) 


emitted by a proposed or existing cell tower either will or does comply with the 


standards established by the FCC.  Hammett & Edison is based in Sonoma, California, 


and five registered professional engineers, including William F. Hammett, work there.   


 


Mr. Hammett—the firm bears his father’s and his name—is the most senior member of 


the firm, and he was president of Hammett & Edison during the time period referenced 


in this complaint.  


 


In the process of seeking approval for a cluster of three cell towers in Palo Alto, 


California, Verizon contracted with Hammett & Edison to provide RF exposure 


compliance analyses for each of the three—analyses Verizon then used to support its 


assertion that the cell towers it was proposing had been carefully vetted by 


credentialed-by-the-State of California electrical engineers adhering to the standards of 


practice, and of ethics, of their profession. 


 


This complaint is regarding the exposure compliance analysis prepared for one of those 


proposed cell towers, specifically, the cell tower proposed for 850 Webster Street in 


Palo Alto.  In a nutshell, Hammett & Edison did not carefully vet the proposed cell tower 


at this address, but instead concealed significant information—information that could 


fuel residents’ concerns about siting cell towers in close proximity to people’s homes.      


 


The Facts:  A Bald-Faced Misrepresentation 


 


The “Statement of Hammett & Edison, Inc., Consulting Engineers” prepared for the 


“Verizon Wireless proposed small cell (No. 56680 ‘SF Palo Alto 204’) 850 Webster 


Street, Palo Alto, California” states the following: 


 


“There are reported no other wireless telecommunications base stations at the 


site or nearby.”   







 


(See Exhibit A labeled “Statement of Hammett & Edison September 29, 2020.)   


The reason the presence of “other telecommunications base stations at the site or 


nearby” is noted is that the FCC’s standards call for taking into account the cumulative 


RF at a site—i.e., the RF from all nearby cell tower sources—and not simply the RF 


from the cell tower that is the subject of the analysis. 


 


This assertion made in Hammett & Edison’s Statement is unequivocally false.  In fact, 


there is a macro cell tower—a very large cell tower, in other words—on the roof of the 


building at this same address, 850 Webster Street. 


 


Moreover, Mr. Hammett was fully aware at the time it was made that the statement that 


“There are reported no other wireless telecommunications base stations at the site [850 


Webster Street] or nearby” was false.  He unequivocally knew that this statement 


misrepresented the facts. 


 


Here is the documentation that Mr. Hammett knew that a macro tower existed at the site 


where his firm said no cell towers existed: 


 


1. It is Hammett & Edison that prepared—and Mr. Hammett who personally 


signed—the initial RF exposure compliance Statement for the macro tower on 


the roof of 850 Webster Street.  (You can see a copy in Exhibit B, labeled “July 


27, 2004 Hammett Statement re Macro Tower at 850 Webster.”) 


 


2. On January 15, 2020, Hammett & Edison prepared—and Mr. Hammett 


personally signed—another RF exposure compliance Statement for the macro 


tower on the roof of 850 Webster Street.  (You can see a copy in Exhibit C 


labeled “Jan. 15, 2020 Hammett Statement re Macro Tower at 850 Webster.”)   


 
In other words, only eight months before Hammett & Edison issued an RF 


exposure compliance report for Verizon’s proposed small cell node cell tower at 


850 Webster Street stating that no other cell towers were located nearby, 


Hammett and Edison had prepared an RF exposure compliance report for the 


macro tower on the roof of the building at that same address.   


 


3. Mr. Hammett was scheduled to speak—and did speak—to the residents of the 


senior residence at 850 Webster Street about the macro tower on the roof of their 


building on October 5, 2020.  That is only seven days after Hammett and Edison 


signed off on the RF exposure compliance report for Verizon’s proposed small 


cell node cell tower at 850 Webster which says no other cell towers were located 







nearby.  (For documentation that this event occurred, please refer to a link to a 


recording of Mr. Hammett’s presentation.  It is in Exhibit D, labeled “Link to 


William Hammett’s Presentation to the Residents of 850 Webster Street on 


October 5, 2020.”)   


 


Roughly 250 people live in apartments in the senior residence at 850 Webster 


Street, which is called Channing House.  In the Fall of 2019, many residents 


became alarmed and angry when they learned that, unbeknownst to them, a 


macro tower had been installed on the roof of the building.  In response, the 


management of the facility engaged Mr. Hammett a) to prepare an RF exposure 


compliance report for the tower (that’s the January 15, 2020, Statement 


referenced above), and b) to speak to residents and address their concerns 


regarding the health risks posed by the tower.  


 


To summarize, when Hammett & Edison’s RF exposure compliance report of 


September 29, 2020, asserted that there were no existing cell towers near the cell tower 


Verizon was applying to install at 850 Webster Street, Mr. Hammett not only 1) was well 


aware of the macro tower on the roof of Channing House, which is located at the same 


address, but 2) was equally well aware that the residents of Channing House were 


concerned about the RF exposure from cell towers. 


 


Please note that, even had Mr. Hammett and his staff at Hammett & Edison not been 


aware of the macro tower at 850 Webster Street, they were—as part of their work in 


preparing the RF exposure compliance report for Verizon—responsible for determining 


if any cell towers already existed at or near 850 Webster Street.  This is information 


easily available from the City of Palo Alto.  In other words, Hammett & Edison and its 


engineers would have been negligent and/or incompetent in failing to take note of the 


macro tower on the roof of 850 Webster Street, even if they had had no prior knowledge 


of it.  


 


The Aftermath:  Ducking and Weaving When Caught 


 


Possibly at the behest of the Fire Department’s Hazardous Material’s inspector, who 


was concerned about excessive RF exposure above ground level–for workers and/or 


the public at, for example, close by utility poles, trees and upper story balconies—Palo 


Alto City Staff raised the fact that there is a macro tower on the roof of 850 Webster 


Street with Verizon.  Their query resulted in a December 31, 2020, letter from William 


Hammett to another Verizon vendor, Jeremy Stroup of Qualtek Wireless—a letter which 


begins “Thanks for passing along the question from the City of Palo Alto Planning 


Department staff regarding the potential additive impact on RF exposure … from the 


present T-Mobile base station on the roof of [850 Webster]”.   (See Exhibit E, December 







31, 2020, Hammett Letter re Additive Impact.)   


 


Mr. Hammett goes on to write “Simply put, there is no additive impact in terms of 


compliance with the FCC standards limiting human exposure to RF energy.”  What Mr. 


Hammett has written is not the statement of a neutral professional.  It is the statement of 


an advocate.  Because with these words, Mr. Hammett conflates the concept of 


additivity with the issue of FCC standards, thereby implying—falsely—that RF 


emissions from different nearby sources are not additive unless the sum exceeds FCC 


standards.   


 


In his December 31, 2020, letter, Mr. Hammett does not acknowledge that Hammett & 


Edison’s RF exposure compliance analysis dated three months earlier falsely stated 


that there were no cell towers near 850 Webster Street, much less offer an explanation 


for it.  Instead, he pretends as if the “no other wireless telecommunications base 


stations at the site or nearby” sentence in the Hammett & Edison Statement of 


September 29, 2020, doesn’t exist, while falsely claiming that the Statement of 


September 29, 2020, did take the presence of the macro tower on the roof of Channing 


House into account.  (Please see paragraph 3 of Mr. Hammett’s letter (again, Exhibit 


E).)   


 


Ultimately, the City of Palo Alto, over Verizon’s objections, hired its own RF consultant, 


CTC, to review Hammett & Edison’s analyses.   


 


In its May, 2021, report, CTC concurred with Mr. Hammett’s December 31, 2020, 


assertion that, even taking into account the macro tower on the roof of Channing House, 


the RF exposure at ground level at 850 Webster Street did not exceed FCC standards.  


CTC also considered the additive impact of yet another source Hammett & Edison had 


failed to consider—a nearby AT&T small cell node cell tower—and concluded that its 


presence did not have a significant impact on RF exposure at ground level either.  


(Please let me know if you would like to see CTC’s report.) 


 


Although agreeing with Mr. Hammett with respect to ground level RF, CTC also took 


note that, at twenty-eight feet above ground level and extending a least four and 


one/half feet from the antenna, RF did exceed FCC standards for the general public. 


Please note that, for example, the public has unrestricted access to a small cluster of 


redwoods near the proposed cell tower, and the branches of the closest trees to the 


proposed tower almost brush the pole.    


 







Conclusion 


 


In filing this complaint, I realize that Hammett and Edison’s misrepresentation relating to 


the proposed cell tower at 850 Webster St. in Palo Alto was ultimately uncovered prior 


to the cell tower being permitted.  But that’s beside the point.  Presumably to further the 


interests of his long-time client, Verizon, in gaining approval for the tower, Mr. Hammett 


and his firm made a blatantly false statement in the RF exposure compliance analysis 


submitted in support of Verizon’s application.  For this they deserve to be held 


accountable.   


 


Coda:  Other Duplicity with Respect to Channing House 


 


Hammett & Edison’s turning a blind eye to the macro tower on the roof of Channing 


House was not the only piece of funny business to occur during the application process 


to install a new Verizon cell tower right next to this senior facility where residents were 


already up in arms about the tower on their roof.  Although Palo Alto’s municipal code 


specifically mandates that companies seeking a permit to install a cell tower must a) 


notify residents living within 600 feet of the proposed tower and b) hold an informational 


meeting for them, not one of the hundreds of residents of Channing House received 


notification of the proposed tower or an invitation to attend an informational meeting (to 


be clear, all other residents living within 600 feet were notified).  In other words, Verizon 


viewed Channing House as a hornet’s nest not to be kicked, a situation Mr. Hammett 


was well aware of when he omitted the cell tower on the roof of the building from 


Hammett & Edison’s RF exposure compliance analysis. 


 


 


 


Thank you for your attention.  Please let me know if you have any questions or if there 


are additional materials you would like to review. 


 








 


Exhibit A 


 


Statement of Hammett & Edison September 29, 2020 


 


 


See the last sentence on Page Two of the report which follows.  It states: 


 


“There are reported no other wireless telecommunications base stations at the 


site or nearby.”   
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Statement of Hammett & Edison, Inc., Consulting Engineers 


The firm of Hammett & Edison, Inc., Consulting Engineers, has been retained by Channing House to 
evaluate the T-Mobile West LLC base station (Site No. SF15104A) located at 850 Webster Street in 
Palo Alto, California, for compliance with appropriate guidelines limiting human exposure to radio 
frequency (“RF”) electromagnetic fields.   


Executive Summary 


T-Mobile had installed directional panel antennas above the roof of the mechanical 
equipment penthouse of the eleven-story Channing House, located at 850 Webster Street in 
Palo Alto.  All exposure levels under the existing conditions for anyone in publicly 
accessible areas nearby were well below the federal standard; certain measures are 
recommended to comply with FCC occupational guidelines.  


Prevailing Exposure Standards 


The U.S. Congress requires that the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) evaluate its 
actions for possible significant impact on the environment.  A summary of the FCC’s exposure limits 
is shown in Figure 1.  These limits apply for continuous exposures and are intended to provide a 
prudent margin of safety for all persons, regardless of age, gender, size, or health.  The most restrictive 
limit for exposures of unlimited duration at several wireless service bands are as follows: 


   Transmit  “Uncontrolled” Occupational Limit�
  Wireless Service Band Frequency   Public Limit    (5 times Public)     
Microwave (point-to-point) 1–80 GHz 1.0 mW/cm2 5.0 mW/cm2 
Millimeter-wave  24–47 1.0 5.0�
Part 15 (WiFi & other unlicensed) 2–6 1.0 5.0 
CBRS (Citizens Broadband Radio) 3,550 MHz 1.0 5.0 
BRS (Broadband Radio) 2,490 1.0 5.0 
WCS (Wireless Communication) 2,305 1.0 5.0 
AWS (Advanced Wireless) 2,110 1.0 5.0 
PCS (Personal Communication) 1,930 1.0 5.0 
Cellular 869 0.58 2.9 
SMR (Specialized Mobile Radio) 854 0.57 2.85 
700 MHz 716 0.48 2.4 
600 MHz 617 0.41 2.05 
[most restrictive frequency range] 30–300 0.20 1.0 
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General Facility Requirements 


Antennas for base station use are designed to concentrate their energy toward the horizon, with very 
little energy wasted toward the sky or the ground.  Since the antennas need an unobstructed area in 
front of them, it is generally not possible for exposure conditions to approach the FCC limits without 
being physically very near the antennas. 


Site Description 


The site at 850 Webster Street in Palo Alto was visited by Mr. David Kelly, a qualified field technician 
employed by Hammett & Edison, Inc., during normal business hours on December 13, 2019,  
 a non-holiday weekday.  T-Mobile had installed six directional panel antennas above the roof of the 
mechanical equipment penthouse on the eleven-story residential Channing House, located at that 
address.  Access to the antennas was restricted by their mounting location.  Explanatory signs* had 
been posted at the roof access hatch.  Plastic chains had been hung from plastic posts set on rubber feet 
near the enclosure.†  There were observed no other wireless telecommunications base stations located 
at this site, although two microwave “dish” antennas and several other antennas were observed at the 
site, presumed to be in low-power voice or data service. 


Measurement Results 


The measurement equipment used was a Wandel & Goltermann Type EMR-300 Radiation Meter with 
Type 18 and 25 Isotropic Electric Field Probes (Serial Nos. C-0010 and E-0001, respectively).  The 
meter and probes were under current calibration by the manufacturer.  The maximum RF exposure 
level on the main roof of the building was 0.0036 mW/cm2, which is less than 1.8% of the applicable 
public limit; levels did not exceed the applicable occupational limit at any location on the roof or on 
the penthouse roof.  The three-dimensional perimeter of RF levels equal to the public exposure limit 
did not reach any publicly accessible areas.  


Maximum observed ambient power density levels for a person at several locations inside the building 
were as follows:   


  Maximum Measured Power Density  
 Measurement Location mW/cm2 FCC Public Limit 
11th floor open space 0.0001 0.05% 
10th floor hallway 0.0001 0.05% 
 solarium 0.0003 0.15% 
 common dining room 0.0001 0.05% 
 outside unit 1023 0.0001 0.05% 


                                                
* Signs complied with OET-65 color and symbol recommendations. 
†  Such materials do not weather well, as was the case at this site, and they should be removed. 
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Recommended Training 


Due to their mounting locations, requiring passage through a locked door and a locked hatch to reach 
the penthouse roof, the T-Mobile antennas were not accessible to the general public, and so no 
additional measures are necessary to comply with the FCC public exposure guidelines.  To prevent 
occupational exposures in excess of the FCC guidelines, in addition to the access restrictions and signs 
already in place, it is recommended that appropriate RF safety training, to include review of personal 
monitor use and lockout/tagout procedures, be provided to all authorized personnel who have access to 
the roof, including employees and contractors of T-Mobile and of the property owner.  


Conclusion  


Based on the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional opinion that the  
T-Mobile West LLC base station located at 850 Webster Street in Palo Alto, California, as installed and 
operating at the time of the visit, complies with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to radio 
frequency energy and, therefore, does not for this reason cause a significant impact on the 
environment.  Training authorized personnel is recommended to establish compliance with 
occupational exposure limits. 


Authorship 


The undersigned author of this statement is a qualified Professional Engineer, holding California 
Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2021.  This work has been carried 
out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own knowledge except, where 
noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be correct. 


   _____________________________________ 
 William F. Hammett, P.E. 
 707/996-5200 


January 15, 2020 
 


 







FCC Radio Frequency Protection Guide


FCC Guidelines
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The U.S. Congress required (1996 Telecom Act) the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”)


to adopt a nationwide human exposure standard to ensure that its licensees do not, cumulatively, have


a significant impact on the environment.  The FCC adopted the limits from Report No. 86, “Biological


Effects and Exposure Criteria for Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields,” published in 1986 by the


Congressionally chartered National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (“NCRP”).


Separate limits apply for occupational and public exposure conditions, with the latter limits generally


five times more restrictive.  The more recent standard, developed by the Institute of Electrical and


Electronics Engineers and approved as American National Standard ANSI/IEEE C95.1-2006, “Safety


Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields, 3 kHz to


300 GHz,” includes similar limits. These limits apply for continuous exposures from all sources and


are intended to provide a prudent margin of safety for all persons, regardless of age, gender, size, or


health.


As shown in the table and chart below, separate limits apply for occupational and public exposure


conditions, with the latter limits (in italics and/or dashed) up to five times more restrictive:


   Frequency     Electromagnetic Fields (f is frequency of emission in MHz)   


Applicable


Range


(MHz)


Electric


Field Strength


(V/m)


Magnetic


Field Strength


(A/m)


Equivalent Far-Field


Power Density


(mW/cm
2
)


0.3 – 1.34 614 614 1.63 1.63 100 100


1.34 – 3.0 614 823.8/ f 1.63 2.19/ f 100 180/ f
2


3.0 – 30 1842/ f 823.8/ f 4.89/ f 2.19/ f 900/ f
2


180/ f
2


30 – 300 61.4 27.5 0.163 0.0729 1.0 0.2


300 – 1,500 3.54 f 1.59 f f /106 f /238 f/300 f/1500


1,500 – 100,000 137 61.4 0.364 0.163 5.0 1.0


Frequency (MHz)


©2020








Link to William Hammett’s Presentation to the Residents of 


850 Webster Street on October 5, 2020. 


 


 
   
https://www.dropbox.com/s/w2hfmsss83adf4v/hammett%20cell%20


towers.m4a?dl=0 


 


. 



https://www.dropbox.com/s/w2hfmsss83adf4v/hammett%20cell%20towers.m4a?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/w2hfmsss83adf4v/hammett%20cell%20towers.m4a?dl=0





on accepting RF reports prepared by Hammett & Edison.  In addition, given the
seriousness of the misrepresentation made in his firm’s RF exposure compliance
analyses for the proposed cell tower at 850 Webster Street, I hope you will consider
directing City Staff to hire an outside engineering consulting firm to conduct a fresh
review of the reports submitted by Hammett & Edison in the past, in order to ensure
that Mr. Hammett’s and his employees’ representations of the RF at every cell tower
site have been accurate and complete. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Sincerely,
 
Jeanne Fleming
 
 
Jeanne Fleming, PhD
JFleming@Metricus.net
650-325-5151
 
  
 
 
 

mailto:JFleming@Metricus.net


From: Aram James
To: Human Relations Commission; Planning Commission; Council, City; Raj; Jeff Rosen; Sajid Khan; Molly; Jeff Moore; Miguel; Jay Boyarsky; Charisse Domingo; chuck jagoda; Braden Cartwright; Emily Mibach; Bill Johnson; Gennady Sheyner; citycouncil@mountainview.gov; Greer Stone; Winter Dellenbach; Council, City; Cormack, Alison; Lewis. james; Vara Ramakrishnan; Roberta Ahlquist; DuBois, Tom; Rebecca Eisenberg; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; alisa mallari tu; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Tanaka, Greg; Binder, Andrew; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org;

michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org
Subject: Khan Flip-flops on Turner (Palo Alto Daily Post) Aug 19, 2021
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 10:18:58 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Re: Khan flip-flops on Turner
 
Aug 19, 2021
 
Hi Folks, 
 
Here is today’s Palo Alto Daily Post (August 19, 2021) coverage on the race between Sajit Khan v Jeff Rosen for Santa Clara County District Attorney. 
 
I am not a candidate for anything just a citizen advocate… but I will send all of you my piece on the Brock Turner sentencing, in a subsequent email, written back in July of 2016. Let the debate continue. 
 
We need to send questions (and demand public debates) to both candidates and see where they stand on the critical criminal justice issues today-- and then watch to see if the candidates change their views as we get closer to Election Day based on truly well thought out reasoning or simply political expediency. You be
the judge! 
 
 
Aram James
 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Aram James
To: Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Jeff Moore; Jay Boyarsky; Miguel; Molly; Winter Dellenbach; Council, City; Raj; David Angel; Planning Commission; Human Relations Commission; Emily Mibach; chuck jagoda; Rebecca Eisenberg; alisa

mallari tu; ladoris cordell; Tanaka, Greg; Greer Stone; Joe Simitian; Roberta Ahlquist; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; DuBois, Tom; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org
Subject: Last try Sajit Khan debate re the Brock Turner case (sorry)
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 11:50:43 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.



8/20/21
 
Hi Sajit, (Sajit Khan candidate for Santa Clara County District Attorney 2022)

As promised I’m sending around the piece I wrote on the Brock Turner case back about the same time frame
(June-July 2016) you wrote your article on the same topic. Unlike you I standby my piece and believe it was
appropriately respectful of both sexual assault victims, public safety, and restorative justice-drawing the correct
balance between public safety and the need for applying a restorative justice (or as you so eloquently put it, a
holistic model) between sexual assault victims, first time offenders, be they poor, people of color or members of
the dominant caste.

I look forward to you criticizing my piece and even attacking it-if you find I have fallen short in appropriately
balancing the needs of sexual assault victims and first time offenders.

Similarly, if you believe my support for former Judge Persky was misguided, and he deserves what he received-
to be recalled for the sentence he imposed in the Turner case; don’t hesitate to blast me with criticism.

To Jeff Rosen (the current Santa Clara County District Attorney) or anyone else receiving this email feel free to
attack my views on this matter. It’s all about the learning process. What say you?

Best regards,

Community activist, 
 
Aram

mailto:abjpd1@gmail.com
mailto:Sajid@votesajid.com
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Sent from my iPhone



From: Aram James
To: Council, City; citycouncil@mountainview.gov
Subject: Last try Sajit Khan debate re the Brock Turner case (sorry)
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 12:19:48 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.





8/20/21
 
Hi Sajit, (Sajit Khan candidate for Santa Clara County District Attorney 2022)

As promised I’m sending around the piece I wrote on the Brock Turner case back about the same time
frame (June-July 2016) you wrote your article on the same topic. Unlike you I standby my piece and
believe it was appropriately respectful of both sexual assault victims, public safety, and restorative justice-
drawing the correct balance between public safety and the need for applying a restorative justice (or as
you so eloquently put it, a holistic model) between sexual assault victims, first time offenders, be they
poor, people of color or members of the dominant caste.

I look forward to you criticizing my piece and even attacking it-if you find I have fallen short in
appropriately balancing the needs of sexual assault victims and first time offenders.

Similarly, if you believe my support for former Judge Persky was misguided, and he deserves what he
received-to be recalled for the sentence he imposed in the Turner case; don’t hesitate to blast me with
criticism.

To Jeff Rosen (the current Santa Clara County District Attorney) or anyone else receiving this email feel
free to attack my views on this matter. It’s all about the learning process. What say you?

Best regards,

Community activist, 
 
Aram

mailto:abjpd1@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:citycouncil@mountainview.gov


Sent from my iPhone



From: Moti Rafalin
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Sunday, August 22, 2021 5:34:38 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A resident of Palo Alto

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:moti.rafalin@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Whitney Calvin
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Sunday, August 22, 2021 3:04:00 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A frequent visitor of Palo Alto

Whitney Calvin

mailto:whitneycalvin@comcast.net
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Irina Serbina
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 11:06:33 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A resident of Palo Alto

Irina Serbina,
iserbina@gmail.com
(415) 385-7474
SKYPE: iserbina01

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:iserbina@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: sdeshcloud@gmail.com
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 6:05:52 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A resident of Palo Alto

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:sdeshcloud@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: kvvolovich@gmail.com
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 5:53:08 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A resident of Palo Alto

mailto:kvvolovich@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Anna Prouse
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 1:09:43 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A resident of Palo Alto

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:annaprouse@hotmail.it
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Jeremy Frew
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 12:12:14 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A resident of Palo Alto

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:jjf328@icloud.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Robert Jenner
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 12:11:22 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A resident of Palo Alto

Robert Jenner
iRobert1989@me.com
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:irobert1989@me.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Levi Uraga
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:30:04 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely, A resident of Palo Alto

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:levi140820@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Ronald Ray Nostratis
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 8:30:00 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A resident of Palo Alto

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:ronaldraynostratis@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Julie Pearl
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 7:55:24 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

As a Palo Alto family, we urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and
bicycles, and closed to automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life nd it does wonders for the
community.

Respectfully,
Julie Pearl
560 Miramonte Ave, Palo Alto

mailto:julie@juliepearl.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Salanon Family
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 3:10:34 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A resident of Palo Alto

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:california.salanon@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Brad & Carol Ferkol
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 2:36:11 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's so peaceful now, I never came here before but now I enjoy the shops and
restaurants.

Thank you for your consideration,
Carol Scott
Resident

mailto:bckbferkol@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Shayla Murphy
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 1:54:30 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  An employee of Palo Alto
thank you!!!!

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:shayla.shaun@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: CECELE QUAINTANCE
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 3:37:28 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It is so wonderful to hang out with friends and neighbors without the noise or
pollution of cars.

Cecele Quaintance
425 Alma St. apt 210
Palo Alto CA 94301
Cele@quaintance.com
650-823-2142

mailto:cecele.quaintance@icloud.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Daniel Swartz
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:38:45 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A resident of Palo Alto

mailto:sweon@me.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Maddy Buecheler
To: Council, City
Subject: Let"s keep our car(e)free space!
Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 11:43:44 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

I urge you to make University Avenue and Ramona Street open for pedestrians and bicycles, and closed to
automobiles, PERMANENTLY. It's a matter of quality of life! Sincerely,  A resident of Palo Alto

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:maddybuecheler@icloud.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: matt sorgenfrei
To: UAC
Cc: Council, City
Subject: Maintenance of Residential Solar Systems
Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 10:19:28 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Hello:
I wanted to notify the commission and council of something I have encountered with my
residential solar system.  My system was permitted and installed in 2009 by Solar City.  Tesla
now owns Solar City.  

My inverter stopped working and I navigated my way through the automated support system
at Tesla. My inverter failed on July 28 and I finally had a response from a person on August
6.   The disconcerting issue was that I was told there is only one service person for this area. 
The earliest appointment I could have for a service person just to come to my home was
September 29th.

I have escalated this issue through Tesla.  I spoke with one of their management team
members, but they only provide platitudes.  I reminded the Tesla representative that in Palo
Alto, my solar production does flow to the city.  Further, given the approach of warmer
weather and all the global issues with clean energy, I felt Tesla should provide more support to
keep available resources operating.  They disagreed.

This is just a notification.  I don't expect any action from the city.  I would like to comment
that more resources for residential solar owners either on the web site or in the periodic
mailings would be appreciated.  Specifically, it would be nice to know if there are
support/repair alternatives, who the city approved as solar vendors through the permit process,
and which solar providers offer education or awareness resources.

Thank you for your time and also thank you for your willingness to provide leadership and
guidance for Palo Alto.

Matt Sorgenfrei

mailto:sorgenfrei.matt@gmail.com
mailto:UAC@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


From: Rhoda Fry
To: Council, City
Subject: Please include the attached for the next City Council meeting for public comment
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 5:29:21 PM
Attachments: BAAQMD Airport Lead Testing.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Palo Alto City Council,
Please include the attached for the next City Council meeting for public comment pertaining to lack
of testing for lead pollution from the Palo Alto Airport (and the San Carlos Airport).
Thanks,
Rhoda Fry

mailto:fryhouse@earthlink.net
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org



From: Rhoda Fry, Santa Clara County citizen (fryhouse@earthlink.net) 8/21/2021 


To:     BAAQMD Stationary Source Committee and BAAQMD Board 


cc:     Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors, Palo Alto City Council, San Martin City Council 


RE:    BAAQMD should provide data on lead and other air pollutants from airports 


 


Given the attention placed on the upcoming closure of the Reid-Hillview Airport, I wondered 


about lead at the other Bay Area airports and was disappointed by the lack of information 


available. BAAQMD removed lead-sampling systems at Palo Alto (and San Carlos) airport in 


2014 (and 2017) and has yet to replace them, according to a 2019 report. Additionally, San 


Martin Airport monitors only for ozone. These airports and others within BAAQMD’s region 


should monitor for lead and air pollutants in advance of Reid-Hillview Airport’s closure in order to 


provide baseline data and full-disclosure to which Bay Area residents are entitled.1 


 


Background: The Reid-Hillview airport was built in 1965, when lead paint was still in use and 


smoking cigarettes was not known to be hazardous to health. Unfortunately, piston-engine 


aircraft, the type of aircraft commonly in use at Reid-Hillview, Palo Alto, San Carlos and San 


Martin Airports, use leaded-fuels. Reid-Hillview Airport, where a large population nearby has 


been impacted by lead pollution, is scheduled to close.2 What are the air-quality impacts from 


Palo Alto, San Carlos, San Martin Airports, and other airports within BAAQMD’s jurisdiction? 


 


In 2013, the EPA measured lead at 17 U.S. airports, three of them were in the Bay Area: 3 


Airport µg/m3 


San Carlos 0.33 


Palo Alto 0.12 


Reid-Hillview 0.09 


 


BAAQMD’s 2014 Air Monitoring Network Plan listed tons of lead per year from these airports:4 


Airport tons/yr 


San Carlos 0.66  


Palo Alto 0.53  


Reid-Hillview 0.53  


 


BAAQMD’s 2015 report: Palo Alto Airport’s lead-sampling system was not operational in 2014.5 


BAAQMD’s 2017 report: San Carlos Airport’s lead-sampling system was not operational.6 


BAAQMD’s 2019 report: Neither Palo Alto Airport nor San Carlos Airport lead-sampling systems 


are operational. There is no information about lead at San Martin Airport.7 


 


Please make it a priority for BAAQMD staff to provide full-disclosure on lead pollution, Toxic Air 


Contaminants (TACs) and Criteria Pollutants at airports within its jurisdiction. Also, in the 


interest of timely disclosure, as of August 2021, the most recent Toxic Air Contaminants 


Emissions Inventory is 2017.8 Bay Area residents are entitled to accurate and timely data. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


Rhoda Fry 



mailto:fryhouse@earthlink.net





END NOTES 


Further Reading: 


 EPA Data and Analysis of Piston-engine Aircraft Emissions of Lead at U.S. Airports 


https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/epas-data-and-analysis-piston-engine-


aircraft-emissions 


 2019 BAAQMD Air Toxics Data Analysis and Regional Modeling: 


https://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/files/ab617-community-health/west-


oakland/baaqmd_2016_toxics_modeling_report-pdf.pdf?la=en 


 
1 2019 BAAQMD Air Monitoring Network Plan, pages 14,15 (most recent available 8/2021) 


https://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/files/technical-services/2019_network_plan-pdf.pdf?la=en 
2 Angst, M. (2021, August 19). 'Unacceptable': Santa Clara County will pursue expedited closure of Reid-Hillview 
Airport. The Mercury News. https://www.mercurynews.com/2021/08/18/unacceptable-santa-clara-county-will-
pursue-expedited-closure-of-reid-hillview-airport/ 
3 2013 EPA Airport Lead Monitoring Report (see page 2) 
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P100GNLC.PDF?Dockey=P100GNLC.PDF 
4 2014 Air Monitoring Network Plan (search for airport) 


https://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/files/technical-services/2014_network_plan.pdf 
5 2015 Air Monitoring Network Plan (page 14) 
https://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/files/technical-services/2015_network_plan-pdf.pdf 
6 2017 Air Monitoring Network Plan (page 15) 
https://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/files/technical-services/2017_network_plan_20180701-pdf.pdf 
7 ibid. #1 
8 BAAQMD emissions inventory for toxic air contaminants 
https://www.baaqmd.gov/about-air-quality/research-and-data/emission-inventory/toxic-air-contaminants  
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https://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/files/ab617-community-health/west-oakland/baaqmd_2016_toxics_modeling_report-pdf.pdf?la=en

https://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/files/ab617-community-health/west-oakland/baaqmd_2016_toxics_modeling_report-pdf.pdf?la=en

https://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/files/technical-services/2019_network_plan-pdf.pdf?la=en

https://www.mercurynews.com/2021/08/18/unacceptable-santa-clara-county-will-pursue-expedited-closure-of-reid-hillview-airport/

https://www.mercurynews.com/2021/08/18/unacceptable-santa-clara-county-will-pursue-expedited-closure-of-reid-hillview-airport/

https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P100GNLC.PDF?Dockey=P100GNLC.PDF

https://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/files/technical-services/2014_network_plan.pdf

https://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/files/technical-services/2015_network_plan-pdf.pdf

https://www.baaqmd.gov/~/media/files/technical-services/2017_network_plan_20180701-pdf.pdf

https://www.baaqmd.gov/about-air-quality/research-and-data/emission-inventory/toxic-air-contaminants





From: Kate Smith
To: Council, City
Subject: RE: cityofpaloalto - Almond Conference 2021
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 9:16:06 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

 
 
Hi,
I’m curious to know if would you be interested in our Mailing lists.?
Could you please just hit me back with a number 1-2-3 that best describes your
response?
1.Interested to see Count & Cost.
2.Too busy, email me again in a month, please.
3.Please close my tab, I’m not interested…
Looking back to hear from you.
Regards,
Kate Smith
 
 

From: Kate Smith [mailto:kate.smith@events-leads.com] 
Sent: Saturday, August 14, 2021 12:36 PM
To: 'city.council@cityofpaloalto.org'
Subject: cityofpaloalto - Almond Conference 2021
 
 
 
Hi,
 
Hope you are doing well!
 
I wanted to check whether you would be interested in purchasing the Almond Conference 2021
Attendees List?
 
Target Audience :
 
o             Growers
o             Handlers
o             Suppliers
o             Distributors
o             Marketers
o             Researchers and many more…
 
If you are interested please let me know I will assist you the counts and cost.
 
Awaiting for your response.

mailto:kate.smith@events-leads.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org


 
With Regards,
Kate Smith
Marketing Coordinator.
 
If you do not wish to receive future emails from us, please reply as 'leave out'
 



From: Jo Ann Mandinach
To: Council, City; City Mgr; Stump, Molly
Subject: Re: Deafening Silence from City Officials on the Lydia Kuo death threats and the Fuki Sushi "ranter"
Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 11:24:03 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Please forgive me for repeatedly misspelling Lydia's last name which obviously
should be Kou, not Kuo!

On Mon, Aug 23, 2021 at 10:33 AM Jo Ann Mandinach <joann@needtoknow.com> wrote:
Dear City Leaders,

I've been a Palo Alto resident and homeowner since 1985 and I'm unhappy with
the inconsistent treatment of criminals and victims by the Palo Alto Police, most
recently in the cases of Lydia Kuo and the owner of Fuki Sushi.

We've all read about the light treatment the 29-year-old Mr. Breya got for
repeatedly threatening to kill, rape and harm Council Member Lydia Kuo, her
family and her children.  Did you even listen to the disgusting tapes?  Many of us
did. We're still waiting to hear from you, our leaders, about how such actions are
unacceptable in Palo Alto and what you're doing to stop similar crimes and stem
the increase in online harassment of women. Are you working with Facebook to
prevent similar abuses?

You'll recall Mr. Breya gets a mere $795 fine and gets his record expunged if he
completes his required AA counselling -- with NO provision to ensure he stops
drinking!  (Shades of the Brock Turner case where he got off lightly because he
was "only" drunk; stiffer penalties were never imposed when videos surfaced of
Turner drinking in violation of the terms of sentence.)

The silence from Palo Alto leaders is deafening.  It's a felony to threaten an
elected official.  It's also insulting nonsense for PAPD to dismiss these threats to
public officials -- who are also women -- as happening only during elections. The
family of the New Jersey judge that was murdered happened in June with NO
election on the horizon. 

In the Fuki Sushi case, the PAPD declined to charge the "ranter" for his racist
threats because he was merely "exercising his First Amendment Rights." 
OUTRAGEOUS.  Is Palo Alto trying to encourage more racist ranters and threats
against women and business owners?

Why weren't Mr. Breya and Fuki Sushi "ranter" sentenced to 8 weeks of Anger
Management classes like someone I know, a pedestrian who slapped the trunk of a

mailto:joann@needtoknow.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:CityMgr@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:Molly.Stump@CityofPaloAlto.org
mailto:joann@needtoknow.com


car that cut him off while he walked through Town & Country Shopping Center
during the usual chaos after a Stanford football game?  The car was undamaged. 

Yet weeks later, when there was no urgency or safety risk, PAPD sent 6 officers
in 2 cars to his home with lights flashing, embarrassing him in front of the
neighbors. Why? Because he hadn't yet acknowledged receipt of an unstamped
envelope they'd just deposited in his mailbox while he was out to dinner. 

Where's the perspective and balance?  Did the undamaged car or its owner suffer
the kind of life-long trauma as Ms. Kuo and the owner of Fuki Sushi and their
families? 

Are our leaders unaware of the increased crimes against Asians?  How about
crimes against women?  Online death threats so often made by video gamers like
young Mr. Breya against female gamers?

Remember the case in San Mateo County where a stalker repeatedly threatened a
female jailer to the point where she had to change jobs because he kept getting
arrested to be with her.  The county DA defended his light sentence because he
ONLY threatened ONE woman albeit repeatedly; had he threatened others they
might have imposed a tougher sentence.

What ridiculous logic! It's past time to toughen these laws. And it's high time for
Palo Alto to stop letting these thugs off with a slap on the wrist!  

Many women -- and men -- are outraged.  We're still waiting to hear from you.

Jo Ann Mandinach
1699 Middlefield Road
Palo Alto, CA 94301
650 269-0650



From: Susan Phillips Moskowitz
To: Council, City
Cc: Susan Halle Phillips
Subject: Sad day for old Palo Alto residents
Date: Sunday, August 22, 2021 7:21:27 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear Council members,

It is a sad day in Palo Alto to see what is happening to our neighborhood.  As a resident of old
Palo Alto since 1975 I am shocked by what the architecture review board allows.  We
remodeled our house in 1986 to very strict guidelines but somehow those guidelines have
changed.

Yesterday I walked by 2170  Waverley Street not far from California Ave.  According to
Zillow the former house on this property sold for 9 million dollars.  The house has been
demolished and the fence is up.  However, what really shocked me and why I am writing to
you is the wasteful way they are removing the water.  There is a sign posted on the fence that I
have attached.  There is a small pod that is supposed to reclaim the water but that is not what
is happening.  There is an enormous hose coming out of the ground and going down the street
to the sewer and I can hear the water rushing out.  My noticing it was at 3 pm on a Saturday
with no workers present so that means it has been draining at least since Friday and probably
longer.

Please feel free to forward this message to the permit department.  Considering our area is
now on major water conservation there should be a different set of rules and basement permits
should be halted or find a better way to conserve water rather than wasting it.

Sincerely,

Susan Phillips Moskowitz
Mrs. Moskowitz’s Knits
www.mrsmoskowitz.com
650-275-2510
susan@mrsmoskowitz.com
45 year home owner in Palo Alto

mailto:susanpm@gmail.com
mailto:city.council@cityofpaloalto.org
mailto:susan@mrsmoskowitz.com
http://www.mrsmoskowitz.com/
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From: Aram James
To: Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Molly; Jeff Moore; Council, City; Winter Dellenbach; Jay Boyarsky; Raj; Human Relations Commission; Planning Commission; Charisse Domingo; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; Winter Dellenbach; Rebecca Eisenberg; alisa mallari tu; Dave Price; Braden

Cartwright; Emily Mibach; citycouncil@mountainview.gov; Council, City; chuck jagoda; Greer Stone; Roberta Ahlquist; Cormack, Alison; DuBois, Tom
Subject: Some questions for Sajit Khan
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 2:10:49 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking on links.


August 20, 2021
 
Hi Sajit,
 
I read your excellent piece written on August 18, 2021 apologizing for being insensitive to sexual assault victims (https://votesajid.medium.com/centering-survivors-
e59e228c0c22, when you wrote an earlier piece on the sentencing of Brock Turner after his conviction for serious sexual assault charges.
https://www.sanjoseinside.com/opinion/op-ed-in-defense-of-brock-turners-lenient-sentence .
 
After reading your recent piece several times over and then your 2016 piece I have the following comments and then a few questions:
 
 Comments:
 
I found absolutely nothing in your 2016 piece in defense of Brock Turner’s sentence that was even slightly insensitive to sexual assault victims.
 
In fact your 2016 piece pointed out that Mr. Turner’s sentence reflected the best of restorative justice while punishing Mr. Turner appropriately, and while protecting both
the victim and the safety of the general public by the harsh sentence imposed on Mr. Turner.

In fact your 2016 article pointed out that Mr. Turner was not only going to serve 6 months in county jail, but would suffer a lifetime sexual registration requirement that
you well know the failure to comply with could, at anytime, result in a jail or a harsh prison sentence.
 
In addition you pointed out that Mr. Turner was also placed on felony probation that upon violation could result in up to 14 years in prison, hardly a lenient sentence or in
any possible way now be, five years later, construed as disrespectful of sexual assault victims.
 
In fact I challenge you to show me one word or one sentence in your 2016 article that was disrespectful or insensitive to sexual assault victims.
 
In my view it is disingenuous to suggest that the sentiments reflected in your 2016 letter were written because of your exuberance or zealous advocacy for defendants that
grows exclusively out of being a public defender or defense attorney. That doesn’t work with me.
 
Your 2016 letter was extremely well balanced pointing out how judges like former judge Persky should retain judicial discretion to decide each case on a case-by-case
basis, with an eye towards a restorative justice model.
 
If you’re being honest with yourself the piece you wrote could have been written either by a thoughtful public defender or a progressive distinct attorney like the one you
soon hope to be.
 
Questions:
 

1.   What you don’t say in your new piece, August 18, 2021, Is if you now believe that former judge Persky’s sentence was too light, and, as a result, sent a message of
insensitivity to all sexual assault victim? Or was his sentence entirely appropriate as reflective of a best restorative justice model? Please respond.

 
2.   In your 2016 letter you praised former Judge Persky for his general fairness toward defendants and the appropriateness of his sentence in the Turner case. Are you
now saying his sentence was too lenient and he should have been recalled as the voters decided? Please let me hear your response.

 
 

3.   * Disclosure: I wrote a check on August 3, 2021 in the amount of $250.00 in support of Sajit Khan’s campaign. BTW I’m still waiting for the check to clear my
account.

 
 
 Sincerely,
 
 
 
 Aram James
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From: Aram James
To: Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Jeff Moore; Council, City; Braden Cartwright; chuck jagoda; Jay Boyarsky; Raj; Winter

Dellenbach; Planning Commission; Human Relations Commission; chuck jagoda; Charisse Domingo
Subject: Sorry for repeat computer acting up
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 2:18:27 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.


August 20, 2021
 
Hi Sajit,
 
I read your excellent piece written on August 18, 2021 apologizing
for being insensitive to sexual assault victims
(https://votesajid.medium.com/centering-survivors-e59e228c0c22,
when you wrote an earlier piece on the sentencing of Brock Turner
after his conviction for serious sexual assault charges.
https://www.sanjoseinside.com/opinion/op-ed-in-defense-of-brock-
turners-lenient-sentence .
 
After reading your recent piece several times over and then your
2016 piece I have the following comments and then a few questions:
 
 Comments:
 
I found absolutely nothing in your 2016 piece in defense of Brock
Turner’s sentence that was even slightly insensitive to sexual assault
victims.
 
In fact your 2016 piece pointed out that Mr. Turner’s sentence
reflected the best of restorative justice while punishing Mr. Turner
appropriately, and while protecting both the victim and the safety of
the general public by the harsh sentence imposed on Mr. Turner.

In fact your 2016 article pointed out that Mr. Turner was not only
going to serve 6 months in county jail, but would suffer a lifetime
sexual registration requirement that you well know the failure to
comply with could, at anytime, result in a jail or a harsh prison
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sentence.
 
In addition you pointed out that Mr. Turner was also placed on
felony probation that upon violation could result in up to 14 years in
prison, hardly a lenient sentence or in any possible way now be, five
years later, construed as disrespectful of sexual assault victims.
 
In fact I challenge you to show me one word or one sentence in your
2016 article that was disrespectful or insensitive to sexual assault
victims.
 
In my view it is disingenuous to suggest that the sentiments reflected
in your 2016 letter were written because of your exuberance or
zealous advocacy for defendants that grows exclusively out of being
a public defender or defense attorney. That doesn’t work with me.
 
Your 2016 letter was extremely well balanced pointing out how
judges like former judge Persky should retain judicial discretion to
decide each case on a case-by-case basis, with an eye towards a
restorative justice model.
 
If you’re being honest with yourself the piece you wrote could have
been written either by a thoughtful public defender or a progressive
distinct attorney like the one you soon hope to be.
 
Questions:
 

1.   What you don’t say in your new piece, August 18, 2021, Is if
you now believe that former judge Persky’s sentence was too
light, and, as a result, sent a message of insensitive to all sexual
assault victim? Or was his sentence entirely appropriate as
reflective of a best restorative justice model? Please respond.

 
2.   In your 2016 letter you praised former Judge Persky for his
general fairness toward defendants and the appropriateness of his
sentence in the Turner case. Are you now says his sentence was
too lenient and he should have been recalled as the voters
decided? Please let me hear your response.

 
 



3.   * Disclosure: I wrote a check on August 3, 2021 in the amount
of $250.00 in support of Sajit Khan’s campaign. BTW I’m still
waiting for the check to clear my account.

 
 
 Sincerely,
 
 
 
 Aram James
 





From: Aram James
To: Donald Mendoza; melissa caswell; gmah@sccoe.org; Greer Stone; ladoris cordell; cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org;

mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com; Jeff Moore; Council, City; Jay Boyarsky; Winter
Dellenbach; chuck jagoda; Kevin Nious; Raj; Jeff Rosen; Sajid Khan

Subject: Sorry for repeat computer acting up
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 2:42:09 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of
opening attachments and clicking on links.




August 20, 2021
 
Hi Sajit,
 
I read your excellent piece written on August 18, 2021
apologizing for being insensitive to sexual assault victims
(https://votesajid.medium.com/centering-survivors-
e59e228c0c22, when you wrote an earlier piece on the
sentencing of Brock Turner after his conviction for serious
sexual assault charges.
https://www.sanjoseinside.com/opinion/op-ed-in-defense-of-
brock-turners-lenient-sentence .
 
After reading your recent piece several times over and then
your 2016 piece I have the following comments and then a
few questions:
 
 Comments:
 
I found absolutely nothing in your 2016 piece in defense of
Brock Turner’s sentence that was even slightly insensitive to
sexual assault victims.
 
In fact your 2016 piece pointed out that Mr. Turner’s
sentence reflected the best of restorative justice while
punishing Mr. Turner appropriately, and while protecting
both the victim and the safety of the general public by the
harsh sentence imposed on Mr. Turner.
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In fact your 2016 article pointed out that Mr. Turner was not
only going to serve 6 months in county jail, but would suffer
a lifetime sexual registration requirement that you well know
the failure to comply with could, at anytime, result in a jail or
a harsh prison sentence.
 
In addition you pointed out that Mr. Turner was also placed
on felony probation that upon violation could result in up to
14 years in prison, hardly a lenient sentence or in any
possible way now be, five years later, construed as
disrespectful of sexual assault victims.
 
In fact I challenge you to show me one word or one sentence
in your 2016 article that was disrespectful or insensitive to
sexual assault victims.
 
In my view it is disingenuous to suggest that the sentiments
reflected in your 2016 letter were written because of your
exuberance or zealous advocacy for defendants that grows
exclusively out of being a public defender or defense
attorney. That doesn’t work with me.
 
Your 2016 letter was extremely well balanced pointing out
how judges like former judge Persky should retain judicial
discretion to decide each case on a case-by-case basis, with
an eye towards a restorative justice model.
 
If you’re being honest with yourself the piece you wrote
could have been written either by a thoughtful public
defender or a progressive distinct attorney like the one you
soon hope to be.
 
Questions:
 

1.   What you don’t say in your new piece, August 18,
2021, Is if you now believe that former judge Persky’s
sentence was too light, and, as a result, sent a message of
insensitive to all sexual assault victim? Or was his
sentence entirely appropriate as reflective of a best
restorative justice model? Please respond.

 



2.   In your 2016 letter you praised former Judge Persky
for his general fairness toward defendants and the
appropriateness of his sentence in the Turner case. Are
you now says his sentence was too lenient and he should
have been recalled as the voters decided? Please let me
hear your response.

 
 

3.   * Disclosure: I wrote a check on August 3, 2021 in the
amount of $250.00 in support of Sajit Khan’s campaign.
BTW I’m still waiting for the check to clear my account.

 
 
 Sincerely,
 
 
 
 Aram James
 





From: Aram James
To: Sajid Khan; Jeff Rosen; Jeff Moore; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com; Vara Ramakrishnan; Raj; Human Relations

Commission; Rebecca Eisenberg; Charisse Domingo; Planning Commission; chuck jagoda; Jay Boyarsky; Council,
City; Winter Dellenbach; Emily Mibach; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com; alisa mallari tu;
supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; Joe Simitian; Molly; David Angel; Miguel; ParkRec Commission

Subject: Sorry, 2nd try on Sajit Khan for District Attorney debate we the Brock Turner Matter
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 11:38:15 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.



8/20/21
 
Hi Sajit, (Sajit Khan candidate for Santa Clara County District Attorney
2022)

As promised I’m sending around the piece I wrote on the Brock Turner
case back about the same time frame (June-July 2016) you wrote your
article on the same topic. Unlike you I standby my piece and believe it was
appropriately respectful of both sexual assault victims, public safety, and
restorative justice-drawing the correct balance between public safety and
the need for applying a restorative justice (or as you so eloquently put it, a
holistic model) between sexual assault victims, first time offenders, be
they poor, people of color or members of the dominant caste.

I look forward to you criticizing my piece and even attacking it-if you find I
have fallen short in appropriately balancing the needs of sexual assault
victims and first time offenders.

Similarly, if you believe my support for former Judge Persky was
misguided, and he deserves what he received-to be recalled for the
sentence he imposed in the Turner case; don’t hesitate to blast me with
criticism.

To Jeff Rosen (the current Santa Clara County District Attorney) or
anyone else receiving this email feel free to attack my views on this
matter. It’s all about the learning process. What say you?

Best regards,

Community activist, 
 
Aram
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Sent from my iPhone



From: Aram James
To: Perron, Zachary; Binder, Andrew; Jonsen, Robert; Shikada, Ed; Council, City; Jeff Moore; Winter Dellenbach; Jeff

Rosen; Sajid Khan; Raj; chuck jagoda; supervisor.ellenberg@bos.sccgov.org; michael.gennaco@oirgroup.com;
Jay Boyarsky; james pitkin; Tanaka, Greg; citycouncil@mountainview.gov; Greer Stone; Vara Ramakrishnan;
cindy.chavez@bos.sccgov.org; Planning Commission; Human Relations Commission; Rebecca Eisenberg; alisa
mallari tu; Roberta Ahlquist; DuBois, Tom; wilpf.peninsula.paloalto@gmail.com;
mike.wasserman@bos.sccgov.org; Joe Simitian; Molly; David Angel; paloaltofreepress@gmail.com;
city.council@menlopark.org; Cormack, Alison

Subject: The Supreme Court Couldn’t Stop a lynching. Racial healing in Chattanooga Tennessee? NYT Sunday August 22
Date: Sunday, August 22, 2021 12:50:02 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/20/opinion/supreme-court-lynching-chattanooga.amp.html

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Loran Harding
To: Loran Harding; antonia.tinoco@hsr.ca.gov; alumnipresident@stanford.edu; David Balakian; bballpod; fred

beyerlein; beachrides; bearwithme1016@att.net; Leodies Buchanan; Cathy Lewis; Council, City; Chris Field; Doug
Vagim; dennisbalakian; Dan Richard; esmeralda.soria@fresno.gov; eappel@stanford.edu;
fmerlo@wildelectric.net; grinellelake@yahoo.com; Gabriel.Ramirez@fresno.gov; huidentalsanmateo; hennessy;
jerry ruopoli; Joel Stiner; kfsndesk; kwalsh@kmaxtv.com; lalws4@gmail.com; Mark Standriff; margaret-
sasaki@live.com; Mayor; newsdesk; news@fresnobee.com; nick yovino; russ@topperjewelers.com; Steve Wayte;
tsheehan; terry; VT3126782@gmail.com; Daniel Zack

Subject: Wed. Aug. 18, "21: Parliament grills PM Johnson and condemns Biden over Afgha
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:51:20 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

             Thurs. Aug. 19, 2021

             This is good. Worth seeing.  About 6 minutes. H. of Commons grills Boris Johnson
over the disaster in Afghanistan. They condemn Biden for bungling the withdrawal and say
that the UK just followed whatever decision the US made.

      Afghanistan crisis: UK lawmakers grill PM Johnson, condemn Biden over US withdrawal
- YouTube

             Notice that it is kept VERY quiet on the US network TV news that the Brits even had
any troops in Afgan. !!  Johnson mentions 135,000 troops in Afghan and 90,000 of them
Americans. Yes, that's right. We ALWAYS bear the brunt in money and blood. Only right.
But they excoriate the PM pretty well here:  "What happened with our intelligence?". Identical
question being asked in the US.

           What if our intelligence had shown that, in December, 1941, the Japanese had no ships
larger than a PT boat. Read "At Dawn We Slept". Only 800 pp.  I've seen it in the Stanford
libraries, I think. A classic on the subject. The author was so thorough in his research that he
died in the middle of writing the book. I read it while I lived in Guadalajara. Total surprise at
Pearl Harbor. The Japanese needed some luck to pull that off.  

         Some of his colleagues at the University of Maryland completed the writing of the
book.  

           We knew that Japan had a big navy, but we lost track of it in early December, 1941. We
thought it had gone south.  

            L. William Harding
           Fresno, Ca.
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From: Rice, Danille
To: Council, City; Council Agenda Email
Cc: Executive Leadership Team; ORG - Clerk"s Office
Subject: Council Consent Agenda Questions for August 23: Item 4
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:09:05 PM
Attachments: image002.png
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Dear Mayor and Council Members:
 
On behalf of City Manager Ed Shikada, please find below the staff responses an inquiry made
by Councilmember Tanaka in regard to the Monday, August 23 Council Meeting consent
agenda. Staff responses are below.

Item 4: Palo Alto Players Office Space Lease Amendment at Lucie Stern
1. On average per performance, how much revenue is collected by the city through

the $4 “facility usage fees” attached to each ticket?
The city collects an average of $940 in revenue per performance during a normal
production year. Palo Alto Players has about 55 performances per year. The three
theater groups produce a combined 175 performances each year (average in a normal
year).

2. Are there any other parties that have expressed interest in using the same
community center space?
No other outside parties have expressed interest in using the same community center
space. If Palo Alto Players were to vacate the space, it would be used by the Children’s
Theatre to offer more classes and lessons to the community.

3. Would denying this amendment terminate the Palo Alto Player’s presence at the
community center or would they continue to pay on a month-to-month rate
($1,501.50)?
If the City Council were to deny the amendment but keep Palo Alto Players at the
community center under the Holding Over provision of the current agreement, the
Palo Alto Players’ monthly rental obligation would continue at $1,501.50 until they
vacate, the City notifies them to vacate, or an amendment changes the rent. Staff is
not aware of what Palo Alto Players would choose to do in the absence of a longer-
term lease. 

4. Does the approval or denial of this lease agreement affect their ability to stage
performances in the city?
It is unlikely that approval or denial of the agreement would affect their ability to stage
performances in the city. However, absent an articulated reason, denial would likely
be received as destabilizing to this longstanding partnership.

Thank you.
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Danille Rice
Executive Assistant to the City Manager
(650) 329-2105 | danille.rice@cityofpaloalto.org
www.cityofpaloalto.org
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From: Cybele LoVuolo-Bhushan
To: Council, City
Subject: Better option for rail grade Separations
Date: Sunday, August 22, 2021 10:44:22 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

It seems that the citizen Committee that met to figure out Caltrain rail crossings not only
showed the usual favoritism to north Palo Alto, but also lacked imagination to come up with
the present configurations for the Charleston and East Meadow crossings. If it's too expensive
to tunnel (really the best option) then why not put Caltrain and High Speed rail in a tube, like
the BART tube that carries trains from SFO to East Bay under the bay, so easy! It will take 
engineering to figure out what materials to use for the tube as, apparently high speed rail
(when it comes) emits a high shrill sound as it speeds through the city: has no one even
thought about the effect of such a disturbance? Caltrain blasts its horn to a deafening degree
already. Think outside the box. Scrap the report and start again. 
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From: Arnout Boelens
To: Council, City
Subject: Grade separation
Date: Sunday, August 22, 2021 10:01:14 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council members,

First of all, thank you for your decision earlier this month to move forward with the South
Palo Alto Bikeways project. This will bring some much needed safety improvements to South
Palo Alto.

This week there is another important infrastructure project on the agenda, grade separation. If
you decide to move forward with the underpass design we urge you to also approve the
"Design Refinement of Underpass Alternatives" for pedestrians and bicyclists. The staff report
mentions 90 degree angled turns, but some of these are actually 180 degrees, and nearly
impossible to navigate for less agile riders. This includes young riders, senior riders, and
families like ourselves (with a toddler in a cargo bike).

Thank you for your consideration. 

Kind regards,

Nicole, Arnout, & Ava Zoeller Boelens

mailto:ampboelens@gmail.com
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From: William Robinson
To: Council, City
Subject: Grade Separations: Train up or down, roads flat and safe!
Date: Monday, August 23, 2021 10:56:31 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear councilpersons, I applaud your courage in recommending next steps for
resolving rail versus road separation.
Australia has emphasized the correct approach in over 60% of 70+ separations in the
Melbourne metroplex: Train tracks go over roadways, roadways remain flat.
My rankings for Meadow and Charleston:

1. Viaduct: fast and least impact on adjacent circulation of motorized and non-
motorized. Road is flat for safety and visibility.

2. Trench
3. Hybrid
4. Undercrossing (The worst for circulation and compromised visibility)

 
William ‘Rob’ Robinson, 52 year resident in Charleston Meadows
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From: Ronald Pyszka
To: Council, City
Subject: InInput for August 23 City Council Meeting Agenda Item #5 (Charleston Meadow Rail Crossings)
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:47:22 PM
Attachments: Palo Alto City Council August 2021.docx

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

Please see attached document.
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Charleston Grade Separation Options





To:  Members of the Palo Alto City Council



I would like to reiterate some points that I made previously and add some additional thoughts.  



Let me begin by addressing the Underpass option.  At first glance, the Underpass option is an appealing concept.  However, as it turns out, its implementation is highly problematic.  As the saying goes, the devil is in the details.  The disadvantages of the Underpass option far outweigh its advantages.



· The Underpass option would require the acquisition/seizure of at least two private residences, something the City Council has previously said that it wishes to avoid.  



· The impact on private property is not limited to the acquisition/seizure of these residences.  It would also require the seizure of parts of several back yards.  



· When the Underpass option was first proposed, it involved a U-turn at Wright place.  The U-turn has since morphed into a monstrous traffic circle.  It is possible that the design will grow even larger in scope once additional design work takes place. 



· Homes bordering the traffic circle, as well as those in the general vicinity, would suffer noise, pollution, and decreased property values.  This promises to be a very congested traffic circle.   



· Traffic on Charleston between Alma and the proposed traffic circle would increase dramatically because cars making left turns to and from Alma would be added to those going straight through on Charleston.  All of Charleston, this section included, has been designated a residential/school corridor.  Residents have worked for more than a decade to calm traffic on Charleston, not increase it by adding cars making convoluted left turns.



· The increase in traffic stemming from convoluted left turns also makes the Underpass option the most environmentally unfriendly option.  Each car making a left turn adds an additional city block of travel.  All these blocks of travel will add up to thousands of miles.  We should be taking steps to reduce global warming, not increase it.

· To the east of the proposed traffic circle, residents would find it extremely difficult to back out of their driveways since there would no longer be traffic lights to provide an occasional break in traffic.  This is a serious problem for some of us who are seniors.



· With its twists, turns, and ramps, the Underpass option is also very unfriendly to seniors, mobility-impaired pedestrians, people pushing strollers, etc.  The Underpass option favors one population (physically-fit bicyclists) at the expense of others.



· Mode separation is the primary selling point for the Underpass option.  As someone who commuted to work across the Charleston crossing for more than 25 years, I am keenly sensitive to bicycle and pedestrian safety.  However, I do not believe that the Underpass option offers a significant advantage over the Trench, Hybrid, and Viaduct options.  As a bicyclist, I would be happy with any of them.  In fact, as an older bicyclist, I would prefer them.



· Lastly, with only one lane in each direction beneath the railroad tracks and with a traffic circle that promises to be congested from the outset, the Charleston Underpass option is the one that is most prone to becoming obsolete if automobile traffic continues to increase in coming decades.  We all hope that traffic growth can be constrained, but we also need to be realistic, particularly since a large portion of the automobile traffic on Charleston originates outside of Palo Alto and is unlikely to be influenced by Palo Alto’s traffic initiatives.  A certain amount of foresight and prudence is called for when making infrastructure investments of this magnitude.



There is no possible configuration of the Underpass option that can overcome the above issues.  As such, it seems that this would be a good time for the City Council to eliminate the Underpass option from further consideration and to instead focus on the remaining three options.



The Trench option has much to be said in its favor.  It is the most esthetically pleasing and unobtrusive of all the options.  Additionally, with the railroad tracks underground, pedestrian and bicycle lanes could be widened and separated by bowing them out.



There are cost and engineering obstacles to be overcome.  However, as the XCAP discussions showed, other cities have built railroad trenches for substantially less money than the amount that has been projected for Palo Alto.  The Trench option is worthy of further study.  If it can be made to work, it would be a wonderful investment in Palo Alto’s future.



If after further study the Trench option turns out to be unworkable, the Hybrid option is the most compelling choice.  It represents a reasonable compromise at a relatively affordable cost.



The projected cost of the Hybrid option for the Charleston/Meadow crossings is $190-230 million, whereas the projected cost of the Underpass option is $340-420 million.  This is a substantial difference.  And the Churchill and Palo Alto Avenue crossings need to be funded as well.



The Viaduct option would be the fastest and least disruptive to build.  Nevertheless, it is substantially more obtrusive than the Hybrid option without the cost advantage of that option.   The Hybrid option is a much better choice.  



The above comments represent my personal opinions.  However, all of the Walnut Grove neighbors with whom I have spoken are in agreement with the points that I have made in this letter.



Thank you very much for your consideration as you face the difficult task of sorting through the various options.  



Ronald H. Pyszka, Ph.D.

284 East Charleston Road
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From: Deborah Ju
To: Council, City
Subject: Meadow/Charleston Rail Options
Date: Sunday, August 22, 2021 11:59:14 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council members. This has been a long road. My neighbors and I
have written many letters and attended many zoom meetings regarding this
issue because we genuinely feel that the raised option proposals would be
reviled by our neighborhood and would cause great damage for generations
to come.  We hope that our concerns have been properly heard and that you
will remove the raised options from considerations for these crossings.

I have lived at 371 Whitclem Drive, in the Charleston Meadows
neighborhood for 35 years.  I am speaking to urge you to eliminate the
raised options from your consideration and to approve the trench option.
 
Our neighborhood has been engaged in this process from the beginning. The
overwhelming majority of residents oppose a raised option.   We submitted
a Petition early in this process, in May 2018, with 600 signatures in support
of the trench and tunnel options and in opposition to the raised rail options.
That opposition has not waned.  Neighbors have submitted letters and
spoken at every stage in the process to the point of exhaustion.    
 
I participated in the XCAP Zoom meetings.   It was my impression that the
XCAP members favored the trench design but were concerned about the
cost estimate prepared by the consultant.  Significant questions have been
raised about the accuracy of the cost estimate of the trench option vis-a-vis
the raised options. Similar trench projects have been built in other locations
at much, much lower costs. Many residents feel that the consultants went
into this project intent on pushing an elevated option and that the stark cost
differential between the raised options and the trench reflects that bias. An
independent cost review is needed to have any confidence in the analysis.
 
One point I want to stress is that there has not been an adequate noise
analysis.  The consultants only addressed noise level for the 2 rows of houses
closest to the track, which represents a very small fracture of the affected
homes. Their report assumed  that 2nd story homes would buffer noise
beyond the second row of houses.  Clearly, the consultants' analysis is

mailto:dsju371@gmail.com
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misinformed.  Had they visited the neighborhood, or done any research at
all, they would have learned that there is a one-story overlay over much of
the neighborhood (as there is in Greenmeadow on the other side of the
tracks). There are very few two-story homes and none located where they
will buffer noise for the affected area. Thus, the noise analysis is sloppy,
inaccurate and invalid.  I live in one of the few two story homes.  I can attest
that the train noise is much louder on our second story where there is
nothing to buffer it than it is downstairs. An elevated train would affect all
the homes in the neighborhood in this fashion--there would be nothing to
buffer the noise for many, many blocks in both directions.
 
I urge you to remove the raised options from consideration.  They are
strongly disfavored by the public.
 
Large concrete viaducts and overpasses are ugly and not compatible with a
residential neighborhood in a green community. Palo Alto would be
embarrassed and ashamed by such a structure and future generations will
wonder how in the world a City full of smart engineers let this happen.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Deborah Ju
371 Whitclem Drive
Palo Alto



From: Deborah Waxman
To: Council, City
Cc: Reckdahl, Keith
Subject: RAIL: NO RAISED OPTIONS, PLEASE
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 4:44:02 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council,
I am writing to add my voice to those strenuously objecting to raised rail options.
 
After living with train noise early mornings, daytimes, and late nights for more than a decade, I am
painfully aware of the increased noise and disruption that trains on a viaduct would impose on my
neighborhood. Please, please choose an option that puts the tracks below ground. Why would anyone
want to see and hear even more of the trains than we currently do? And why is cost the only factor
that seems to drive the consultant’s recommendations?
 
We will have to live with your decision for a very long time. In this innovative, lovely city, surely
we have the resources and ingenuity to find a solution that does not polarize neighborhoods and
drastically lower our quality of life.
 
Thanks for your attention,
Deborah Waxman
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From: carlin otto
To: Council, City
Subject: Railroad: NO RAISED OPTIONS
Date: Saturday, August 21, 2021 12:30:54 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Dear City Council

As you consider the options for grade separations for southern Palo Alto
(Meadow and Charleston), I ask you to remove the two raised options 
from considerations. Here are my reasons:

1. Raised options (the viaduct and the hybrid) will have the trains operating
 ABOVE the roofs of the homes in our large single-story overlay neighborhoods 
of Greenmeadows and Charleston-Meadows. The train will operate above
all single-story houses which make up MOST of the houses in southern Palo Alto,
even those that do not have single-story zoning 

By themselves the newly-installed electrification poles are creating
an ugly wall. These poles will be placed ON TOP of the viaduct or hybrid berm.
These raised solutions would create a huge visual barrier stretching
through the middle of our entire city. 

2. Raised structures push their noise much wider / farther than below-grade or at-grade options
so the train noise will affect many more people than the current train does. Building a raised
train guarantees that noise across much
of Palo Alto for the next 100 years. NOTE: the noise expert's report is seriously flawed. Many
people have written about this issue.

3. Over time, as Palo Alto builds more housing, the train noise will operate in a direct line to
the windows of apartments on stories 2-4. This will affect more and more of our residents as
time goes by..

4. Viaducts all over the world, over time, become dirty and ugly and poorly-maintained. It will
be no different in Palo Alto. Why build something that you know will become ugly and dirty
with litter and garbage collecting on the wasted land under the structure.

5. Cities around the world who have built raised solutions come to hate them
well before the structures reach their end of life. Many cities have even torn them down.

Please remove the viaduct and the hybrid options from consideration.

Carlin Otto
231 Whitclem Court
Palo Alto
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August 18, 2021 

City of Palo Alto Police Department 
275 Forest Avenue 
Palo Alto, Ca 94301 

Attention: Chief of Police Robert Jansen 

Subject: Parking on Sidewalks 

CITY OF PAL.O ALTO. CA 
CITY CLEi~K'S OFFICE 

21 AUG 23 AM IQ: 25 

I have not been a part of the active conversation between members of the Nextdoor Duveneck
St. Francis but today I read a rather long comment from a seventy four year old that likes to 
walk the neighborhood in Palo Alto with a friend. He is responding to an apparent incident that 
happened in South Palo Alto regarding a car that was vandalized because it was parked on the 
sidewalk and had added a comment regarding neighbors that let their plants grow out on the 
sidewalk. I had to laugh because I could have written a similar letter and I am ninety three, my 
husband is ninety six and we are doing our best to stay healthy and live in our own home. I use 
a cane on our property but when I walk by myself I use a walker. My husband uses a walker but 
has to be in a wheel chair for longer walks. We have a caregiver three days a week that takes 
him and I am able to go on my own with a walker. The other days I push him in his wheel chair 
on a much shorter walk than she does. We would like to continue to do this as long as my 
health holds out. The pandemic took his swimming away from him and my workouts at the Y 
away from me so walking is important to us. 

Construction trucks are all over Palo Alto and the other day I encountered five, all in a row on 
Walter Hays and luckily was able to call it to their attention that they were all parked illegally. 
They apologized and moved their trucks. Just today, Comcast was half way up on the sidewalk 
and I was lucky, the driver was in the truck and moved it out of my way. Every day I go through 
this and find even the residents are illegally parked. On down the street a car was parked up to 
the middle line on the sidewalk. Going around and in to the street is not an option. My tricky 
knee acts up on occasion and I lose my balance. I cannot back down the curbing with the 
wheel chair as that could be a disaster if I lost my balance. Our caregiver loves to walk but is 
amazed the way people park and often has to go out in the street. Wheel chairs are pretty 
wide. So I have attached a copy of the parking directions that were sent out years ago by I 
believe the Utility Department. I have added an extra note on it so people understand why I am 
leaving a copy under their windshield wiper. It helped my husband and I years ago when we 
had about five neighbors on canes, or using walkers or wheel chairs. We made copies of it and 
wrote a nice letter along with it and hand delivered it to every house on Lois Lane. Within 
twenty four hours there wasn't a single car on the sidewalk. Now we have all new neighbors. 

The plants that the woman complains about is absolutely true. My husband has to hold his 
hand out to keep the agapanthus out of his face. We just have to roll through the ones on the 
walk. 

The City is not helping matters. They are approving these ridiculous one car garages attached 
to the huge houses on these small lots. Residents have multiple cars. 

Our sidewalks are badly in need of repair. I asked the City about one area, they filled in the 
cracks but due to a tree trunk, the sidewalk is on such an angle I have to walk that block in the 
street when I have my husband in the wheel chair. When I am on my walker I have to be very 
careful. Our caregiver is only thirty one and strong but completely understands the problems I 
have. 



The last thing I want to do is call the police and get anyone in trouble. Tickets make people 
very unhappy and I wouldn't want to be confronted by any one. And yes, there are some who 
do not take kindly to suggestions or complaints. I would never be hostile to anyone I talked to 
so I am asking for help from you and the City. 

I realize that these are not all your problems and am sending copies to City Council and the 
Palo Alto Utilities since that is where I think we got the information on parking. 

Some days are worse than others so you can't just drive around and assume that there isn't 
that much of a problem, it is, for walkers, mothers with strollers, children on trikes and all 
handicap residents. 

,,.,-0 
Sincef 1y; 

' 
~ 

Bonnie Miller 
184 Lois Lane 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 
bcm246@aol.co, 

cc; City Council 
Palo Alto Utilities 

Att: City of Palo Alto Parking Laws 



--------

IA WS ABOUT PARKING AND YOUR VEHICLE 

LEAVING TOWN FOR MORE THAN THREE DAYS? 

The City of Palo Alto, like most other cities, has a pqrking ordinance, M.C. 10.36.030(a), that 
prohibits parking on a public street or alley for more than 72 consecutive hours. This means 
that if you go away on •1acatio11 or leave tile area J or any reason, you must not leave your 
vehicle pa,·ked on a city street or alley. If you must leave your vehicle in one of these places, 
please make arrangements with either a family member or friend to move your vehicle at least 
.2 mile (approximately 1,000feet) every 72 hours. 11iis will prevent you from. receiving a $50 

----J-UUJ!U!!~vw~· lation and prevent your vehicle from beillg towed. Questions: Call 329-2687. 
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PARK IT RIGHT G_ Q. N N cJ r f O ~ S. Sc2 -(e l ':( t -f 
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11ze California Vehicle Code pro:/1ibits vehicles from parkillg ill any of i'/ze following ways: 
on a sidewalk, on the wrong side of the street, or to the ,ight of the scored line of a sidewalk. 
11ze right-hand wheels must be parked within 18" of the light hand curb. Increased 
enforcement efforls will begin soo11. Help make Palo Alto neighborhoods more pedestrian 
friendly! If you have questio11s, please call the 329-2687 or 329-2142 . 

....... 
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DON'T LOSE YOUR CAR FOR 30 DAYS!! 

Since February 1, 1995, law enforcement agencies lzave been ellforcing section 14602. 6 of the 
California Velzicle Code wlziclz allows them to tow and store for 30 days vehicles operated by 
d1il'ers who never had a dliver's license or who are driving with a suspended or revoked 
driver's license. It is 11e1y imporlant tlzatfor monetary, liability, and insurance purposes that 
you do not allow anyone witlzout a valid dliver's license to drive your vehicle. The registered 
oiv,zer is responsible for towi,zg, storage, lien, and vehicle releas.e charges which can total 
almost $1,000. 
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